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ABSTRACT
Beckett, Travis J. M.S., Purdue University, December 2016. Analysis of Genetic Loci
Associated with Agronomic Performance in Previously Plant-Variety-Protected Elite
Commercial Maize Germplasm. Major Professor: Torbert Rocheford.
The low cost of genotyping coupled with the availability of high performance com-
puters has enhanced the ability of plant breeders to maintain and potentially increase
the rate of genetic gain through genotype-based selection methods. Genotypic selec-
tion works well when single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are identified which are
linked to quantitative trait loci (QTL) that control agronomic performance traits. An
effective way to identify SNPs correlated with superior crop performance is a genome-
wide association study (GWAS) within a genetically diverse population of former elite
commercial inbreds.
This study considers a population of 413 maize (Zea mays subsp. mays) inbreds
from three groups: (a) 283 inbreds with expired Plant Variety Protection certificates
(known hereafter as ex-PVP inbreds); (b) 66 public inbreds, composed of the main
historical contributors to contemporary North-American commercial germplasm; and
(c) 64 Dow AgroSciences proprietary inbreds. Inbred genotypes were obtained via
genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) and filtered down to 77,314 high-quality SNPs. Pop-
ulation genetic analyses showed that stratification is consistent with the three het-
erotic group divisions of maize: Stiff Stalk, Non-Stiff Stalk, and Iodent. Fixation
index analysis revealed specific SNPs and genomic regions responsible for genetic dif-
ferences between heterotic groups. Linkage disequilibrium decays to an average of
r2 = 0.2 at approximately 2 to 3 Kb. The phenotypic data was collected on hybrids
which were produced by crossing each individual inbred to five testers: two Stiff Stalk
(SS) testers, two Non-Stiff Stalk (NSS) testers, and one Iodent tester. Testcrosses
xiv
were grown in standard yield trial format in six environments. Measurements for six
performance-related traits were recorded: grain yield, test weight, percent moisture,
GDU at 50% pollen shed, plant height, and ear height. Best linear unbiased predic-
tors (BLUPs) were produced for each of the six traits within each of the five tester
groups. In addition, BLUPs were calculated for inbred general combining ability
(GCA) by assembling the 12 SS tester environments into one group, the 18 NSS and
Iodent environments into a second group, and considering the testers as treatments
and multiple testcross groups within each environment as unique replications.
Results from 42 unique genome-wide association analyses across all six traits iden-
tified 144 significant SNP-trait associations, described in three categories: 20 QTL
linked to known genes; 106 QTL linked to described gene models; and 18 QTL with
no known genes or gene models. In addition, at 11 of these 144 QTL, a significant
SNP-trait association occurred in more than one GWAS (i.e. tester-trait combina-
tion). Furthermore, major and minor alleles and their effects on phenotypic traits
were identified at each QTL. By identifying alleles associated with superior agro-
nomic performance, these results present an important resource that can be applied
to inbred or hybrid development in both public and private breeding programs.
11 GENETIC RELATEDNESS OF EX-PLANT-VARIETY-PROTECTED MAIZE
INBRED LINES
1.1 Abstract
The development of high throughput genotyping technology in combination with
readily available high-performance computing systems has created promising oppor-
tunities to further discover and exploit the genetic determinants of agronomic per-
formance in elite maize breeding populations. Understanding the genetic basis of a
population’s structure is an essential step in this discovery process. This chapter
presents a genotype-based population analysis of all maize inbreds whose Plant Vari-
ety Protection (PVP) certificate had expired as of the end of 2013 (283 individuals)
as well as 66 public founder inbreds. The main objective of this analysis is to provide
accurate population structure information in order to properly inform and reduce
bias in the genome-wide association analyses presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The
results presented here also allow for inferences to be made in context of the historical
development of North American elite commercial maize germplasm.
Genotypic data was obtained by genotyping-by-sequencing on all 349 inbreds,
and after filtering for missing data, 77,314 high-quality markers remained. Results
of population genetics analyses agree with previously published studies that divide
North American germplasm into three distinct groups: Stiff Stalk, Non-Stiff Stalk,
and Iodent. While principal component analysis (PCA) shows that population differ-
entiation is very complex and present at many levels, overall it confirms that division
into three population sub-groups is optimal for population description. Calculation
of linkage disequilibrium (LD) reveals that the population reaches an average r2 of
0.20 in the range of 2-3 Kb. Furthermore, clustering based on Nei’s genetic distance,
output in a dendrogram, clearly shows the divergence between three main heterotic
2groups. Finally, fixation index (FST ) analysis identify individual SNPs as well as ge-
nomic regions that show signatures of genetic differentiation between the three main
heterotic groups. Understanding the genetics of elite germplasm may help breeders
to maintain and potentially increase the rate of genetic gain that is needed to ensure
higher agronomic performance.
1.2 Introduction
Maize (Zea mays subsp. mays) is one of the most important agricultural crops in
the United States. While grain yields remained generally constant from 1866 to 1936,
there has been sustained increase in yields in the years since 1937 (see Figure 1.1). The
steadily increasing grain yields since 1937 are due in large part to exploitation of the
phenomenon of heterosis via the development and widespread adoption of hybrid corn.
Heterosis in maize, also known as hybrid vigor, is most apparent when the progeny
of a cross between two individuals from different germplasm groups outperforms the
progeny of a cross between two individuals from the same germplasm group (Bernardo,
2014). Especially in maize, these germplasm groups are referred to as heterotic groups.
The benefits of heterosis in maize were encountered and identified from time to
time throughout the 1800s and into the 1900s, most notably in crosses or ”mixtures”
between two races of maize predominant in the U.S. region, the Northern Flints and
Southern Dents (Russel & Sandall, 2016).1 Although the phenomenon of increased
performance of maize hybrids was noted by several breeders and growers in the late
1800s, the genetic mechanism remained elusive until the early 1900s, when separate
research efforts by George Harrison Shull and Edward Murray East began to unravel
the details of the mystery (Wallace & Brown, 1957; Shull, 1909, 1910; Richey, 1922;
East & Hayes, 1912; East, 1913; H. K. Hayes & East, 1911, 1915). In the years
that followed Shull and East’s groundbreaking work on heterosis in maize, Henry A.
Wallace would embark on an intense marketing and education effort, work that would
1In fact, the Corn Belt Dent race, the ancestor of nearly all maize hybrids produced in the United
States, descends from crosses between Northern Flints and Southern Dents (Russel & Sandall, 2016).
3later prove to be the tipping point in the widespread adoption of modern hybrid maize
(Crabb et al., 1947).2 Widely distributed explanations of the benefits of heterosis in
North American corn began to appear in published form as early as 1939 or 1940, and
heterosis was recognized as a useful concept for breeding purposes by the Ninth Corn
Improvement Conference of the North Central Region of the United States, held in
1947 (Hallauer & Carena, 2009).
After nearly three decades of hybrid maize production, the Plant Variety Protec-
tion Act (PVPA) was passed by the U.S. Congress in 1970 (USDA, 2013b). This
had the effect of shifting the majority of the elite maize inbred development from
the public to the private sector. In addition, following a U.S. Supreme Court rul-
ing on the subject of patenting of plants, in 1985 the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office began issuing patents for plants propagated by seed (Kesan & Janis, 2001).
This change provided an additional layer of protection for intellectual property that
could be claimed by proprietors of maize inbreds. Initially, certificates issued from
the PVP office were valid for a period of 18 years. In 1995, the length of protection
under PVP was amended to 20 years, while the period of protection under a patent
remains constant at 20 years (Mikel, 2006). With either intellectual property pro-
tection in place, plant breeders could now exclude others from capitalizing on their
newly developed inbreds, and thereby protect their investment. As a natural result,
the majority of research and development for the most lucrative crops moved to from
public institutions to the private sector. While proprietors were slow moving to begin
protecting their maize inbreds3, there have been 1,846 unique maize inbreds involved
in the PVP application process to the present day (USDA, 2013a). And as of the
beginning of this study in mid-2012, the period of protection for 283 inbred lines had
expired. The distribution of these 283 lines by proprietor is shown in Figure 1.2.
2Evidence of the enduring legacy left by H.A. Wallace on the U.S. maize landscape is the fact that
the company he started in 1926 to distribute hybrid corn, the Hi-Bred Corn Company, continues
even today under the name DuPont-Pioneer.
3For the most part, companies didn’t begin to apply for PVP certificates on proprietary maize inbred
lines until the 1980s, according to Mikel (2006).
4When Plant Variety Protection expires and/or the period of patent protection
lapses, the public is no longer excluded from using the inbred for any research or
development purpose. At the time of PVP certificate expiration, an inbred can real-
istically be considered an elite inbred line by the standard that existed two decades
ago. Even so, the newly available elite inbred becomes a readily available source
of new, highly selected alleles and haplotypes that can improve germplasm pools in
programs that previously did not have access to such elite genetics (Mikel, 2006).
Thus, the ex-PVP maize inbred lines can be an impactful source of elite germplasm,
especially for public or low-budget breeding programs.
Many pedigree-based studies of the ex-PVP maize inbreds have been published,
and numerous proposals of heterotic group divisions have been made. Among them
are: Iowa Stiff-Stalk Synthetic (BSSS) and non-Iowa Stiff-Stalk Synthetic (non-BSSS)
(H. Lu & Bernardo, 2001); Reid Yellow Dent, Minnesota 13, Northwestern Dent,
Lancaster Sure Crop, and Leaming Corn (A. F. Troyer, 1999); Reid Yellow Dent,
Lancaster, and other sub-groups (Gethi, Labate, Lamkey, Smith, & Kresovich, 2002);
a Pioneer Hi-Bred pool (Maiz Amargo, Stiff Stalk, Iodent, and Oh07Midland) and
a non-Pioneer Hi-Bred pool (Stiff Stalk, Lancaster-Mo17, and progeny of PHI3535,
3558, and 3737 hybrids); and the groups B73, Mo17, PH207, A632, Oh43, B37, and
mixed (Nelson et al., 2008). Additionally, Bernardo (2014) named B14, B37 and
B73 as subgroups of the BSSS heterotic group, as well as Iodent, Oh43, Mo17, and
other subgroups as key subgroups of the non-BSSS heterotic group. Furthermore, one
study identified seven key ancestral inbred lines from which most of contemporary
elite maize germplasm originated: B73, Mo17, PH207, PHG39 (from B37), LH123Ht,
LH82, and PH595 (Mikel & Dudley, 2006). While many variants of group subdivisions
exist, most authors would agree that the prevalent heterotic pattern in the U.S.
consists of Stiff Stalk (SS) inbreds crossed to Non-Stiff Stalk inbreds.4
4Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the term for the heterotic group Stiff Stalk (SS) is consid-
ered synonymous with and a shortened form of the term Iowa Stiff-Stalk Synthetic (BSSS); similarly,
references using the words non-Stiff Stalk represent non-Iowa Stiff-Stalk Synthetic (non-BSSS).
5To effectively use the ex-PVP maize inbreds to improve a breeding program, it
is necessary to have a thorough working knowledge about the combining ability and
genetic or pedigreed background of the inbred lines. Maize inbred lines can be as-
signed to heterotic groups in several ways: by using molecular markers; factoring in
a combination of pedigree information and specific combining ability based on field
trials; or some combination of the two (Fan et al., 2009). Early marker platforms
produced low number of markers at questionable accuracy levels, thus genetic-based
determinations of heterotic groups and combining ability was considered not as ef-
fective as traditional field-validation at accurately and reliably elucidating similar
groups of germplasm out of a large group of unrelated inbred lines (Dudley, Maroof,
& Rufener, 1991; Barata & Carena, 2006). Genotyping technology has now improved
to the point where genotype-based heterotic groupings can be just as accurate as
the groupings defined by pedigrees and empirical field measures of combining ability
(Olmos et al., 2013; S. D. Smith, Murray, & Heffner, 2015). In order to assess the util-
ity of each ex-PVP line in any breeding program, an accurate and robust population
genetics analysis is needed.
Many attempts to classify public maize lines into heterotic groups using primar-
ily molecular marker platforms have been reported, with varying levels of success
(Barata & Carena, 2006; Livini, Ajmone-Marsan, Melchinger, Messmer, & Motto,
1992; Y. Lu et al., 2009; Melchinger, Messmer, Lee, Woodman, & Lamkey, 1991;
Mumm & Dudley, 1994; Olmos et al., 2013; Parentoni et al., 2001; Senior, Murphy,
Goodman, & Stuber, 1998; O. Smith, Smith, Bowen, Tenborg, & Wall, 1990; Un-
terseer et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2016). Several marker-based
studies of ex-PVP maize have also been done on the genome-wide level (Nelson et
al., 2008; Morales, 2013; Kahler et al., 2010; Mikel, 2011; Dudley et al., 1991; van
Heerwaarden, Hufford, & Ross-Ibarra, 2012). In studies that used earlier genotyping
methods–restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) or simple sequence re-
peats (SSRs), to name a few–the number of markers was relatively small compared
to today’s standards (up to several million unfiltered markers can be produced by
6one genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) run). As a consequence of the small number
of markers, many of the authors cited above described difficulties with precision lev-
els in resolving the heterotic and family group membership of several inbred lines.
Following the development of single-nucleotide polymorphism-based markers, specif-
ically the GBS methodology, there has been a relative proliferation in the number
and depth of studies published regarding genetic classification of maize inbred lines
(a partial list is included in the papers cited in the first sentence of this paragraph).
Among the most directly applicable to the ex-PVP germplasm set is the publication
in 2013 by Romay et al., wherein the authors present a genotype-by-sequencing GBS
data set of 2,185 maize inbred accessions. The accessions not only included a diverse
selection of inbred lines from across the globe, but also included all the previously
Plant-Variety-Protected inbred lines that had been released as of the date of tissue
sampling–approximately 200 inbred lines. Romay et al. (2013) also described results
from analyses of the population structure and relationships based on genotype. As
shown in the methods used by the publications just cited, with the continuing de-
crease in cost of genotyping, it is now possible to obtain large numbers of genotypic
markers via GBS, remove or impute the low-quality SNPs, and still end up with a set
of genotypic markers large enough to do a very thorough analysis to determine overall
population structure as well as individual genetic relationships among the ex-PVP
maize inbred group.
This study presents a comprehensive genotype-based population analysis a large
ex-PVP maize inbred set, including accurate heterotic group information confirmed
by both genetic (in Chapter 1) and field-based metrics (see Chapters 2 and 3). When
coupled with the readily available high-performing elite inbred lines from the expired
ex-PVPs, these results provide a solid foundation upon which potential genetic gains
can be realized in breeding.
71.3 Materials and Methods
1.3.1 Plant Material
The maize varieties used in this study include 283 ex-PVP inbreds and 66 public
inbred founders. The 283 ex-PVP inbreds included those whose certificates expired
between 1994 and the beginning of this study in 2012. The 66 public founders were
chosen by consulting the pedigrees of the 283 ex-PVP lines, and identifying the most
important contributors (Morales, 2013). Each variety included in the public inbred
founder set satisfied the following two criteria: (1) it appeared among the progenitors
in at least one ex-PVP pedigree; and (2) seed for that public line was readily available
to the public at the start of this project. Sufficient seed for all 349 inbred lines was
requested from the USDA-ARS National Genetic Resources Program (USDA, 2013a),
and received from the USDA-ARS North-Central Regional Plant Introduction Station
(NCRPIS) in Ames, Iowa. Pedigrees for the ex-PVP inbreds were found on their
respective PVP certificates, accessed at ars.grin.gov (USDA, 2013a). The 283 ex-PVP
inbreds used in this study are listed in Table 1.1. The public lines pedigrees were
obtained from Compilation of North American Maize Breeding Germplasm (Gerdes,
Tracy, Coors, Geadlemann, & Viney, 1993). General information about these 66
public founder inbred lines is included in Table 1.2.
1.3.2 Pedigree Information
The distribution 283 ex-PVP lines by proprietor is displayed in Figure 1.2. Pioneer
Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Pioneer), produced the most lines, with approximately
37.8 percent of these 283 ex-PVP certificates. The top three proprietors–Pioneer,
Holden’s Foundation Seeds, and DEKALB Plant Genetics–held 75.6 percent of ex-
PVP certificates. The top seven proprietors which includes the top three, as well as
Novartis Seeds, Inc., United AgriSeeds, Inc., Advanta Technology Limited, and Wil-
son Hybrids, Inc.–accounted for 89.4 percent of ex-PVP certificates. The remaining
810.6 percent of ex-PVP lines used in this study originated from eighteen different com-
panies, with each of those eighteen companies responsible for between one and three
certificates. Overall, 28 percent of the proprietors held 89 percent of the certificates
that were issued in 1976-1992 and expired during 1994-2012. The majority of PVP
certificates issued between 1976 and 1992 were held by a core group of proprietors.
1.3.3 Genotypic Data Compilation
The original genotypic data comes from two separate sources. The first genotypic
data set included 224 lines whose PVP certificates had expired as of the end of 2011,
as well as 67 public founder inbred lines. Partially imputed genotyping-by-sequencing
(GBS) data for these 291 lines was downloaded from the online GBS data repository at
www.panzea.org (Zhao et al., 2006). The build version was ZeaGBSv27, with 955,690
SNPs on AGPv2 coordinates, produced using the enzyme ApeKI and the protocol
described by Elshire et al. (2011) (Glaubitz et al., 2014; Elshire et al., 2011). The
second genotypic data set consisted of GBS data on 58 additional inbred lines, whose
PVP certificates expired during the first four months of 2012. These 58 lines were
grown at the Purdue Agronomy Center for Research and Education (ACRE) in West
Lafayette, Indiana, in the summer of 2012. Tissue sampling and DNA extraction was
completed shortly thereafter by the Rocheford Maize Lab at Purdue University (West
Lafayette, Indiana). Protocol followed that of the Buckler lab at Cornell University
(Ithaca, New York) as closely as possible (Romay et al., 2013). The DNA samples
were then sent to the Cornell University Institute for Genomic Diversity (Ithaca, New
York), where GBS libraries were prepared and analyzed according to Elshire et al.
(2011), using the enzyme ApeKI for digestion and creating a library with 240,021,078
unique barcodes. The GBS pipeline for these 59 lines resulted in 546,531 unfiltered
SNPs. The two genotypic data sets were aligned and merged prior to running the
GWAS, using TASSEL 5.0, version 20151210 (Bradbury et al., 2007).
91.3.4 Data Analysis
SNP Characteristics
Quality control measures were employed so the genotypic data would be as accu-
rate as possible for population structure analysis and genome-wide association study
(see Chapter 2). Since the genotypic set came from two different GBS runs, the
missing data was not distributed randomly, but rather correlated with the GBS run.
To overcome this missing-data bias, SNP sites with missing data greater than ten
percent and/or a minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 0.05 were removed. In addi-
tion, minor SNP status (i.e. tertiary and greater alleles) and heterozygote calls were
changed to missing data. These filters were applied to the data using TASSEL 5.0.
Applying the filters as stated above reduced the maximum amount of missing
data per inbred to no more than 30 percent for any one inbred in this data set (see
Table 1.5). The 30 percent level was chosen in an attempt to balance the share of
missing data between the two previously unmerged GBS sets while also minimizing the
proportion of overall missing data and thus reduce chances of inaccurate imputation
(He et al., 2015). These filter thresholds left the genotypic data set with a total of
77,327 SNPs. The 6.22 percent of the genotype calls that remained as missing data
were fully imputed using the ’markov’ function in the package ’NAM’ in RStudio
version 0.98.1103 (R Core Team, 2015; Xavier, Xu, Muir, & Rainey, 2015).5 Minor
allele frequency was also computed in RStudio, and is shown in Figure 1.3.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed by the ’prcomp’ function in
RStudio. The optimal number of PCAs was determined by consulting both the scree
plot and the PCA plots.
5Note: Many subsequent analyses in this chapter used the identical version of RStudio coupled with
the package ’NAM’; thus, to avoid unnecessary redundancy, all following references to RStudio and
’NAM’ will omit the RStudio version number and ’NAM’ package citation details.
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Linkage Disequilibrium
Analysis of linkage disequilibrium (LD) was done in RStudio with the package
’NAM’, using the function ’ld’. Decay of LD was determined for each chromosome
individually by considering all pairwise SNP marker combinations. For each SNP
pair, both the distance (bp) and the coefficient of determination r2 were calculated,
then plotted. A smoothing function within RStudio (’lokern’) was employed to insert
a trend line for each chromosome (Herrmann & Ma¨chler, 2013). The mean LD over
all chromosomes was also included in the plot.
Population Structure
Population substructure was analyzed using RStudio, using various packages as



















was used to create the distance matrix with functions called from the package ’NAM’
(Nei, 1972). The built-in R function ’hclust’ was used to perform an hierarchical clus-
ter analysis using Ward’s minimum-variance method, defined by dij = d({Xi}, {Xj}) =
||Xi − Xj||2 (Ward Jr, 1963). A phylogenetic tree, or dendrogram, was created and
coded using the package ’ape’ in RStudio (Paradis, Claude, & Strimmer, 2004). The
tree was exported in Newick (also known as New Hampshire) file format, then im-
ported into the online application Interactive Tree of Life (iTol) for color annotating
(Letunic & Bork, 2011).
Once the tree was created, the optimal number of sub-groups was determined by
a multi-step approach. First, the plots produced from principal component analysis
was examined for indications of separation into clear groups. Then, the function
’cutree’ in RStudio was used to split the tree into sub-groups based on branch length
(genetic dissimilarity), informed generally by the number of clear groups indicated
by the principal component plot. Known pedigrees and results of previous studies
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(Nelson et al., 2008; van Heerwaarden et al., 2012) were then used to identify group
names and confirm boundaries. Divisions of between three and eight sub-groups were
examined in more detail. Maximum sub-groups were reached when further division
did not appear justified based on pedigrees and/or results of previous studies.
To identify loci and genomic regions that show signatures of selection, fixation
index FST was calculated in RStudio for each principal sub-group, based on the pure
drift model (Nicholson et al., 2002; Porto-Neto, Lee, Lee, & Gondro, 2013). The




where Q2 and Q3 are defined as the probability that two copies of the genomic region
are the same when sampled from within and between populations. This particular
model is fit by employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods in a Bayesian
framework. The FST statistic produced by the Nicholson et al., (2002) model is very
similar to the FST described by Weir and Cockerham–essentially an unbiased version
of Wright’s FST intended for application to genetic markers (Weir & Cockerham, 1984;
Wright, 1949). Within each principal sub-group, an FST statistic was calculated for
each SNP and plotted. The single SNP FST values were averaged within 773 windows,
with each window composed of approximately 100 SNP markers. Given a genome size
for maize of 2.3 Gb (Schnable et al., 2009), 77,314 total markers in this study, and an
average of 29,749 bp per marker, each genomic region window for this FST analysis had
an average width of 1.97 Mb. The smoothed line was overlaid on top of the individual
SNPs. This smoothed line allows for examination of FST on a larger genomic region
scale.
To calculate an FST that more accurately represented the data set used herein,
two important interrelated modifications were made to address necessary data set
corrections not explicitly included in the methods described by Porto-Neto et al.
(2013). Both involved filtering of the inbred lines to be used in calculation of the FST
statistic. First, to correct for sample size among sub-populations (or heterotic groups,
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in this case), a balanced number of individuals across the three heterotic groups was
selected. Second, to reduce bias of allelic frequencies caused by pedigree structure,
the the balanced sample from each heterotic group was composed of individuals as
genetically unrelated as possible. For example, within the Stiff Stalk heterotic group,
F42 and B73 are very genetically closely related. Including both of these inbreds
in an allelic frequency measure would be essentially using duplicate genotypic data,
and would bias the allele frequency calculated for the Stiff Stalk heterotic group.
Simply excluding either one inbred, however, while retaining the other, removes the
pedigree structure bias while retaining sufficient genetic diversity in the context of
FST analysis.
The Iodent heterotic group contained the least number of individuals (see Figure
1.7, so the filtering process was initiated within this subgroup. Filtering of the Iodent
subgroup according to the two criteria described above resulted in 44 remaining inbred
lines. Therefore, in order to balance the data set with equal number of individuals
from each heterotic group, 44 became the target number of individuals to select out
of the remaining two groups. A list of the inbreds selected for FST analysis is included
hereafter in Table 1.5.3.
To identify loci and genomic regions that may be responsible for population dif-
ferentiation, the 10 SNPs and the 5 genomic regions with the highest FST values were
selected. A SNP was excluded from the initial top 10 list if it was in high LD (¿0.95)
with another SNP within the top 10 list. This exclusion step was repeated until none
of the ten SNPs in the top 10 list was in high LD with another SNP on the top 10
list. The 77 windows for the genomic regions held approximately 1,000 SNPs each,
covering an average of approximately 29.7 Mb.
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1.4 Results
1.4.1 Marker Coverage and Missing Data
The set of germplasm analyzed in this study was comprised of 349 inbreds, in-
cluding 283 ex-PVP inbred lines. The remaining 66 inbred lines were public inbred
founders, chosen by the method stated earlier. One of the challenges presented in this
study resulted from attempting to merge two GBS data sets from different sources.
Before any filtering for imputations to improve marker quality, out of a total of 955,690
SNP markers in one set and 546.531 SNP markers in the other set, only 220,550 sites–
or 17.2 percent–were common to both GBS sets (see Table 1.4). Following the merger
of the genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) sets, and subsequent filtering to remove het-
erozygous calls, monomorphic sites, markers with greater than 17.2 percent missing
data, and SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 0.05, the number of
markers remaining was 77,327. The resulting number of SNPs per MAF window is
shown in Figure 1.3. Missing data may not have been distributed randomly, as use of
the B73 reference genome for read alignment results in inbreds closely related to B73
being left with less proportion of missing data than inbreds more distantly related
to B73 (Romay et al., 2013). Nonetheless, prior to population analysis, missing data
was reduced to zero by imputation.
1.4.2 Linkage Disequilibrium
Figure 1.4 shows the decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across genetic distance.
An average LD of 0.2 was reached at approximately 2-3 Kb. All chromosomes followed
the same general decay trend, with the exception of chromosome 7, which decayed
more quickly between 100 bp and 1 Kb and reached an average LD of 0.2 at about
1 Kb. Overall, these results appear to agree with the results from an previously
published analysis of a similar data set (Romay et al., 2013).
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1.4.3 Population Structure
The ex-PVP inbred lines came from 28 different proprietors; the public founder
inbred lines originated from research programs located in approximately 17 different
states and one Canadian province. When all the inbred lines are considered together,
regardless of company or program of origin, population stratification was expected to
follow the three principal heterotic groups of maize–Stiff Stalk, Non-Stiff Stalk, and
Iodent. Principal component analysis (PCA) validates this expectation (Figure 1.9),
with three clear spatial divisions in the PCA plot corresponding with the colored
annotations obtained from the phylogenetic cluster analysis. A three-dimensional
PCA plot, showing an additional principal component for each inbred line, shows a
similarly clear division into three main groups (Figure 1.10).
Further confirmation of the generally expected population stratification is visible
in the scree plot of the principal component analysis (Figure 1.5). The optimal number
of principal components to explain the variation found in the genotype (three, in this
case) is found by visually determining the largest point of inflection, or ”elbow” of the
non-linear trend line. Percent variation explained by additional principal components
is depicted in Figure 1.6.
Phylogenetic cluster analysis produces a dendrogram that clearly divides into three
main heterotic groups, with Iodent in yellow, Non-Stiff Stalk in blue, and stiff-stalk
in red (Figure 1.7).6 Scaled branch lengths in this figure allow a visual representa-
tion of the relative proportion of genetic difference between the three main heterotic
groups. General heterotic group assignments based on pedigree data as well as pre-
vious publications agree with the classifications assigned by the genotypic clustering
method used herein (Nelson et al., 2008; Morales, 2013; Kahler et al., 2010; Mikel,
2011; Dudley et al., 1991; van Heerwaarden et al., 2012).
6Note: this tree is presented in a rooted format with the primary purpose of illustrating genetic
distance while retaining legible inbred names. While no inference is made about common ancestors,
the stiff-stalk and Iodent/Non-Stiff Stalk portions form an ingroup/outgroup interaction, thus en-
suring that the presentation of a tree in rooted format is still an acceptable depiction of the detailed
population stratification.
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To examine each of the three main heterotic groups in more detail, a dendrogram
divided into eight principal population sub-groups can also be produced by the same
methods of cluster analysis. The resulting dendrogram is shown in Figure 1.8. 7
1.4.4 Genetic Diversity
The fixation index plot shows definite peaks of high FST values for both individual
SNPs and genomic regions (see Figures 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13). Since the primary focus
of this chapter is to reduce bias in GWA analysis by examining and confirming general
population structure, a detailed study of the results of the fixation index plots will
be left to other studies. Nevertheless, the most significant results are reported here,
and can be examined in tabular output of the ten SNPs and five genomic regions
with the highest FST values for each of the three heterotic groups (see Tables 1.6
and 1.7). These results represent the loci and regions where allelic diversity is the
highest between the three main heterotic groups considered in this study–Stiff Stalk,
Non-Stiff Stalk, and Iodent.
1.5 Discussion
1.5.1 Linkage Disequilibrium
During the analysis of this data set, extensive attempts were made to accurately
represent linkage disequilibrium. Therefore, numerous previous studies were con-
sulted, with both methods and results given thorough consideration. The study with
a data set closest in composition to that used here was published by Romay et al.
(2013). In that study, it is stated that the LD present in the ex-PVP inbred lines
declines to an average r2 = 0.2 at 10 Kb, with the LD decay among public inbred lines
7The focus of this thesis is a genome-wide association study to uncover useful alleles associated with
important traits. Furthermore, as the focus of this chapter is to describe methods of population
analysis that are used to improve the GWAS, and as three population sub-groups will sufficiently
inform the GWAS, a detailed discussion of eight population sub-groups is left to a future dissertation
and/or publication(s).
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being much quicker, reaching r2 = 0.2 at 1 Kb. Furthermore, a separate study that
used a set of diverse maize lines estimated that LD decays to an average of r2 = 0.2
at approximately 1.5 Kb (Remington et al., 2001). Given these previously published
LD results, it is expected that the distance at which LD decayed to an average of r2
within a combined set would fall somewhere under 10 Kb. The results in this chapter
meet this expectation, as LD reaches the average r2 value approximately at 2-3 Kb.
This physical distance at which LD (r2) reaches 0.2 is important when using the re-
sults of a GWAS in candidate gene discovery, as this distance equals a window within
which genes are likely to be linked to the SNP with a significant trait association.
1.5.2 Population Structure
For purposes of a genome-wide association study, dividing the group into three
main populations appeared optimal. Any additional population divisions would have
very small incremental and increasingly diminishing returns (see Figure 1.6). Inclu-
sion of tree scale in the dendrogram (Figures 1.7 and 1.8) reinforces the concept that
commercial breeding efforts in the Plant Variety Protection era (post-1970) have con-
tinued to drive genetic divergence between the three heterotic groups of Iodent, Stiff
Stalk, and Non-Stiff Stalk.
Knowledge of which areas of the genome are responsible for population differen-
tiation and substructure can identify important functional areas of the genome that
have alleles which are unique within each heterotic group. This information can then
be used to further investigate the mechanism of heterosis, as it is likely that these
diverse genomic regions are highly involved in the observed heterotic effect. Genomic
regions that have undergone differential selection show high variation in allele fre-
quency between subgroups. As the Fst statistic is a ratio of random gametes within
sub-groups relative to the gametes in the total population, it highlights these areas
of the genome that are responsible for population structure. As the value of the
Fst statistic increases, the strength of evidence for differentiation or selection also
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increases. Defining the borders of the regions of high variation is important, as it
provides an area that can be examined in detail to identify candidate genes that are
associated with natural or artificial selection.8
The Fst statistic was examined at both single loci and genomic regions. First, the
individual SNPs with the highest Fst values were identified, for each heterotic group.
Although there is no significance level reported, the information is nevertheless use-
ful, as the Fst statistic reports on the allelic frequencies of a subset relative to the
whole population. These relative values, then, can be used to identify the loci with
the highest allelic frequency divergence from the population. Second, the Fst statis-
tic was examined at a larger scale, with each genomic regions approximately 1,000
SNPs wide, approximately equal to 29.7 Mb. The five regions reported in Table 1.7
are those shown by the smoothing curve (and confirmed by the numerical Fst out-
put) to be regions of high allelic diversity when comparing one heterotic group to the
other groups. These genomic regions were likely involved in population differentiation
events or in further evolutionary divergence occurring after the heterotic group sep-
aration. Furthermore, high Fst regions that are common to all three heterotic group
analyses could be indicative of involvement in the mechanism of heterosis. Further
study of these SNPs with high Fst values, including thorough examination of regu-
latory regions, resulting proteins and enzymes, and various metabolomics could lead
to a greater understanding of the physiological underpinnings of the phenomenon of
heterosis. Some research in this area has been completed but is far from a full de-
scription of heterosis in maize (Marsan, Castiglioni, Fusari, Kuiper, & Motto, 1998;
H. Lu, Romero-Severson, & Bernardo, 2003).
For further study of the population differentiation revealed through calculation of
the Fst statistic, two experimental design changes could be considered. To highlight
the areas of the genome responsible for differentiation of a specific trait, one could use
populations with few differences between them except for the differences under study.
8In the case of this set of highly selected elite maize inbred lines, the selection pressure is reasonably
assumed to be primarily artificial in nature.
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For example, if the focus was to study flowering time in maize, a valuable comparison
would be found in a data set of late and early (but no mid-range) maturing Stiff
Stalk inbreds. Essentially, this design filters the regions of the genome with divergent
allelic frequencies down to those regions associated with the trait of flowering time.
This would ensure that the loci and genomic regions identified as significant by the
analysis are more likely to be those genomic loci or regions related to the trait of
study.
A second addition to the Fst analysis could be to expand the criteria upon which
the loci and/or genomic regions are chosen. In this study, only the top 10 SNPs
for each heterotic group were highlighted. For expanded study, the threshold for
SNPs to investigate further could be set to all markers with an Fst value greater than
three (or even two) standard deviations above the mean Fst of that particular sub-
population. Alternatively, one could apply a method of resampling in order to derive
p-values out of the empirical distribution (Porto-Neto et al., 2013). If the primary
research goal was to thoroughly identify genes or regions that were subjected to
selection pressure during population differentiation, either of these approaches would
significantly broaden the genomic search area.
1.5.3 Application of Genetic Relationships in Breeding
Knowledge of the genetic background of a particular inbred can be an important
factor in determining the best use of that inbred. Besides pedigrees, the genetic
composition of inbreds can help a breeder decide what combinations may prove to
be the best in both breeding crosses and hybrid crosses. Identifying an inbred’s
heterotic group–defined as a set of inbreds that lead to similar hybrid performance
when crossed with inbreds from another such set–is an integral step in deciding which
lines to cross with it (Bernardo, 2014). The dendrogram produced in this study
(Figure 1.7) visually identifies the heterotic group membership of each ex-PVP and
pubic inbred included in this study. The divisions among Stiff Stalk, Non-Stiff Stalk,
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and Iodent are clear. Further sub-group divisions within the Stiff Stalk heterotic
group are similarly defined. However, the sub-group divisions within the Non-Stiff
Stalk heterotic group are more ambiguous and difficult to resolve. Many of the Non-
Stiff Stalk lines in the ex-PVP group are genetically closely related, especially in the
”Pioneer Mixed” and ”Miscellaneous” groups in Figure 1.8. The results of this study
generally agree with previous classifications of maize heterotic groups (Nelson et al.,
2008; van Heerwaarden et al., 2012; Bernardo, 2014). However, the dendrogram
presented here includes a larger number of ex-PVP lines and more information about
relationships derived directly from the genotypic cluster analysis.
One way this information can prove useful is in determining how best to begin
testing a newly released ex-PVP inbred line. When the PVP certificate for an in-
bred line expires and the seed is freely available for use, the general background of
the line can be determined by consulting the pedigree on the certificate. Then the
general background can be matched to the lines most closely related by pedigree.
Existing yield trial results (see chapters two and three) of the most closely related
lines could be a starting point to determining the potential combining ability and
agronomic performance value of the newly released ex-PVP inbred. Alternatively, if
the pedigree on the certificate does not include parental inbreds that are within the
current dendrogram presented here, and if the line can be quickly genotyped, it can
then be inserted into a new cluster analysis where the genetic relationships can be
determined.
The characterization of the ex-PVP lines in this chapter will strengthen pub-
lic knowledge of this germplasm set. This will help public researchers who wish to
use lines with higher performance than the traditionally used public inbreds. For
example, a public breeder may wish to develop a new inbred in a tropical or unre-
lated genetic background that incorporates some of the favorable alleles found in the
ex-PVP germplasm set. The genotypic data set and accompanying population ge-
netics analysis in this study can be used to perform a genome-wide association study
(GWAS) on the desired high-performance traits. Once significant SNP associations
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with the trait of interest are identified by GWAS, the results could then be used
to inform a marker assisted selection (MAS) breeding pipeline to insert the desired
traits within the desired genetic background. Such a GWAS that reveals the genetic
basis of important agronomic traits within the ex-PVP germplasm pool is presented
hereafter in chapters two and three.
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Table 1.1: Ex-PVP inbred lines used in this study.
Inbred Name† Proprietor PVP No. GRIN ID Pedigree‡
207 Pioneer 8300144 PI 601005 G3BD2 x G3RZ1
740 Novartis 8800028 PI 601489 Mo17 x Mexican Deep Kernel
764 Novartis 8700036 PI 601374 235 x B73
778 Novartis 8700045 PI 601375 W117 x B37Ht
779 Novartis 8700041 PI 601376 CM7-24 x W117
787 Novartis 8800029 PI 601490 VA17 x VA29
790 Novartis 8800030 PI 601491 235 x B73
793 Novartis 8800031 PI 601492 235 x B73
794 Novartis 8700046 PI 601377 235 x B73
807 Novartis 8700151 PI 601430 W117 x B37Ht
904 Northrup 9200123 PI 560317 PHI3737
911 Northrup 9200012 PI 557556 PHI3737
912 Northrup 9200013 PI 557557 PHI3737
1538 United Agriseeds 8900075 PI 601658 PHI3901 x AS3(synthetic)
2369 Cargill 8800178 PI 601559 2702H x B73 (1)
5707 Asgrow 8600036 PI 601269 C123Ht x Va59
6103 Asgrow 8500005 PI 601159 (AS10631 x A632) x RB14AHt
11430 Cargill 8800177 PI 601558 Oh43 x H99 x Mo17 Composite
78004 DeKalb-Pfizer 8500125 PI 601210 B73 x A634
78010 DeKalb-Pfizer 8500126 PI 601211 B73 x A634
29MIBZ2 DeKalb 9100124 PI 548830 B87 x PHI3901
2FACC DeKalb 9000016 PI 601808 4676A x PB80
2FADB DeKalb 9300084 PI 564751 4676A x PB80
2MA22 DeKalb-Pfizer 8800193 PI 601560 4780 x 5P9-1
2MCDB DeKalb 9300091 PI 565088 2MA22 x 4780 Composite
3IBZ2 DeKalb 9100223 PI 554616 IBC2 x ZZZ38
3IIH6 DeKalb 9300087 PI 564754 PHI3737
3IJI1 DeKalb 9300086 PI 564753 IBI8 x PHI3603
4676A DeKalb-Pfizer 8600092 PI 601300 1067-1 x B-line Composite
4N506 Funk Seeds 8900263 PI 601745 B73 x BSSS2
6F629 DeKalb 9100036 PI 546483 88051B x 4608H
6M502 DeKalb-Pfizer 8800191 PI 601561 MAWU x 4913
6M502A DeKalb 9100037 PI 546484 MAWU x 4913
78002A DeKalb-Pfizer 8600091 PI 601301 B73 x A634
78371A DeKalb-Pfizer 8700172 PI 601438 4726 x Iowa Long Ear
78551S DeKalb 8800195 PI 601562 78060A x LH38
83IBI3 DeKalb 9100256 PI 555651 IBC2 x IBI2
87916W DeKalb-Pfizer 8800189 PI 601563 W37-2 x B73 (2)
8M129 DeKalb 9300090 PI 565087 78060A x 88144
91IFC2 DeKalb 9300083 PI 564750 FR23 x IBC2
AQA3 DeKalb 9300082 PI 564749 ABA10 x FBAB
B09 Pioneer 8300142 PI 601007 555 x 031
B47 Pioneer 8300141 PI 601009 B37 x SD105
BCC03 Novartis 9100002 PI 544065 3224 x LH51
CQ702rc United Agriseeds 9300186 PI 566938 KS1030 x 3535
CR14 J.C. Robinson 8900095 PI 601683 (B73Ht x CM105) x (B73Ht x CQ187)
CR1Ht J.C. Robinson 8400042 PI 601080 W117Ht x Mo17Ht
CS405 United Agriseeds 9200059 PI 559916 B73 x K81
CS608 United Agriseeds 9200122 PI 560316 (Oh514 x B68Ht) x CD1
DJ7 Funk Seeds 8500086 PI 601191 BS16(Syn) x B73 (3)
E8501 Novartis 8900233 PI 601724 387 x FRMo17
F118 DeKalb 9100248 PI 555462 B73 x T220
F42 FFR 8300157 PI 601026 B73 Mutation
FAPW DeKalb-Pfizer 8200152 PI 600958 B14AH x B37H
FBHJ DeKalb-Pfizer 8700173 PI 601439 B84 x FBAB (1)
FBLA DeKalb 9100035 PI 546482 1094-H x A656
FR 19 IL Found. Seeds 8000011 PI 600772 W438 x A635
G35 Pioneer 8300140 PI 601008 PHG3BD2 x H7FS6 (or PH595)
G39 Pioneer 8300115 PI 600981 B37 x B14 x B96 x I205 x IDT
G50 Pioneer 8300143 PI 601006 848 x 207
G80 Pioneer 8400128 PI 601037 495 x 331
H8431 Novartis 8800152 PI 601610 (377 x B386) x 347
continued on next page
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Table 1.1: continued
Inbred Name† Proprietor PVP No. GRIN ID Pedigree‡
HB8229 DeKalb 8800190 PI 601564 8200 x A634H
HBA1 DeKalb-Pfizer 8500069 PI 601172 PHI3195 x PHI3199
IB014 DeKalb-Pfizer 8500123 PI 601208 H99 x 3901 (1)
IB02 DeKalb-Pfizer 8700197 PI 601457 IBI x 7309B
IBB14 DeKalb 8800192 PI 601565 PHI3710 x PHI3732
IBB15 DeKalb-Pfizer 8700196 PI 601458 J6 x W70884
IBC2 DeKalb-Pfizer 8700198 PI 601459 Mo17Ht x J6 (1)
ICI 193 Advanta 9200037 PI 559380 PHI3732 x CB59G
ICI 441 Advanta 9200038 PI 559381 PHI3377 x LH132
ICI 581 Zeneca 9300049 PI 564697 LH39 x LH58
ICI 740 Advanta 9200039 PI 559382 PHI3377 x LH132
ICI 893 Advanta 9200040 PI 559383 Pa91 x B73 (1)
ICI 986 Zeneca 9200041 PI 559384 PHI3540
J8606 Novartis 8900226 PI 601725 P101 x C103G
L 127 Lifaco Seed 8900201 PI 601726 PHI3901 x W117
L 135 Lifaco Seed 8900202 PI 601727 PHI3901 x W117
L 139 Lifaco Seed 8900203 PI 601728 PHI3901 x PHI3780
L 155 Limagrain 9100163 PI 550695 P-3901 x A632
LH1 Holden’s 7600047 PI 644101 B37 x 644
LH119 Holden’s 8200064 PI 600954 H93 x B73 (2)
LH123HT Holden’s 8400030 PI 601079 PHI3535
LH127 Holden’s 9000064 PI 538007 LH58 x L122 (1)
LH128 Holden’s 9100067 PI 547086 LH51 x (BS11LHC3-S4)
LH132 Holden’s 8300148 PI 601004 H93 x B73 (2)
LH143 Holden’s 8300138 PI 601003 A635Ht x A632Ht (2)
LH145 Holden’s 8300102 PI 600959 A632Ht x CM105
LH146Ht Holden’s 8700089 PI 601402 B73 x CM105 (1)
LH149 Holden’s 8800053 PI 601493 (A662 x B73-S1) x B73 (2)
LH150 Holden’s 8500153 PI 601230 PHI3147
LH156 Holden’s 8700090 PI 601403 Va85 x Pa91
LH159 Holden’s 9200247 PI 562377 PHI3160
LH160 Holden’s 9000122 PI 539920 ND246 x Mo17
LH162 Holden’s 9000123 PI 539921 ND246 x Mo17
LH163 Holden’s 9000065 PI 538008 PHI3720
LH164 Holden’s 9100265 PI 555659 PHI3901
LH165 Holden’s 9200248 PI 562378 LH82 x LH51
LH166 Holden’s 9300035 PI 564539 LH82 x LH124
LH172 Holden’s 9200249 PI 562379 LH122 x LH82 (1)
LH181 Holden’s 9100068 PI 547087 LH58 x LH122
LH183 Holden’s 9300088 PI 564755 LH122 x LH51 (1)
LH184 Holden’s 9300038 PI 564542 LH123Ht x LH51 (1)
LH190 Holden’s 9000124 PI 539922 ((B68Ht x B73Ht)-S2) x B73
LH191 Holden’s 9000139 PI 539925 LH132 x PHI3184
LH192 Holden’s 9000140 PI 539926 LHE137 x LHE136
LH193 Holden’s 9000141 PI 539927 LHE137 x LHE136
LH194 Holden’s 9000125 PI 539923 LH117 x LHE137
LH195 Holden’s 9000047 PI 537097 LH117 x LH132
LH196 Holden’s 9000066 PI 538009 LH74 x LH119
LH197 Holden’s 9200020 PI 557562 LH132 x B84
LH198 Holden’s 9200021 PI 557563 B84 x LH132 (2)
LH199 Holden’s 9200024 PI 557566 (LH117 x LHE137) x LH132
LH202 Holden’s 9000126 PI 539924 ((A662 x B73)-S1) x B73 (2)
LH204 Holden’s 9000048 PI 537098 (CB59G x LH1) x B73
LH205 Holden’s 9000049 PI 537099 LH74 x LH119
LH206 Holden’s 9000067 PI 538010 (CB59G x LH1) x B73
LH208 Holden’s 9100069 PI 547088 LH74 x CB59G
LH209 Holden’s 9100218 PI 554612 LH74 x LH119
LH210 Holden’s 9000050 PI 537100 LH51 x (BS11LHC3-S3)
LH211 Holden’s 9000051 PI 537101 Mo17 x PHI3535
LH212Ht Holden’s 9100070 PI 547089 LH24 x LH123Ht (1)
LH213 Holden’s 9100071 PI 547090 LH123Ht x LH51
LH214 Holden’s 9100266 PI 555660 LH123Ht x LH51
continued on next page
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Table 1.1: continued
Inbred Name† Proprietor PVP No. GRIN ID Pedigree‡
LH215 Holden’s 9100201 PI 552815 R177 x Mo17C2
LH216 Holden’s 9200028 PI 557569 ((LH123Ht x LH51 (2))-S2) x LH51
LH220Ht Holden’s 9000068 PI 538011 LH74 x LH145Ht
LH222 Holden’s 9200032 PI 559375 ((CM174 x LH74 (1))-S1) x LH74
LH223 Holden’s 9200250 PI 562380 CB59G x CM105
LH224 Holden’s 9200251 PI 562381 LH74 x CB59G (2)
LH38 ISU RF 8000066 PI 600791 A619HT x L120
LH39 ISU RF 8000067 PI 600944 Oh43 x L120
LH51 Holden’s 8200062 PI 600955 Mo17 Backcross 5 recovery
LH52 Holden’s 8700020 PI 601360 610 x Mo17 (2)
LH54 Holden’s 8600128 PI 601316 610 x Mo17 (2)
LH57 Holden’s 8600129 PI 601317 (Mo17 x H99) x LH53
LH59 Holden’s 8700213 PI 601466 (Mo17 x H99) x LH53
LH60 Holden’s 8700087 PI 601404 LH55 x LH47
LH61 Holden’s 8700137 PI 601416 ASA x Mo17 (3)
LH65 Holden’s 8800050 PI 601494 (Mo17 x LH18) x LH53
LH74 Holden’s 8200063 PI 600957 A632 x B73
LH82 Holden’s 8500037 PI 601170 610 x LH7
LH85 Holden’s 8700088 PI 601405 PHI3978
LH93 Holden’s 8500038 PI 601171 BS11 FRC3 OPV
LIBC4 DeKalb 9100255 PI 555650 MBNS x PHI3901
LP1 CMS HT Pfister 7800019 PI 600755 A635 Cms Ht x A632Ht (5)
LP1 NR HT Pfister 7800020 PI 600729 A632Ht x PN042
Lp215D Wilson Hybrids 9100084 PI 547107 Mo17 x Lp216D
Lp5 Claeys Semences 8700031 PI 601378 GLAMOS x B73Ht (1)
MBNA DeKalb-Pfizer 8500127 PI 601209 Mo17Ht x MDA-28
MBPM DeKalb-Pfizer 8700175 PI 601440 400M Composite
MBSJ DeKalb 9100134 PI 548838 LH38 x 5P9-1
MBST DeKalb-Pfizer 8800194 PI 601566 LH38 x 4726-1
MBUB DeKalb-Pfizer 9100135 PI 548839 LH38 x MANS
MBWZ DeKalb 9300081 PI 564748 HBA1 x IB014
MDF-13D DeKalb-Pfizer 8200151 PI 600956 H4101 x 800M
ML606 United Agriseeds 9400242 PI 583774 LK2 x LH38
MM402A DeKalb 9100222 PI 554615 LH38 x MANS
MM501D DeKalb 9300085 PI 564752 LH38 x 88121A
MQ305 United Agriseeds 9200060 PI 559917 PHI3901 x CB59G
NL001 DeKalb 9100038 PI 546485 (1089HT x A634) x B73
NQ508 United Agriseeds 9200061 PI 559918 PHI3713
NS501 DowElanco 8800149 PI 601583 A634 x K1-172B
NS701 DowElanco 8700134 PI 601417 A632 x B73Ht
OQ101 United Agriseeds 9200062 PI 559919 PHI3906 x ND246
OQ403 United Agriseeds 9200063 PI 559920 PHI3901 x K81-336
OQ603 DowElanco 8800150 PI 601584 PHI3713
OS602 United Agriseeds 9200064 PI 559921 PH3901 x CM105
PB80 DeKalb-Pfizer 8700174 PI 601441 (1067-1 x B73) x (B73Ht.1BC6)
PHAW6 Pioneer 9300104 PI 565100 PHN82 x PHM49
PHBA6 Pioneer 9200078 PI 559935 PHZ51 x PHG47
PHBB3 Pioneer 9400089 PI 578029 PHK29 x PHW52
PHBW8 Pioneer 9200079 PI 559936 PHJ40 x PHW52
PHEG9 Pioneer 9400090 PI 578030 PHG86 x PHW52
PHEM7 Pioneer 9400092 PI578032 PHT64 x PHW23
PHG29 Pioneer 8600047 PI 601270 806 x 207 (1)
PHG47 Pioneer 8600131 PI 601318 041 x MKSDTE C10
PHG71 Pioneer 8400157 PI 601150 A632Ht x 207
PHG72 Pioneer 8600134 PI 601319 891 x 207
PHG83 Pioneer 8500152 PI 601229 814 x 207
PHG84 Pioneer 8600130 PI 601320 848 x 595
PHG86 Pioneer 8700170 PI 601442 B64 x B73
PHGG7 Pioneer 9200081 PI 559938 PHT64 x PHG49
PHGV6 Pioneer 9200082 PI 559939 PH814 x PHG65
PHGW7 Pioneer 9200083 PI 559940 PHR25 x PHR64
PHH93 Pioneer 8800216 PI 601567 PH806 x 207
continued on next page
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Table 1.1: continued
Inbred Name† Proprietor PVP No. GRIN ID Pedigree‡
PHHH9 Pioneer 9300109 PI 565105 PHJ29 x PHBT4
PHHV4 Pioneer 9200084 PI 559941 PHG69 x PHM44
PHJ31 Pioneer 8900307 PI 601773 B97 x 595
PHJ33 Pioneer 8900308 PI 601774 PHG83 x CE18
PHJ40 Pioneer 8600133 PI 601321 B09 x B36
PHJ65 Pioneer 9000245 PI 543840 PHG63 x PHG65
PHJ70 Pioneer 8900309 PI 601775 AC26 x B73Ht
PHJ75 Pioneer 8900310 PI 601776 207 x G96
PHJ89 Pioneer 9100092 PI 548798 PHT77 x PHG47
PHJ90 Pioneer 9100093 PI 548799 G50 x PHK42
PHJR5 Pioneer 9300110 PI 565106 PHG73 x PHT10
PHK05 Pioneer 8800001 PI 601467 CM7 x 051
PHK29 Pioneer 8700214 PI 601468 B47 x AC54
PHK35 Pioneer 8900311 PI 601777 AC34 x G93H
PHK42 Pioneer 8800035 PI 601495 806 x 207 (1)
PHK46 Pioneer 9000246 PI 543841 PHG65 x 207
PHK56 Pioneer 9000247 PI 543842 PHG47 x PHG35
PHK74 Pioneer 9200085 PI 559942 PHFA0 x PHG72
PHK76 Pioneer 8800036 PI 601496 AD18 x B02
PHK93 Pioneer 9100094 PI 548800 PHB72 x PHT60
PHKE6 Pioneer 9300111 PI 565107 PHG29 x PHG47
PHM10 Pioneer 8900312 PI 601778 PHG39 x 207
PHM49 Pioneer 8800211 PI 601568 PHB81 x PHR33
PHM57 Pioneer 8900313 PI 601779 B97 x 595
PHM81 Pioneer 9100095 PI 548801 PHG72 x PHG68
PHN11 Pioneer 8800037 PI 601497 806 x 207 (1)
PHN29 Pioneer 8900314 PI 601780 PHG69 x PHG40
PHN34 Pioneer 9000248 PI 543843 SC359 x PH157
PHN37 Pioneer 8900315 PI 601781 CM11 x 041Ht
PHN41 Pioneer 9300113 PI 565109 PHDK6 x PHNN2
PHN47 Pioneer 8800217 PI 601569 207 x PHB60
PHN66 Pioneer 9100096 PI 548802 PHG53 x PHG21
PHN73 Pioneer 8900316 PI 601782 041 x PHG35
PHN82 Pioneer 8900317 PI 601783 PHG29 x HD38
PHP02 Pioneer 8800212 PI 601570 PHG44 x PHG29
PHP38 Pioneer 9000250 PI 543844 PHG39 x PHK29
PHP55 Pioneer 8900318 PI 601784 PHG44 x PHG29
PHP60 Pioneer 8900319 PI 601785 AT2 x 805
PHP76 Pioneer 9000251 PI 543846 PHG50 x PHEJ8
PHP85 Pioneer 9200087 PI 559944 PHK29 x PHW52
PHPR5 Pioneer 9200088 PI 559945 PHK76 x PHW52
PHR03 Pioneer 9100097 PI 548803 PHT19 x PHG84
PHR25 Pioneer 8800002 PI 601469 B83 x 207
PHR30 Pioneer 9200089 PI 559946 PHFM5 x PHG47
PHR31 Pioneer 9200090 PI 559947 G50 x PHRH7
PHR32 Pioneer 8800218 PI 601571 PHB82 x PHG61
PHR36 Pioneer 8700017 PI 601361 (203 x 549) x 848
PHR47 Pioneer 8800213 PI 601572 G39 x PHB49
PHR55 Pioneer 9100098 PI 548804 PH005 x PHG84
PHR58 Pioneer 9100099 PI 548805 PH383 x PHG16
PHR62 Pioneer 8900320 PI 601786 G50 x G35
PHR63 Pioneer 8900321 PI 601787 PHG29 x B89
PHT10 Pioneer 8800214 PI 601573 B73 x G39
PHT22 Pioneer 8900322 PI 601788 207 x HD12
PHT47 Pioneer 9200091 PI 559948 PHB47 x G39
PHT55 Pioneer 8800046 PI 601498 A33GB4 x A34CB4
PHT60 Pioneer 8800219 PI 601574 PHW94 x PHV80
PHT69 Pioneer 9200092 PI 559949 PHR73 x PHJ40
PHT73 Pioneer 9200093 PI 559950 PHK05 x PHG68
PHT77 Pioneer 8800038 PI 601499 814 x 995
PHTM9 Pioneer 9200094 PI 559951 PHG47 x PHG36
PHV07 Pioneer 9000252 PI 543847 PHG41 x G21
continued on next page
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Table 1.1: continued
Inbred Name† Proprietor PVP No. GRIN ID Pedigree‡
PHV37 Pioneer 8900323 PI 601789 G27 x G21
PHV53 Pioneer 9200095 PI 559952 PHB89 x PHDT2
PHV57 Pioneer 9300115 PI 565111 G50 x PHG72
PHV63 Pioneer 8800039 PI 601500 555 x Zap¡4CB
PHV78 Pioneer 8800003 PI 601470 G42 x 595
PHVA9 Pioneer 9200096 PI 559953 PHK29 x PHGP8
PHVJ4 Pioneer 9300103 PI 565099 PHJ40 x 207
PHW03 Pioneer 8900324 PI 601790 801 x G48
PHW17 Pioneer 8700018 PI 601362 (1D11 x B73) x (B73 x 051)
PHW20 Pioneer 8900325 PI 601791 (1D11 x 1M12) x B76
PHW30 Pioneer 9100102 PI 548808 PHG42 x PHV15
PHW43 Pioneer 8900326 PI 601792 995 x G35
PHW51 Pioneer 9000254 PI 543849 PHDF2 x PHG41
PHW52 Pioneer 8800215 PI 601575 B73 x G39
PHW53 Pioneer 9300116 PI 565112 G50 x PHZ51
PHW65 Pioneer 8800040 PI 601501 861 x 595
PHW79 Pioneer 8800220 PI 601576 PHT90 x 595
PHW80 Pioneer 9300117 PI 565113 PHK76 x PHN37
PHW86 Pioneer 9000255 PI 543850 PHG71 x PHG72
PHWG5 Pioneer 9200097 PI 559954 PH814 x PHG16
PHZ51 Pioneer 8600132 PI 601322 814 x 848
Q381 QRA 8500098 PI 601190 PHI3369 Off-type
RS710 Rustica Semences 9000129 PI 539930 PAG1202 x A641
S8324 Novartis 8800153 PI 601611 (CH593-9/B73 S2) x B73
S8326 Novartis 8800154 PI 601612 (W117 x Mo17 S2) x Mo17
Seagull Seventeen Rothermel 7900077 PI 600751 Mo17 x Unknown
W8304 Novartis 8800032 PI 601502 B14A x B73 (1)
W8555 Novartis 8900227 PI 601729 B73Ht x B84
WIL500 Wilson Hybrids 8900156 PI 601689 82C25 (Exotic Syn)
WIL900 Wilson Hybrids 8900092 PI 601684 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C43)
WIL901 Wilson Hybrids 8900093 PI 601685 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C232)
WIL903 Wilson Hybrids 8900094 PI 601686 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C43)
ZS01250 Advanta 9600271 PI 595616 Unknown
ZS365 Advanta 9300304 PI 574393 PHI3358 x PHI3713
ZS635 Advanta 9300305 PI 574394 PHI3358 x PHI3713
† Proprietor names have been abbreviated in the list above; full names as included on the ex-PVP certificates are: Ad-
vanta=Advanta Technology Limited, Asgrow=Asgrow Seed Company, Cargill=Cargill, Inc., Clayes Semences=Clayes
Semences, DeKalb-Pfizer=DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics, DEKALB=DeKalb Plant Genetics, DowElanco=DowElanco, FFR
=FFR Cooperative, Funk Seeds=Funk Seeds International, Inc., Holden’s =Holden’s Foundation Seeds, Inc., IL
Found. Seeds=Illinois Foundation Seeds, Inc., ISU RF=Iowa State University Research Foundation, J.C. Robin-
son=The J.C. Robinson Seed Company, Lifaco Seed=Lifaco Seed Corporation, Limagrain=Limagrain Genetics Corp.,
Northrup=Northrup King Co., Norvatis=Novartis Seeds, Inc., Pfister=Pfister Hybrid Corn Co., Pioneer=Pioneer
Hi-Bred International, Inc., QRA=Quality Research Associates, Rothermel=Rothermel Seed Company, Rustica Se-
mences=Rustica Semences, United Agriseeds=United Agriseeds, Inc., Wilson Hybrids=Wilson Hybrids, Inc., and
Zeneca=Zeneca, Ltd.
‡ All pedigrees were obtained from PVP certificates, available at ars.grin.gov.
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Table 1.2
Public inbred lines used in genotypic analysis.
Inbred Name State of Origin GRIN ID Pedigree†
38-11 Indiana Ames 26604 Outcross in line from 176A
A239 Minnesota Ames 23405 A73 x A347
A251 Minnesota Ames 23406 A73 x Oh51A
A265 Minnesota Ames 23410 (B164 x H76) B164 (2)
A295 Minnesota Ames 23415 A344 x L317
A509 Minnesota Ames 23447 A78 x A109
A554 Minnesota PI 587138 (WD x Wf9) WD (2)
A556 Minnesota Ames 23450 B164-886 x A237
A619 Minnesota PI 587139 (A171 x Oh43) Oh43
A632 Minnesota PI 587140 (Mt42 x B14) B14 (3)
A634 Minnesota Ames 19308 [(Mt42 x B14) B14 S1] x B14 (2)
A635 Minnesota Ames 19309 (ND302 x B14) B14 (2)
A641 Minnesota Ames 19311 ND203 x B14
A656 Minnesota Ames 23488 [(Mt42 x B14) S1] x B14
A662 Minnesota PI 607522 Minnesota Synthetic AS-A
B14 Iowa NSL 65866 BSSS
B14A Iowa PI 550461 Cuzco x B14 (8)
B164 Iowa Ames 27066 Indiana Reid (developed by Pioneer)
B37 Iowa PI 550467 BSSS
B57 Iowa PI 550472 Midland
B59 Iowa PI 550462 N32 x B14 (2)
B64 Iowa PI 550440 41.2504B x B14 (3)
B68 Iowa PI 550465 41.2504B x B14 (3)
B73 Iowa PI 550473 BSSS C5
B76 Iowa PI 550483 (C.I.31A x B37) B37
B84 Iowa PI 608767 (BS13 S2) CO
B87 Iowa PI 608768 BS22
B96 Iowa PI 270297 Maize Amargo (a.k.a. 41.2504B)
B97 Iowa PI 564682 BSCB1(R)C9-2
C103 Connecticut Ames 19284 Lancaster Surecrop
C123 Connecticut Ames 19313 C102 x C103
C49 Minnesota Ames 28290 Minnesota No. 13
CM105 Manitoba (Canada) PI 587124 CMV3 x B14 (2)
CM7 Manitoba (Canada) Ames 27070 W85 x CMV3
H84 Indiana PI 587128 (B37 x GE440) HtHt
H93 Indiana Ames 26796 (B37 x GE440) B37 (4) HtHt
H99 Indiana PI 587129 Illinois Synthetic 60C
I 205 Iowa NSL 65871 Iodent
K55 Kansas Ames 22754 Pride of Saline
K64 Kansas Ames 27121 Pride of Saline
MO17 Missouri PI 558532 C.l.187-2 x C103
MS1334 Michigan Ames 24752 (Golden Glow x Maize Amargo) Golden Glow
MT42 Montana Ames 20140 Minnesota No. 13 (Owen’s)
N28Ht Nebraska Ames 27138 Stiff Stalk Synthetic 1
ND203 North Dakota NSL 32732 Haney’s Minnesota No. 13
ND246 North Dakota PI 550490 W755 x W771
ND265 North Dakota PI 546494 NDSA(FS)C2
Oh07 Ohio PI 587146 C.l.540 x III.L
Oh07B Ohio Ames 19323 (Oh07 x 38-11) Oh07
Oh40B Ohio NSL 28966 Eight line composite of Lancaster Surecrop
OH43 Ohio Ames 19288 W8 x Oh40B
Os420 Iowa NSL 65874 Osterland Yellow Dent
Os426 Iowa Ames 22756 Osterland Yellow Dent
P8 Indiana Ames 26021 Palin Reid
Pa91 Pennsylvania PI 587147 (Wf9 x Oh40B) S4 x (38-11 x L317) 38-11 S4
R168 Illinois Ames 19326 Illinois Synthetic
R177 Illinois NSL 30894 Germplasm 230B (Snelling Com Borer Synthetic)
R4 Illinois Ames 27187 Funk Yellow Dent
Va17 Virginia Ames 19002 Wf9 x T8
Va26 Virginia PI 587149 Oh43 x K155
Va59 Virginia Ames 19016 [(C103 x T8) (2)] [(K4 x C103) (2)]
Va85 Virginia Ames 27193 Virginia Long Ear Synthetic
W117Ht Wisconsin PI 587153 643 x Minnesota No. 13
W153R Wisconsin NSL 30059 (la153 x W8) la153
W64A Wisconsin NSL 30058 Wf9 x C.l.187-2
WF9 Indiana Ames 19293 Reid Yellow Dent (Indiana Station strain)
† All public inbred pedigrees were found in Gerdes et al., 1993 (with the exception of ND265).
‡ The pedigree for ND265 was obtained from Cross et al., 1989.
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Table 1.3
Inbred lines included in FST analysis.
Stiff Stalk Non-Stiff Stalk Iodent
794 LH132 2MA22 LH216 207 OS602
78004 LH146Ht 2MCDB LH51 1538 PHG71
2FACC LH191 3IIH6 LH52 29MIBZ2 PHG72
2FADB LH204 6M502 LH59 3IBZ2 PHGW7
4N506 LH206 78371A LH60 3IJI1 PHJ75
6F629 LH223 8M129 LP215D 83IBI3 PHJ90
A635 LH74 A265 MBUB 91IFC2 PHK74
A656 NS701 BCC03 MM501D IB02 PHM10
AQA3 PHG86 C103 Oh43 IBB14 PHM81
B09 PHHH9 C123 Oh7 IBB15 PHN11
B14 PHJ40 CR1Ht PHJ33 ICI 986 PHN29
B37 PHJ70 E8501 PHR03 ICI193 PHN47
B64 PHK35 G35 PHT73 L127 PHN82
B73 PHN41 G50 PHT77 L155 PHP02
CM105 PHN66 H99 PHTM9 LH164 PHP76
CS405 PHP85 ICI581 PHV78 LIBC4 PHR25
FBHJ PHT10 K55 PHW80 MBWZ PHR31
FBLA PHVA9 LH127 PHZ51 MQ305 PHR62
FR19 PHW51 LH172 RS710 NQ508 PHV57
G80 PHW52 LH184 W117Ht NS501 PHVJ4
H8431 W8555 LH210 Wf9 OQ403 PHW53
HB8229 ZS635 LH211 ZS01250 OQ603 PHW86
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Table 1.4
Summary statistics of unmerged genotypic data sets, before filtering
and imputing.
Statistic GBS set no. 1† GBS set no. 2‡ Merged GBS set
Inbreds 291 58 349
Sites 955,690 546,531 1,281,671
Total data points§ 278,105,790 31,698,798 447,303,179$
Missing SNPs 36,217,717 13,724,629 187,442,397
Percent missing 13.0% 43.3% 41.9%
No. Heterozygous 502,897 596,243 1,100,366
Percentage het. 0.18% 1.88% 0.25%
Sites common to both GBS sets 220,550
Percent Sites common to both GBS sets¶ 17.2%
† The data for these 291 inbreds was obtained from from the online GBS data repos-
itory at www.panzea.org (Zhao et al., 2006).
‡ The GBS data set for these 58 inbreds was produced by Cornell University Institute
for Genomic Diversity (Ithaca, New York)
§ Total data points = Inbreds x Sites = Total number of SNP reads.
¶ Calculated by (Sites common to both GBS sets) / (Merged Sites)
$ Calculated by (Total data points common to both GBS sets) / (Merged data points)
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Table 1.5
Summary statistics of merged, filtered, and imputed genotypic data sets.
Statistic Merged data† Filtered data‡ Imputed data§
Inbreds 349 349 349
Sites 1,281,671 77,314 77,314
Total data points¶ 447,303,179 26,987,123 26,987,123
Missing SNPs 187,442,397 1,680,218 0
Percent missing 41.9% 6.22%# 0
Heterozygous 1,100,366 0 0
Percentage het. 0.25% 0 0
† Two genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data sets were merged for this study.
One consisted of 546,531 SNP reads on 58 inbreds, and the other had 1,290,050
SNP reads on 291 inbreds.
‡ Filtering consisted of: (a) removing markers with minor allele frequency
(MAF) less than 0.05; (b) removing markers with greater than 17.2 percent
missing data; and (c) changing the genotype call to missing at all heterozygous
sites and all minor SNP states (tertiary and above).
§ Imputation was done in RStudio, using the function ’markov’ in the package
’NAM’ (Xavier et al., 2015).
¶ Total data points = Inbreds x Sites = Total number of SNP reads.
# For missing SNPs per inbred: (a) median was 3.90%, (b) maximum was
28.5%; and (c) minimum was 0.66%.
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Table 1.6
Ten SNPs with the highest fixation index from each heterotic group.


































SS=Stiff Stalk and NSS=Non-Stiff Stalk.
† Heterotic group.
‡ Chromosome.
§ Physical location of the SNP in base pairs,
within the chromosome indicated.
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Table 1.7
Five genomic regions with the highest fixation index from each het-
erotic group.
——— Genomic Region ———
HG† Chr.‡ Start (bp)§ End (bp)§ Width (Kb)# FST value
SS
10 106197773 110205731 4.01 0.58
10 98689021 102369171 3.68 0.52
6 31035375 34602829 3.57 0.47
7 40571152 46479272 5.91 0.42
8 161710780 162787442 1.08 0.41
NSS
3 201295953 202827675 1.53 0.40
2 7405849 9006182 1.60 0.38
5 95912384 123313723 27.4 0.36
5 156275074 159232792 2.96 0.32
7 32478072 36623123 4.15 0.31
Iodent
4 164087470 166928122 2.84 0.37
1 220057551 222399556 2.34 0.36
5 46426896 50552593 4.13 0.34
7 19083780 21640285 2.56 0.31
10 112938587 114869715 1.93 0.31
SS=Stiff Stalk and NSS=Non-Stiff Stalk
† Heterotic group.
‡ Chromosome.
§ Range of the genomic region from the location of the first SNP included to last SNP
included, in base pairs.

































Figure 1.1. Historical U.S. Corn Yields, 1866 to 2015. Data is
separated into three time periods according to the source of corn
seed planted for agricultural production. In the first period (yel-
low), from 1866 to 1936, the vast majority of corn grown was of the
open-pollinated type; during the second period (blue), from 1937 to
1955, most hybrid corn planted in the U.S. was produced from double
crosses; and in the third period (red), from 1956 to 2015, single-cross
hybrids were by far the largest source of corn seed planted for agricul-
tural production. A best-fit linear trend is shown for each time period.
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Figure 1.2. PVP certificates registered and expired as of 2012, by pro-
prietor. Proprietorship was obtained from the Plant Variety Protec-
tion certificate for each inbred, accessible online in the United States
Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research Service Germplasm



















Figure 1.3. Minor allele frequency (MAF) for the 77,327 SNPs of the
ex-PVP and public founder maize inbred set after filtering and before
imputation. MAF is on the x-axis and the frequency, or count of how






































Figure 1.4. Decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) with physical dis-
tance between 77,327 pairs of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers in the ex-PVP and public founder genotypic data set. Phys-
ical distance is on the x-axis and LD, measured in r2 is on the y-axis.
Individual chromosomes are indicated by line color, with the overall
average of all data overlaid on the plot in black.
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Figure 1.5. Scree plot of principal component analysis (PCA) of geno-
types of the ex-PVP and public founder inbred set. The number
of principal components (PCs) is on the x-axis and the associated
eigenvalues–which indicate the amount of variance yet unexplained–
are on the y-axis. The optimal number of principal components to
explain the variation found in the genotype is found by visually de-
termining the largest point of inflection, or ”elbow” of the non-linear
trend line.
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Figure 1.6. Percent genetic variance explained by principal component
analysis (PCA). The percent of genetic variance explained is on the
y-axis and the principle component (PC) number is on the x-axis.
Exact values of percent variance explained are included next to the


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.7. Circular dendrogram of ex-PVP and public founder in-
breds, divided into three heterotic groups. This dendrogram, shown
with scaled branch lengths and colored according to generally known
maize heterotic groups, is based on a cluster analysis using Ward’s
minimum distance variance method on the matrix of Nei’s genetic
distance (Nei, 1972; Ward Jr, 1963). Consultation of available pedi-
grees confirm the accuracy of heterotic group placement for individual
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.8. Circular dendrogram of ex-PVP and public founder in-
breds, divided into eight sub-groups. This dendrogram, shown with
scaled branch lengths, is based on a cluster analysis using Ward’s min-
imum distance variance method, and Nei’s genetic distance (Nei, 1972;
Ward Jr, 1963). Colors represent further divisions of heterotic groups
of maize, with groups named by important founder line. Consultation
of available pedigrees confirm the accuracy of heterotic group place-
ment for individual inbreds (USDA, 2013a; Gerdes et al., 1993; Mikel,
2006, 2011; Mikel & Dudley, 2006).
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Figure 1.9. Two-dimensional plot of principal component no. 1 (x-
axis) vs. principal component no. 2 (y-axis), color annotated by three
heterotic group divisions. Colors indicate membership in one of three










Figure 1.10. Three-dimensional principal component (PC) plot, color
annotated by three heterotic group divisions. The first PC is on the x-
axis; PC 2 is on the y-axis; and PC 3 is on the z-axis. Colors indicate
membership in one of three population sub-groups as determined by
phylogenetic cluster analysis.
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Figure 1.11. Fixation index (FST ) plot for the Stiff Stalk (SS) het-
erotic group. The FST statistic is on the y-axis and ordinal SNP
position within each chromosome is on the x-axis. Individual SNPs
are represented by each gray point, and genomic regions are repre-
sented by the smoothed red line. A high (FST ) index for a particular
SNP (or region) indicates a locus (or loci) at which allelic frequencies
of the SS heterotic group are different than allelic frequencies of the
other two heterotic groups.
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Figure 1.12. Fixation index (FST ) plot for the Non-Stiff Stalk (NSS)
heterotic group. The FST statistic is on the y-axis and ordinal SNP
position within each chromosome is on the x-axis. Individual SNPs are
represented by each gray point, and genomic regions are represented
by the smoothed red line. A high (FST ) index for a particular SNP
(or region) indicates a locus (or loci) at which allelic frequencies of
the NSS heterotic group are different than allelic frequencies of the
other two heterotic groups.
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Figure 1.13. Fixation index (FST ) plot for the Iodent heterotic group.
The FST statistic is on the y-axis and ordinal SNP position within each
chromosome is on the x-axis. Individual SNPs are represented by each
gray point, and genomic regions are represented by the smoothed red
line. A high (FST ) index for a particular SNP (or region) indicates
a locus (or loci) at which allelic frequencies of the Iodent heterotic
group are different than allelic frequencies of the other two heterotic
groups.
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2 GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY WITHIN
EX-PLANT-VARIETY-PROTECTED TESTCROSS YIELD TRIALS
2.1 Abstract
Genome-wide association (GWA) studies leverage a population’s linkage disequi-
librium (LD) and historical recombination to uncover associations between a phe-
notypic trait and a genotype, with a high degree of genetic resolution. The main
objective of this study is to identify favorable alleles associated with superior agro-
nomic performance in ex-PVP germplasm that can be incorporated into both pub-
lic and private elite breeding material. The GWAS presented in this chapter was
done with the primary purpose of discovering the genetic markers that are signifi-
cantly linked to yield-related traits. Other traits were included to validate the GWAS
method. Genotypes for 283 ex-PVP inbreds and 66 public founder inbreds were ob-
tained by genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), and filtered down to 77,314 high-quality
SNP markers. In addition, 64 Dow AgroSciences proprietary lines were genotyped by
whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and imputed to the same 77,314 marker locations.
All 413 inbreds were crossed to five testers: two testers representing the Stiff-
Stalk heterotic group, two from the Non-Stiff Stalk heterotic group, and one from the
Iodent heterotic group. The resulting testcrosses were grown in standard yield trial
format in six environments for each each testcross group. Six traits were measured:
grain yield, test weight, percent moisture, growing degree units at anthesis, and both
plant and ear heights. Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) were produced in
a first-order autoregressive spatial correction method that accounted for range and
row differences, as well as environmental effects. Three testcross groups had at least
one ex-PVP × tester hybrid with a higher grain yield than the mean grain yield for
commercial checks. The mean grain yield of heterotic crosses between ex-PVP lines
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(180.97 bu/ac) was 14.8 percent lower than the overall mean grain yield commercial
checks (212.47 bu/ac). This is not particularly surprising, given that the ex-PVP set
represents elite commercial inbreds from between two and four decades ago. Trait
heritabilities ranged from 0.56 to 0.86. Trait correlations within all testcross groups
were weak at best, with the strongest correlations appearing between plant height
and ear height (ranging from 0.64 to 0.79).
A total of 30 GWA analyses were executed, considering each tester-trait com-
bination individually. The GWA analyses detected 115 total significant SNP-trait
associations: 16 for grain yield; 18 for test weight; 21 for moisture; 27 for GDU
at anthesis; 22 for plant height; and 11 for ear height. For SNPs with significant
trait associations: twelve are located at QTL within known genes; ninety-five are
located at QTL within described gene models; and fourteen are located in regions
with no previously identified genes or gene models. One SNP on chromosome 1, sig-
nificantly associated with ear height within the DAS T1 testcross group, lies within
the Brachytic2 gene which contributes to determining internode length below the
ear. Results such as this help to validate the GWAS method. The QTL reported in
this study provide a good starting point for discovery of important alleles that confer
superior agronomic performance in maize.
2.2 Introduction
In living organisms, especially those with short life-cycles, the inheritance of ge-
netic characters by non-random association can be exploited to improve offspring
performance through planned breeding schemes. This has been done throughout the
breeding histories of many important agronomic crops, including maize (Zea mays
subsp. mays). Before the development of modern gene theory and methods to ascer-
tain genotypes, plant breeding was accomplished based primarily on visual judgment.
In the ”old days”, the underlying genetic causes of improved crop performance was
neither identified nor understood, therefore, selection could only be made by observa-
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tion of the phenotype. With the ability that now exists to ascertain individual plant
genotypes on a large scale, however, the various causal genetic characters that con-
fer high performance can be identified. This prior information can be incorporated
into the breeding scheme to accelerate genetic gain by predicting a line’s performance
based on the genotype. A breeder can then advance the lines with the highest agro-
nomic performance, while declining to test the lines predicted to have a low agronomic
performance. This study uses genome-wide association analysis to exploit the phe-
nomenon of non-random association, thereby identifying the genetic characters, or
SNPs, which are associated with high agronomic performance.
The goal of a genome-wide association analysis (GWA), also known as association
mapping, is to discover a gene linked to a quantitative trait locus (QTL), by incorpo-
rating linkage disequilibrium (LD) parameters of the population of study (Remington
et al., 2001). These genome-wide association studies (GWAS) leverage a genetically
diverse population’s LD and historical recombination to uncover associations between
a phenotypic trait and a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker with a high
degree of genetic resolution. This is in contrast to results from QTL mapping stud-
ies which can at best identify an association between a phenotypic trait and a large
recombinant region containing hundreds of genes and are limited to bi-parental or
similar highly structured populations. In addition, QTL studies are relatively better
at identifying alleles with large effects than they are at finding alleles with small ef-
fects. GWA analyses also hold the potential to uncover trait associations with QTL
of very small effects (< 5%) within an association population of many genetically
diverse individuals.
A review of relevant literature found that 351 QTL had been reported that relate
to grain yield in maize (Wang et al., 2013), but there was seldom mention of major
candidate genes for the loci. Perhaps this is due to the quantitative and very complex
nature of maize grain yield, and the associated experimental difficulty of obtaining a
high resolution for association findings. Additionally, while numerous GWAS results
have been published in the past two years (2015-2016) on maize traits such as disease
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resistance (Olukolu, Tracy, Wisser, De Vries, & Balint-Kurti, 2016; Samayoa, Malvar,
Olukolu, Holland, & Butro´n, 2015), plant physiological processes (N. Zhang et al.,
2015; Warburton, 2015; Farfan et al., 2015) (to name a few), few published results
could be found that specifically focus on grain yield in maize (Farfan et al., 2015).
Yet, over the past two years several other crops have been the subject of genome-wide
association studies on yield per se, namely soybean (Glycine max ), sorghum [Sorghum
bicolor (L.) Moench], rice (Oryza sativa , subsp. Indica), and spring wheat (Triticum
aestivum) (J. Zhang, Song, Cregan, & Jiang, 2016; Boyles et al., 2016; Liang et al.,
2016; Sukumaran, Reynolds, Lopes, & Crossa, 2015; Begum et al., 2015).
The objective of this chapter is to identify agronomically important alleles within
the ex-PVP inbred set, so that these valuable alleles may eventually be incorporated
into both public and private elite breeding lines.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Plant Material
The inbred lines used in this experiment came from three sources: 283 commer-
cial inbred lines with expired Plant Variety Protection certificates, 66 public inbred
lines, and 64 Dow AgroSciences (DAS) proprietary inbreds. All 413 inbred lines were
testcrossed to five testers: three ex-PVP lines, PHP02, PHW52, and PHR03; and two
DAS proprietary inbreds, referred to hereafter as DAS tester number 1 (DAS-T1) and
DAS tester number 2 (DAS-T2). The three ex-PVP lines chosen represent the three
main maize heterotic groups: Stiff Stalk (PHW52); Non-Stiff Stalk (PHR03), and
Iodent (PHP02). The testers DAS-T1 and DAS-T2 represent the Stiff Stalk and
Non-Stiff Stalk heterotic groups, respectively. General information and pedigrees for
the ex-PVP testers can be found in chapter one, in Table 1.1.
Testcross seed was produced in isolations, one at Purdue ACRE in West Lafayette
in 2013, two in Santiago, Chile in 2014, and two at a DAS breeding station in Sidney,
Illinois in 2013. In the isolations, the testers were used as males and the 413 inbred
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lines were used as females. Testcrosses that produced enough seed for seven reps were
included in the experiment. As a result of uncontrollable variables (variable weather
patterns, a fungal disease outbreak in Chile, poor pollination, etc.), not all inbreds
were successfully crossed to all testers. The number of inbreds that produced enough
testcross seed for six locations is shown in Table 2.1.
2.3.2 Experiment Design
Yield trial plots were laid out in a modified-augmented design (MAD) (Lin &
Poushinsky, 1983). Each two-row plot was 17.5 ft (5.334 m) in length, with a 2.5 ft
(0.762 m) alley, and 2.5 ft (0.762 m) spacing between rows. The experimental testcross
entries were blocked by heterotic group (i.e. SS tester x SS inbreds in one block, SS
tester x NSS lines in a different block, etc.).1 Blocks that shared a tester were placed
adjacent to eachother. Commercial checks were planted in each block, both to serve
as a control and to provide a basis for comparison with current commercial hybrid
performance. A separate variety of commercial hybrid seed was used as a border to
completely surround the entire experiment. The border was planted four rows wide
on either side and one range deep on the two remaining sides.
Each testcross group was grown in seven environments, five in 2014 and two in
2015. In summer 2014, DAS grew three environments per experimental blocks, and
Purdue grew two environments. Due to logistical constraints, the three DAS locations
in 2014 were not consistent across the five testers. However, this location inconsistency
did not affect the results, as data aggregation and statistical analysis for this chapter
was confined to within each tester group. For specific trial locations for each tester,
see Table 2.2. Purdue grew an additional two environments in summer 2015; however,
because of late spring and early summer flooding, data from two testers (DAS T1 and
DAS T2) in environment number seven were not included in the final analysis.
1For these blocking divisions, Iodent inbreds were considered to be within the NSS heterotic group.
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2.3.3 Phenotypic Data
The following three agronomic performance metrics were output on the combine
harvester in all environments: test weight (lb/bu), plot weight (lb), and grain moisture
(%). At the Purdue locations, these numbers were produced using a HarvestMaster
HM800 (Juniper Systems, Logan, UT) mounted on an 8-XP plot combine (Kincaid
Equipment Manufacturing, Haven, KS). Grain yield (abbreviated as GY and mea-
sured in bushels per acre) was calculated by normalizing for 15.5 percent moisture,
according to the following formula:




∗ 100−Grain Moisture (%)
84.5
(2.1)
Three additional agronomic traits were collected from the environments grown
at Purdue ACRE in West Lafayette, Indiana: plant height (cm), ear height (cm),
and days to anthesis.2 Both height measurements were collected on the same three
randomly selected plants from each plot. Plant height was defined as the distance
from the ground to the ligule of the plant’s flag leaf. Ear height was defined as the
height of the stalk from the ground to the ear node. The three plant height and
three ear height measurements were averaged within each plot. Days to anthesis,
only collected in the 2015 environments, was measured as the number of days from
planting to the day on which 50% of the plants in the plot were shedding pollen.
The number of days was then converted to growing degree units (GDU), defined as
the GDUs accumulated between the date of planting and the date of 50% anthesis.
The GDU data was obtained from on-site observations recorded in the Indiana State
Climate Office online database at iclimate.org (Office, 2016).
2Stand count, stalk lodging, and root lodging were also collected in these environments, but were
not included in this analysis as all have a very low heritability.
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2.3.4 Genotypic Data
For the ex-PVP and public founder inbreds, the genotypic data is identical to
that used in chapter 1. For the 64 DAS proprietary inbred lines, the genotypic
data was first produced by whole-genome sequencing (WGS). The WGS raw data
was then aligned to the GBS reference genome (B73 RefGenV2), and fully imputed
to the same marker loci as the ex-PVP and public founder GBS set.3 Then, the
DAS WGS-derived data set was merged with the exPVP and public founder inbred
GBS data set using TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007). After merging the sets, to
resolve the 1.6% heterozygote call rate within DAS inbred genotypes, all heterozygote
calls were changed to missing data. The missing calls were then fully imputed using
the ’markov’ function in the package ’NAM’ in RStudio version 0.98.1103 (R Core
Team, 2015; Xavier et al., 2015). As this set of SNPs was pre-selected for quality and
polymorphism content by filtering (as described in chapter one), further filtering steps
after addition of the DAS inbred genotypes resulted in no additional markers being
removed from the set. The resulting polymorphic SNPs again numbered 77,314. The
process of merging the two data sets and subsequent filtering is summarized in Table
2.4.
2.3.5 Data Analysis
Statistical Model and Best Linear Unbiased Predictors
The phenotypic value of genotype i when grown in environment j was modeled
according to:
Yij = µ+ gi + tj + ij (2.2)
3Note: for the DAS inbreds, the specific methods of plant material collection, DNA extraction,
genotyping, and conversion from WGS to GBS by imputation are DAS proprietary processes, and
thus cannot be described in detail here.
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where µ is the population mean, gi is the genotypic effect, tj is the environmental
effect, and ij is the residual effect.
4 Both genotype and environment were treated as
random effects.
Spatial correction and BLUP generation was accomplished in SAS according to
a two-dimensional autoregressive model (known as the AR1 x AR1 method), which
controls for field variation by using autoregressive terms to represent row and column
effects. Using the ’PROC MIXED’ function in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC),
range and row variation was accounted for in the ’POWA’ spatial covariance struc-
ture, within the ’REPEATED’ statement. Variance components were estimated for
the random effect terms, tested for significance in the model, and used to calculate her-
itability estimates. In general, the code followed the pattern described by Casanoves
et al., and employed by A. J. Morales (Casanoves, Macchiavelli, & Balzarini, 2005;
Morales, 2013). The resulting BLUPs were then used in the association study.
Trait Heritabilities and Correlations








where H2 represents the broad-sense heritability for the phenotype, σ2G represents
the genotypic variance term, σ2 represents the residual error term, and n represents
the total number of environments in which the phenotype was collected. Correlation
plots, as well as Pearson correlation coefficients and their associated p-values were
produced in SAS using the ’PROC CORR’ command.
4As this design uses only one replication per environment, the error variance ij is confounded with
the genotype-by-environment interaction (gt)ij . Consequently, these two variance terms cannot be
defined separately by regular ANOVA statistical methods (Bernardo, 2002). While this experiment
does use an augmented design–and therefore the repeated checks across environments could be used
to calculate ij , and likewise, both repeated checks and experimental genotypes could be used to
calculate (gt)ij–the separation of these variances is not necessary in this study. The approach here
is not to define and test the genotype x environment interaction per se, but simply to recognize it by
testing potential hybrids in a number of different environments, thus obtaining an estimated overall
phenotype mean to use in GWAS.
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Principal Component Analysis and Population Structure
With the addition of 64 DAS inbreds, the data set included 413 individuals.
Therefore, all analyses needed to properly inform a GWAS were reproduced for this
expanded data set with methods identical to those stated and described in chapter
one.
Genome-Wide Association Analysis
GWAS was performed individually within each five testcross groups, on six traits
each, using the empirical Bayes algorithm-based package ’NAM’ in ’RStudio’ (Xavier
et al., 2015). The method was applied identically to each tester-trait combination.
There were a total of 30 unique tester-trait combinations, or 30 genome-wide associ-
ation analyses. First, SNPs with LD greater than r2 = 0.995 were deleted from the
data set. (Genetic markers in high LD with one another will convey identical genetic
information; including SNPs with greater LD than r2 = 0.995 in the genotypic set
for GWAS would needlessly increase the number of comparisons and thus inflate the
significance threshold.) Then, a genomic relationship matrix was built based on Nei’s
genetic distance (Nei, 1972). This measure of distance was used to group all lines
into one of three heterotic groups.5 Output from Eigen decomposition of the kinship
matrix was then used to inform the GWAS analyses step. In addition, to account
for false positives, the false discovery rate (FDR) was set to 0.25 and a Bonferroni
correction was calculated and set as a significance threshold for each chromosome
individually.
Linkage Disequilibrium
The statistic r2 was used to express linkage disequilibrium (LD). This statistic
explains the proportion of an allelic state variant at one locus that can be predicted
5Alternatively, population stratification could have been
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by an allelic variant at a different polymorphic locus (Hill & Robertson, 1968). The
overall LD within each chromosome was calculated and plotted using identical meth-
ods to those described in chapter one–by way of the function ’LD’ in the package
’NAM’ in RStudio. Likewise, the average overall LD was taken as the mean of the
individual chromosome LD values. New to this chapter are LD calculations for all
pairwise combinations of SNPs that were found by GWAS to have a significant trait
association. These additional LD statistics were also produced by a method identical
to that presented in chapter one, by using the function ’ld’ within the package ’NAM’
in RStudio (R Core Team, 2015) Heatmaps of pairwise LD between these signifi-
cant SNPs, within each chromosome, were created using the package ’LDheatmap’ in
Rstudio (Shin, Blay, McNeney, & Graham, 2006).
Selection of Candidate Genes
Search for candidate genes was accomplished using the R package ’Zbrowse’ (Ziegler,
Hartsock, & Baxter, 2015). The SNPs identified by GWAS to be significantly associ-
ated with a trait were put into one of three categories. If the SNP with a significant
trait association was located within a gene, then that SNP/gene pair was put into
one category. If the SNP was located within a previously proposed gene model, the
SNP/gene pair was added to a second category. If no gene model or gene was found
within 2-3 Kb of the SNP, then the SNP was added to a third category.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Summary Statistics and Heritabilities
Yield trial summary statistics based on raw phenotypic data (i.e. before spatial
correction and BLUP calculations) are included in Tables 2.5 through 2.9. Across all
tester groups, the mean grain yields among 2015 environments were lower than the
grain yields in the 2014 environments. This is likely due to early- and mid-season plant
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stress from saturated and flooded field conditions in 2015. Trait means for the West
Lafayette, Indiana field 59 environment for both DAS T1 and DAS T2 were different
enough from their respective overall means (outside three standard deviations) that
these two environments were dropped from the phenotypic data set. Test weight
and percent moisture appeared generally consistent within all tester groups, with a
few exceptions of high moisture values for inbreds better suited for more southern
zones. The GDU at anthesis trait was only collected in two environments within one
year, therefore, inferences that can be made about this data are limited. However,
in general, the GDU at anthesis results agreed with relative inbred maturity dates as
inferred from PVP certificates and public inbred line records. For all tester groups,
plant and ear heights were quite shorter in 2015 than in 2014, again due to the flooded
field conditions in 2015. However, none of the heights were low enough (greater than
three standard deviations from the overall mean) to be eliminated from the data set.
For grain yield among tester groups, DAS T2 (Non-Stiff Stalk) was the top per-
former, with a mean testcross grain yield of 187.68 bu/ac 2.10. Testcrosses with
PHW52 (Stiff Stalk) returned the lowest mean testcross grain yield, at 157.17 bu/ac.
Testcrosses with PHP02 (Iodent) showed lower mean moisture (18.92 percent) and
GDU at anthesis (1283) than the other testers. Conversely, DAS T1 (Stiff Stalk)
testcrosses had a much higher mean moisture (23.71 percent) and GDU at anthesis
(1499.41) than the other testers. Additionally, the hybrids in the DAS T2 testcross
group had a much higher mean plant height than the the other four testcross groups.
Broad-sense heritabilities for all traits across all testers ranged from the lowest
value at 0.56 for GDU at anthesis in PHP02 testcrosses to the highest value of 0.88,
calculated for test weight among the DAS T1 testcrosses 2.10. In four out of the five
testcross groups–DAS T2 is the one exception–the trait of GDU at anthesis returned
the lowest heritability value out of all six traits within each respective testcross group.
This result is not surprising, due to the fact that the GDU at anthesis was measured
in only two environments for three tester groups and one environment in two tester
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groups, while all other traits were measured in at least four environments for each
tester group.
The overall grain yield performance comparisons showed that several testcrosses
competed with the mean commercial check grain yield (results summarized in Table
2.11). The DAS T1 testcrosses outyielded the checks by the largest margins, pro-
ducing up to 108.9 percent of the check. The DAS T1 testcross group had twelve
lines with a grain yield greater than the mean grain yield for the commercial checks.
These results relative to the checks also show that while both Dow AgroSciences
testers competed very well with the commercial checks, the top performing ex-PVP
testers, PHW52 and PHR03, only reached a maximum yield of 89.9 percent of the
mean commercial check grain yield. The other ex-PVP testcross group, PHP02, only
had one line that outyielded the check by a relatively large margin (104.2 percent)
when compared to the four next best-yielding lines (97.6 to 98.5 percent). The overall
mean grain yield for all ex-PVP heterotic crosses (those between lines from different
heterotic groups) was 180.97 bu/ac, which is 14.8 percent lower than the overall mean
grain yield for all commercial checks (212.47 bu/ac). Moisture and test weight across
the highest performing lines within each testcross group were comparable with the
mean trait values for commercial checks (not shown).
2.4.2 Trait Correlations
Correlation scatter plots, trait histograms, and pearson correlation coefficients
with their associated p-values are shown in Figures 2.1-2.5. Trait relationships and
distributions that may be of particular interest are described below, with the ex-
ception of the trait correlation between plant height and ear height, which will be
presented following the individual tester results. Unless otherwise noted, all correla-
tions described below are significant at the p < 0.0001 level.
Trait correlations in the PHP02 testcrosses show moderate positive correlation for
plant height and grain yield (0.67) and percent moisture and grain yield. All traits
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appear to be approximately normally distributed. However, there is a slight positive
skewness observed for the percent moisture trait.
Within the DAS T1 testcross set, moderate positive trait correlations include those
between plant height and grain yield (0.64), ear height and grain yield (0.51), and
GDU at anthesis and percent moisture (0.52). One moderate negative correlations
was observed, between percent moisture and test weight (-0.47). Again, all trait
distributions appear approximately normal, with no noteworthy deviations.
Among the testcrosses with PHW52 as one parent, a moderate positive correla-
tion is observed between plant height and grain yield (0.46), ear height and grain
yield (0.47), GDU at anthesis and percent moisture (0.47), plant height and percent
moisture (0.50), and ear height and percent moisture (0.50). There was a moderate
negative correlation of -0.49 between percent moisture and test weight. Trait distri-
butions within this set appear approximately normal, with a slight noticeable positive
skewness in percent moisture and a negative skewness in GDU at anthesis. Addition-
ally, scatter plots of traits paired with grain yield appear to show high outliers for
grain yield. Examination of the data revealed that five of these individual data points
are the mean yields for the five commercial checks in this experimental group.
Among individual entries in the DAS T2 testcross set, moderately correlated traits
include percent moisture and grain yield (0.44), GDU at anthesis and percent moisture
(0.42), and percent moisture and test weight (-0.46). The distributions of traits
collected in the DAS T1 testcross experiment appear approximately normal, with
some positive skewness in percent moisture.
For testcrosses of PHR03, moderate correlations were observed for the following
trait pairs: percent moisture and grain yield (0.44), percent moisture and test weight
(-0.44), GDU at anthesis (0.51), and plant height and GDU at anthesis (0.50). Trait
distributions are approximately normal, with a somewhat stronger positive skewness
in percent moisture and an even more noticeable negative skewness for GDU at an-
thesis. The few apparent outliers in the grain yield scatter plots were the commercial
checks for this group.
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Overall no traits were correlated to a strength and significance that warranted
combination into a new trait. The only trait pair that came arguably close was ear
height and plant height, which ranged from 0.64 in DAS T2 testcrosses to 0.79 among
PHP02 testcrosses. Those traits, however, were intentionally kept separate as there
is still an appreciable level of non-correlation between the two traits (0.21 to 0.36),
pointing to the fact that some difference does occur in the mechanism of determination
between ear height and plant height. Therefore, it follows that a GWAS does have
some chance of uncovering different QTL and candidate genes for each of these traits.
2.4.3 Population Structure
Underlying population structure will cause a confounding effect in an association
study, due to the genome-wide LD observed between pairs of loci that are in reality
unlinked. The addition of the 64 DAS proprietary inbred lines made no fundamental
difference in the estimation of population substructure. The clustering method still
resulted in a clear division of three main heterotic groups. The PCA plot confirms
this observation (see Figures 2.10 and 2.11. The scree plot for this chapter’s data set
is shown in Figure 2.8. The results are similar to chapter one, only more pronounced
with respect to a lower eigenvalue for each successive principal component number. An
additional plot using PCA data reveals that three principal components explain 83.4
percent of the genetic variance within this population (see Figure 2.9). The decay of
linkage disequilibrium, included as Figure 2.7 was visibly unchanged from the results
viewed in chapter one, again reaching an average LD of r2 = 0.20 at somewhere
around 2-3 Kb. Most of the minor alleles had a frequency in the population between
0.08 and 0.20, with the number of alleles at each MAF decreasing very slowly up
through a value of 0.5 (see Figure 2.6).
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2.4.4 Association Analysis
Genome-wide association analysis output is depicted visually with individual Man-
hattan plots, one for each of the 42 tester-trait combinations. Grouped by tester, the
Manhattan plots are included hereafter as Figures 2.12 (PHP02), 2.13 (DAS T1), 2.14
(PHW52), 2.15 (DAS T2), and 2.16 (PHR03). The Bonferroni correction significance
threshold is indicated by the horizontal line unique to each chromosome. Therefore,
any points that fall above the line are considered statistically significant.
Association study results are presented in numerical output in Table 2.12. Each
entry (row) includes: tester; trait; chromosome; physical location (in bp); statistical
significance output as −log10(P − value); SNP variant and effect size of the major
allele; and SNP variant and effect size of the minor allele. The effect of the alleles
are given in the units of measurement for each respective trait (see Table 2.3 for
full trait descriptions). For the minor allele effects, the effects are separated into
the average effect that the minor allele has within each of the three main heterotic
groups. Across all testers, there were a total of 115 statistically significant SNP-trait
associations: 16 for grain yield; 18 for test weight; 21 for moisture; 27 for GDU at
anthesis; 22 for plant height, and 11 for ear height. The DAS T2 testcross group had
the most significant SNPs, with 28. Of these 28, 14 are height-related QTL, with 11
for plant height and three for ear height. The PHP02 testcross group was second in
total number of significant trait associations (27 markers identified). Just over half
(14) were SNPs found to be significantly associated with GDU at anthesis. All but
three of these 14 markers are located within the same 9 Mb region on chromosome
three. The groups of testcrosses with DAS T1, PHR03, or PHW52 returned a similar
number of significant SNP-trait associations, with 21, 20, respectively. The DAS T1
group had the greatest number of SNPs that were significantly associated with grain
yield, with 13. Seven of these SNPs are within the same 7 Mb region on chromosome
one. Given that there are 115 total statistically significant SNP-trait associations,
only a few can be summarized in this section. For a full listing of all significant SNPs
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found by GWAS, refer to Table 2.12. Any SNPs that were found to be significantly
associated with more than one trait and/or within more than one tester group will
be reported on in chapter three of this thesis.
2.4.5 Linkage disequilibrium among Quantitative Trait Loci
Once a significant association between a trait and a genetic locus is identified
by GWA analysis, the locus is referred to as a quantitative trait locus (QTL). The
pairwise LD values between QTL identified in this chapter are shown in Figure 2.17.
The calculations were performed only between markers within the same chromosome.
The lighter colors (white or yellow) signifies a lower LD, and the darker colors (red or
dark red) show marker pairs with a high LD value. Chromosome one (Figure 2.7a)
shows several areas of long-range LD, with the longest distance up to 60 Mb for SNPs
with LD between 0.8 and 1. Chromosome three (Figure 2.7c) shows several blocks of
high LD interspersed with a smaller non-linked region. The remaining chromosomes
each show a few areas each of higher LD between two or more markers.
2.4.6 Candidate Gene Search
Once a SNP is definitively identified by GWAS to have a statistically significant
association with a trait, that genomic location is then referred to as a quantitative
trait locus (QTL). Identifying candidate genes linked to significant agronomic perfor-
mance QTL is not the focus of this study and will not be discussed in detail; only
a few highlights are provided hereafter. Out of the total 115 QTL identified, 12 are
located within previously identified and described gene models (Table 2.13), 95 are
located within hypothesized gene models (Table 2.14), and 14 are located in regions
with no previously described genes or gene models (Table 2.15). Of the identified
and described genes, two immediately notable results include: the brassinosteroid
synthesis 1 gene on chromosome 1, linked to a QTL associated with grain yield in the
DAS T1 testcross group; and the brachytic2 gene located on chromosome 1, identified
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by a QTL associated with ear height in DAS T2 testcrosses. The remainder of the
fourteen genes found within 2-3 Kb of trait-associated QTL identified by GWAS are
listed in Table 2.13.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Inferences on Phenotypic Data
By genotyping and testcrossing 413 inbreds representing North American elite
and founder maize germplasm, this experiment identified numerous statistically sig-
nificant associations with agronomically important traits. Not only did the yield trials
reveal phenotypic trends within and across testcross groups, but analyzing the data
in association with the genotypes also revealed many of the genetic loci associated
with these phenotypic trends. From a plant breeding perspective, this study identifies
many valuable allelic associations that can be used in genomic-and marker-assisted
selection schemes.
As previously mentioned, the mean grain yield of ex-PVP heterotic crosses was
180.97 bu/ac, 14.8 percent lower than the mean grain yield for all commercial checks
included in this trial (212.47 bu/ac). From the length of protection provided by the
PVP certificate, it is assumed that the ex-PVP lines were first used in commercial
hybrids 20 years ago (at the least). Then, based on the yield data in these trials, we
can assume an approximate grain yield potential of 181 bu/ac of those 20-year old
ex-PVP lines. Looking back at the linear equation given for the third period of U.S.
maize grain yield over time (Figure 1.1), we can estimate the amount of increase in
yield potential of this at-least-20-year-old group of inbreds, by multiplying 20 years
by the slope of this equation. That figure is 1.8678 bu/ac per year ×20 years = 37.36
bu/ac. Added to the 181 bu/ac, we could expect this set of ex-PVP germplasm to
attain a grain yield of about 218 bu/ac, if subjected to the same development events
as commercial inbreds have had over the past 20 years, then grown in the same exper-
imental conditions as this yield trial. Then, if we assume that the commercial checks
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used in this experiment are descended from the commercial germplasm of 20 years
ago6, we can make a comparison between the mean commercial check grain yield in
this trial and the expected gain in grain yield in the ex-PVP germplasm over a period
20 years based on past trends. Comparing the numbers, the difference between the
mean commercial grain yield and the 20-year-old ex-PVP germplasm potential grain
yield, we get about 212 bu/ac −181 bu/ac = 31 bu/ac. That’s not too far off the
projected gain of 37 bu/ac predicted by the trend line equation. With consideration
given to the rough assumptions of these short calculations, this comparison puts in
realistic perspective the actual level of value in the ex-PVP germplasm set when com-
pared to current commercial germplasm. While newly available ex-PVP germplasm
will always be at least two decades of development behind present-day commercial
germplasm, the ex-PVP set as a whole nevertheless exhibits higher agronomic per-
formance potential when compared with many public germplasm sets widely used in
research. Thus, the ex-PVP germplasm set presents a publicly available elite genetic
background within which future research projects can be effectively carried out.
By using five testers to make testcross hybrids with the entire set of ex-PVP
inbreds, valuable inferences can be made about the characteristics of each tester. For
example, from the lower mean values for moisture and days to anthesis for the PHP02
testcrosses, it can be inferred that this tester is probably a little better suited to
shorter-season zones than the zones in which these yield trials were grown. Similarly,
from the higher mean values for moisture and days to anthesis within the DAS T1
testcrosses, this tester has the potential to be used effectively in hybrids targeted for
longer-season zones than those zones in which these yield trials were grown.
The trait correlations revealed and confirmed some important insights regarding
the characteristics of this germplasm set. For one example, every testcross group had
a moderate correlation between percent moisture and grain yield. As seen in Eq. 2.1,
percent moisture is a part of the calculation of grain yield. Knowing that one trait
6Although this assumption is nearly impossible to validate as commercial hybrid pedigrees are not
published openly, most breeders would agree that current commercial germplasm has large genetic
elements of elite lines from the past.
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(percent moisture) is a partial component of the other (grain yield), a consistent cor-
relation between the two traits is expected. The trait correlation pattern also begins
to describe an important correlation between two specific traits that also shows up in
the GWAS results: the correlation between percent moisture and plant height. The
GWAS identified several QTL for plant height among DAS T2 testcrosses. The same
SNPs also identified several QTL for percent moisture among PHW52 testcrosses.
Previously published literature cites a strong association between plant height and
grain moisture–both physiologically and genetically (A. Troyer & Larkins, 1985). Es-
sentially, because internode formation stops at floral initiation, it follows that earlier-
flowering varieties of maize will usually be shorter than later-flowering varieties. Many
of these earlier-flowering varieties will not only be shorter, but will also likely dry down
earlier, as they will begin the grain fill stage sooner. The opposite is often true of
later-flowering varieties. Therefore, the same SNPs that are significantly associated
with a difference plant height may also be significantly associated with grain moisture
at harvest. This assertion would be stronger if the same SNPs that were significantly
associated with plant height were also significantly associated with flowering time–
associations which we did not find. However, the GWAS results for flowering time
may be less reliable due to the low number of environments in which the trait was
collected.
2.5.2 Linkage Disequilibrium and Genome-Wide Association Analysis Power
Rates of decay of LD in maize can vary greatly. In land races, LD decreases con-
siderably at 1 kbp, and in diverse inbred lines, LD drops off around 2 kbp (Tenaillon
et al., 2001; Remington et al., 2001). As reported by Romay, et al. (2012), LD de-
cay for a smaller set of ex-PVP inbred lines reached an average r2 = 0.2 at 10 Kb.
Additionally, Remington et al. (2001) determined that LD in a diverse set of inbred
lines reached an average of r2 = 0.2 at 1.5 Kb. In this study, the physical distance at
which LD decay was an average r2 of 0.2 was somewhat shorter–about 2-3 Kb. This
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is likely due to fact that this set included over 15% public inbred founders (64 out
of 413), while the data set in Romay, et al. considered only the ex-PVP inbreds. In
public lines, decreases more rapidly than the remainder of the set, which is composed
of highly selected elite inbred lines. Considering only LD decay results, it appears
appropriate to set a window width of 2-3 Kb when searching for candidate genes. A
search for candidate genes within this window width should identify all genes that
are likely linked (LD ¿ 0.2) with a trait-associated SNP found by GWAS.
However, in a population with just over 400 individuals, in order to find a marker
linked with a QTL that explains 5 % of the phenotypic variation of the trait with
a power of 0.8, the significant SNP and the QTL need to have a pairwise LD of r2
≥ 0.6 (B. Hayes, 2013). For this particular data set, an LD of r2 ≥ 0.6 corresponds
to a distance somewhere between 10 and 100 bp (see Figure 1.4). At the commonly
cited LD average of r2 = 0.2, this study would only have a power of 0.2 to detect any
association that explains 5% of a trait’s phenotypic variation. Furthermore, to detect
an allele with an effect that explains 2.5 % of the phenotypic variation of the trait
with a power of 0.8, the LD between significant SNP and QTL needs to be r2 = 1.0.
In other words, in a population with 413 individuals, to find an allele that explains
2.5 % of the phenotypic variation, the SNP has to be located in nearly the exact
same physical position as the functional polymorphism. As the power to detect a
true association drops considerably below the 0.8 for any distance greater than a few
hundred base pairs, any true SNP-QTL association across further than that distance
would be difficult to discern from random noise and spurious associations. Including
more markers in the genotypic data set would decrease the physical distance between
neighboring SNPs, and in turn, the distance between SNP and unknown QTL. If the
sample size were increased to 500, for example, the LD between marker and QTL
would only have to be r2 = 0.4 in order to find an allele that explains 5 % of the
phenotypic variation of a trait with a power of 0.8. The practical limiting factor
with this experiment, however, is the sample size, or number of individuals that have
expired Plant Variety Protection certificates. Although the set grows each year by
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the addition of newly released lines, the number of lines in the set is unfortunately
not determined by optimal experimental design, but is the result of non-coordinated
research and development decisions made by numerous companies and organizations
over two decades ago. The only way to increase the number of individuals in this set
is to include additional North American dent public inbreds, or to simply wait until
more ex-PVP inbreds are released.
2.5.3 Number of Markers Needed for Adequate Genome Coverage
Romay et al. (2014) state that up to 700,000 markers may be needed in order to
find all the causal SNPs present across the maize genome by GWA analysis. Another
study determined that when LD in maize drops off at 2-5 Kb, 480,000 to 1,200,000
markers may be needed for adequate coverage of the maize genome (Yan et al., 2009).
If we assume the estimate produced in Chapter 1 that LD reaches an average r2 = 0.2
at 2-3 Kb, then with 2,300 Mb in the maize genome, then somewhere between 766,667
to 1,150,000 markers would be needed to adequately cover all possible causal loci
across the genome. While a large number of markers would theoretically increase
experimental power and genome coverage, it can be difficult to produce this number
of high-quality markers by current GBS methods.
One of the obstacles to producing large numbers of high-quality data points is
the non-random nature of missing data points in GBS data sets. Highly accurate
imputation methods require prior information of haplotypes, or else the imputation
process risks creating and perpetuating incorrect base-pair reads. The imputation
method in this study was done by done without prior information of haplotypes.
Thus, the genotype data was highly filtered to remove loci with high amounts (> 70%)
of missing data before using the non-map-required imputation method. If haplotype-
based imputation methods were used, the pre-imputation filtering would require less
stringent thresholds for missing data, thus increasing the final number of high-quality
SNP markers available for a GWAS.
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Another challenge was presented when two GBS-derived data sets from different
runs needed to be merged. The application of the method by which base-pair sequence
fragments are produced and validated is different for each GBS run. Therefore, the
same set of successful markers resulting from one GBS run cannot be replicated in
another GBS run. Thus, every run results in a different set of markers, with less-
than-optimal overlap. In this data set, the merger of two GBS data sets from separate
runs resulted in only 77,314 markers. If the genotypic data in this study was all from
one GBS run, the number of high-quality SNP markers that could be used for GWAS
would be approximately 180,000, resulting in over twice the coverage of the 77,314
markers in this study. This is still significantly less than the suggested number of
markers of either 700,000 or even the range of 480,000 to 1,200,000 required to detect
all trait-linked loci when LD drops off at 2-5bp. It is apparent, then, that better
imputation methods than that used here are needed to improve the quality of GBS
data, which will in turn significantly increase the number of markers available for
GWA analyses.
2.5.4 Quantitative Trait Loci Revealed by Association Analyses
The candidate genes described in this study are involved in many roles in plant
development. A few of these functional roles include modulation of a signaling path-
way, regulating expression under stress conditions, or encoding enzymes with antibi-
otic effect. Identification of these polymorphisms is important as their associated
biochemical, physiological, and developmental roles are useful in eventually under-
standing the molecular mechanisms of grain yield in maize. Ultimately, identifying
the causal polymorphisms will aid breeders in creating genetic screens to select for
increased yield.
There are two intriguing trends revealed by the simple list of SNPs deemed signif-
icantly associated with a trait by GWAS. First, within the DAS T1 testcross group,
the minor alleles for six of seven markers, all within a 7 Mb region on chromosome 1,
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each have a positive effect on yield in testcrosses with inbreds from the NSS heterotic
group. Furthermore, the minor allele for three of these six markers has a greater pos-
itive effect on yield than does the major allele. Second, another pattern that emerges
is the presence of 11 SNPs significantly associated with GDU at anthesis (flowering
time) in the PHP02 testcross experimental set. These 11 SNPs are all located within 9
Mb. When the major allele for each of these loci is found within an inbred testcrossed
to PHP02 (a relatively early maturing Iodent), the flowering time for the hybrid is
an average of 20 GDU later than the testcross group mean. Furthermore, the minor
allele at each of these loci decreases the flowering time by approximately 52 GDU,
but only for hybrids between PHP02 and NSS inbreds. Regions such as these two
that have a clear genetic association with performance-related traits could be used to
construct an optimal genotype to use as a genetic screen for the desired trait effect
among breeding-cross progeny.
Linkage Disequilibrium Among Quantitative Trait Loci Identified by Association
Analysis
Sustained areas of high linkage can indicate genetic interaction between loci, and
can also show signatures of historical genomic events. Chromosome 3, with a few
areas of high LD broken up by smaller segments of lower LD indicates that there
may be specific areas of historical recombination where a smaller diverse region was
introduced in the middle of a larger conserved genomic region. However, as these LD
heat maps were produced using only the markers found by GWAS to be significantly
linked to traits, more study would be needed to verify the genetic structure of these
observed features. One particular analysis that would help define this genetic struc-
ture is the creation of chromosome-specific LD heat maps with several hundred to
several thousand equally spaced markers across each chromosome.
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2.5.5 Candidate Genes
Although the focus of this study is not on identifying candidate genes for further
study of plant development processes, a few of the candidate genes presented in
this study–those with generally more-well-known and available research results–are
discussed below.
Grain Yield
The gene brs1, or brassinosteroid synthesis1, was found through a QTL asso-
ciated with yield in DAS T1 testcross set. Brassinosteroids are plant hormones,
specifically steroid compounds. These compounds were first identified in rapeseed
(Brassica napus) pollen, by observation of promotion in stem elongation and cell di-
vision (Mitchell et al., 1970). Essentially, brassinosteroids promote cell expansion and
elongation (Clouse, 2001). These compounds are also necessary for pollen elongation
and pollen tube formation, are involved in senescence, and can provide protection
during plant stress (Yang, Zhang, Lu, Jin, & Wang, 2011). If an ear of maize is
pollinated effectively and efficiently, then at that point potential grain yield will be
at a maximum. Furthermore, if the senescence process can operate efficiently, then
grain fill will be maximized. Finally, if a maize plant is protected during times of
stress, energy loss is prevented, securing that energy for eventual transfer to grain.
Additionally, the gene myb76 was identified by the location of a SNP determined
by GWAS to be significantly associated with grain yield among testcross entries in
the PHW52 yield trial. This gene has been reported as a master regulator mod-
ulating aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis in Arabidopsis (Gigolashvili, Engqvist,
Yatusevich, Mu¨ller, & Flu¨gge, 2008). After an event that damages plant tissue, a
chain reaction causes the breakdown of glucosinolates, resulting in compounds which
defend against insects, pathogens, and herbivores (Hossain, Wani, Bhattacharjee,
Burritt, & Tran, 2016). At a macro-biological system level, high levels of glucosino-
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lates may contribute to protecting a plant’s ability to efficiently complete a life-cycle,
thus maximizing potential yield.
GDU at Anthesis
The Dwarf8 gene–located at chromosome 1 at 266,160,101-266,163,168 bp–has
been associated with variation in flowering time in several studies (Thornsberry et al.,
2001; Andersen, Schrag, Melchinger, Zein, & Lu¨bberstedt, 2005; Camus-Kulandaivelu
et al., 2006). In these results, no SNPs associated with GDU at anthesis were found
even within 70 Mb of the Dwarf8 gene. Additional candidate genes have been iden-
tified for flowering time, namely Vgt1, bif2, ZmGA3ox2 and ZmRap2.7 (Salvi et al.,
2007; Ducrocq et al., 2008; Pressoir et al., 2009; Teng et al., 2013; Buckler et al.,
2009). No QTL were found at or near these genes. This study adds one candidate
gene to flowering time, via the DAS T2 testcross GWAS: IDP263, identified by a SNP
located within the gene, on chromosome 10 at 139,978,017 bp. This gene is only a
proposed model; no alternate name or further description could be found within the
Maize Genetics and Genomics Database (Lawrence, Dong, Polacco, Seigfried, & Bren-
del, 2004). This additional QTL may be due to the tester background, the confines of
the germplasm set used in this study, or false positives. Additional research is needed
to validate this newly proposed flowering time candidate gene, and to determine why
it appeared in this testcross set and not in other experimental sets.
Plant Height
The Dwarf8 gene has also been mentioned as a candidate for controlling plant
height (Thornsberry et al., 2001; Andersen et al., 2005). In these results, the closest
SNP identified by GWAS to be associated with plant height was located on chromo-
some 1 at 280,683,679, just over 14 Mb away from the location of the Dwarf8 gene.
A few possibilities that could explain why this Dwarf8 gene did not show up in the
GWAS include: the variant allele is not present in this highly selected, elite inbred
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ex-PVP population; the locus is nearly monomorphic; or some other confounding con-
dition. The pal1, or phenylalanine ammonia lyase homologue gene, identified from
testcross results in the PHP02 testcrosses, plays a role in modulating host status to
root-knot nematode (M. incognita.). The presence of this gene decreases suscepti-
bility to infestation (Starr, Yang, Yan, Crutcher, & Kolomiets, 2014). If a plant is
infected with root-knot nematode, then the stress and disruption will naturally cause
the plant height, not to mention the overall performance–to decline.
Another gene identified with a SNP associated with plant height is myb11, or
MYB-transcription factor 11. The product of this gene belongs to the myeloblastosis
family of transcription factors; this one is specifically a lignin repressor. One study
shows that Velez-Bermudez et al., 2015, myb11 plays a role in wound-induced lig-
nification (Ve´lez-Bermu´dez et al., 2015). Specifically, when working together with
another gene, the product of myb11 binds promoter regions of several other lignin
genes, thus coordinating lignin gene expression following plant cell wounding (Ve´lez-
Bermu´dez et al., 2015). As lignin is a polymer in plants, necessary to hold proper
structure in vessels and fibers, the action of this gene product is an integral part of
successful plant height development.
A final candidate gene found by a SNP associated with plant height within the
PHW52 testcross set is mybr68, or MYB-related-transcription factor 68. A literature
search found no maize-specific studies; however, RNA expression shows involvement
with plant height-determining processes. Specifically, RNA expression is notably high
in the following locations and corn development stages: the stem and SAM of V3 and
V4; the shoot tip of V5; the first internode of V5; the first internode of V7; the fourth
internode of V9; the immature tassel of V13; the base of stage 2 leaf at V5 and V7;
and the pre-pollination cob of R1. This last example may be a logical avenue for
further study of the candidate genes, through consultation of RNA expression data
found in the record for this gene within the Maize Genetics and Genomics Database
(Lawrence et al., 2004; Winter et al., 2007; Sekhon et al., 2011).
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Ear Height
One of the two previously identified genes found by a SNP associated with ear
height–the br2 or brachytic2 gene–was identified by GWAS within the DAS T2
testcross yield trial. There has been some mention of the incorporation of br2 into
corn breeding (Villa, Cerino, Bucci, Cassani, & Pilu, 2010). Specifically, this gene
is involved with determination of stalk height between the nodes, especially below
the ear. The other already described candidate gene reported in these results is the
wrky99 gene, or the WRKY transcription factor 99. This is one of many transcription
factors that play a role in maize growth and development and biotic and abiotic stress
tolerance (Rushton, Somssich, Ringler, & Shen, 2010).
2.6 Alleles Linked with Agronomic Performance
This chapter presents a large list of QTL identified to have a significant associ-
ation with agronomically important traits. Not only are the major and minor allele
base-pair variants listed, but the estimated effects are also presented. With this infor-
mation, a breeder could assemble a panel of markers to screen an ex-PVP or related
population for a desired trait. For a simplified example, say a breeder was using
PHP02 (or a closely related line, as determined by the genetic distance) as a tester
and wanted to create a new inbred with a lower testcross plant height. Table 2.12
identifies two loci linked to plant height whose minor alleles have a negative effect
between 9-10 cm in testcrosses with PHP02 and Stiff Stalk inbreds. The Stiff-Stalk
inbreds can then be screened at these two loci, and crosses can be made between
high-yielding Stiff Stalk inbreds that possess one or both of these alleles. In sub-
sequent generations of segregants produced through selfing and/or inbreds derived
from doubled-haploid methods, individual plants can be genotyped to determine the
presence or absence of these two alleles. Then individuals that possess both advanta-
geous alleles at the two plant height loci can be testcrossed to PHP02 and grown in
yield trials. Additional markers can be added to the genetic screen to simultaneously
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genetically select for multiple traits. There are many more factors that need to be
considered when a breeder is deciding what crosses to make, but the simple exam-
ple just cited is sufficient to illustrate how to incorporate these alleles linked with
agronomic performance into a breeding scheme.
2.6.1 Summary
The results herein present numerous agronomically important QTL and gene can-
didates deduced from five individual testcross groups. In addition, the alleles at
these loci are identified, along with their average effect across each heterotic group of
inbreds. However, the alleles cited as having a significant effect on a trait can realis-
tically only reliably predict the effect within that tester background, and cannot be
used to make inferences about genetic effects. In other words, because the phenotypes
were not converted to specific combining ability (SCA), or the phenotypic variance
that result from the specific interaction between two particular inbreds, additive and
non-additive genetic effects are not individually resolvable.
Instead, the GWA analyses were completed using the simple mean performance
of each testcross.7 While the results in this chapter are a good start to identifying
the genetic foundation of these six traits in maize, they are not as directly applica-
ble to general breeding efforts in maize to develop the best hybrid combinations as
would be information about the genes most actively involved in additive gene action.
General combining ability, as a measure of the average performance of an inbred in
a range of hybrid combinations, is an effective way to isolate and test complex traits
driven by additive gene action (Sprague & Tatum, 1942). Thus, maize breeders are
also interested in identifying, understanding, and leveraging the general combining
ability, or the mean performance of an inbred across many testers. Using the same
7The author of this thesis plans to repeat the GWA analyses on these six traits with a genotypic
data set of 500,000 GBS markers which is currently in production at the time of writing. Before the
association study, each trait will be properly partitioned into the two main general combining ability
effects and one interactive specific combining ability effect. Genome-wide association analyses will
then be performed on each of the resulting SCA and GCA statistics. It will then be possible to
calculate additive and non-additive genetic effects within the experiment.
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foundational phenotypic and genotypic data sets, the next chapter presents the meth-




Number of successful and missing testcrosses per tester.
— Tester — ————— Testcrosses ————–
Inbred HG† Successful‡ Missing Percent Missing
PHP02 Iodent 321 92 22.3%
DAS T1 SS 184 229 55.4%
PHW52 SS 284 129 31.2%
DAS T2 NSS 263 150 36.3%
PHR03 NSS 327 86 20.8%
†Heterotic Group to which the tester belongs. SS=Stiff Stalk and
NSS=Non-Stiff Stalk.
‡A ”successful” testcross is one that produced enough seed to be grown in














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































List of phenotypic traits collected.
Abbrv. Trait Description
GY Grain Yield (bu ac−1) Grain yield, adjusted to 15.5% moisture.
TWT Test Weight (lb bu−1) Weight in lb of 0.0352m3 of grain.
HOH Grain Moisture (%) Percent grain moisture at harvest.
DTP† Days to Pollen Shed (GDU) GDU from planting to 50% pollen shed.
PHT Plant Height (cm) Distance from ground to ligule of flag leaf.
EHT Ear Height (cm) Distance from ground to ear node.
† Days to pollen shed was first calculated as the number of days from planting to when
50% of plants in a plot were shedding pollen. That number of days was then normalized
across locations by converting to growing degree units, using data obtained from the
Indiana State Climate Office (iclimate.org).
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Table 2.4
Merger of genotypic data sets.
Statistic ex-PVP GBS set† DAS GBS set‡ Merged GBS set
Inbreds 349 66 413
Sites 77,327 77,327 77,327
Total data points§ 26,987,123 5,103,582 32,090,705
Missing SNPs 0 0 0
Percent missing 0% 0% 0%
No. Heterozygous 0 83,137 0
Percentage het. 0% 1.6% 0%
† The genotypic data for this set was assembled according to the stated methods in
chapter 1 of this thesis (see Table 1.4).
‡ The GBS data for this set was imputed from proprietary whole genome sequencing
(WGS) data by Dow AgroSciences (Indianapolis, Indiana).

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Summary statistics of best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) and
variance components for all traits within each testcross yield trial.
Tester Trait† Mean SE# Range E‡ σ2G
¶ σ2 § H2 $
PHP02
GY 181.37 10.21 118.72-230.78 7 591.04 653.97 0.86
TWT 52.79 0.63 50.93-54.84 7 0.61 2.49 0.63
HOH 18.92 1.37 17.04-21.73 7 1.16 4.47 0.64
DTP 1283 45.77 1179.53-1495.7 2 1775 2742.59 0.56
PHT 214.45 10.18 174.38-255.48 4 206.8 221.12 0.79
EHT 99.61 8.89 74.38-126.47 4 95.7 120.11 0.76
DAS T1
GY 180.69 8.95 138.49-216.95 6 285.19 507.66 0.77
TWT 50.58 0.54 47.59-54.48 6 2.09 1.74 0.88
HOH 23.71 1.37 17.68-31.31 6 6.95 6.01 0.87
DTP 1499.41 11.18 1345.89-1638.72 1 4769.85 4325.93 0.69
PHT 218.24 19.52 181.75-251.44 3 159.07 118.55 0.80
EHT 111.92 11.52 90.96-136.68 3 95.14 94.52 0.75
PHW52
GY 157.17 7.86 117.78-219.05 6 351.38 673.11 0.76
TWT 53.77 0.48 51.16-56.16 6 1.10 3.34 0.66
HOH 20.98 0.72 16.38-27.15 6 5.67 8.49 0.80
DTP 1372.79 47.62 1206.51-1497.59 2 3379.07 3224.3 0.68
PHT 213.94 12.28 179.77-251.81 4 131.37 113.62 0.82
EHT 92.23 9.01 70.85-116.73 4 88.95 79.03 0.82
DAS T2
GY 187.68 11.81 146.22-220.18 6 233.09 653.23 0.68
TWT 53.95 0.41 52.05-55.95 6 0.72 2.3 0.65
HOH 20.28 0.85 18.25-23.04 6 1.32 4.46 0.64
DTP 1378.65 6.05 1257.06-1501.35 1 2947.58 2747.33 0.68
PHT 245.77 16.93 191.05-277.61 3 106.71 240.08 0.57
EHT 117.64 12.64 87.32-141.09 3 87.76 115.02 0.70
PHR03
GY 166.13 8.99 126.07-221.19 7 260.76 591.29 0.76
TWT 56.21 0.97 53.04-58.61 7 0.93 2.44 0.73
HOH 19.27 0.57 16.54-23.97 7 2.22 4.37 0.78
DTP 1379.09 52.49 1219.74-1474.61 2 2543.94 2289.01 0.69
PHT 231.31 10.79 204.93-257.38 4 124.26 219.10 0.69
EHT 111.23 8.36 92.68-136.39 4 76.01 136.38 0.69
†GY=Grain Yield; TWT=Test Weight; HOH=Grain Moisture; DTP=Days to Pollen Shed,
expressed in GDU; PHT= Plant Height; EHT=Ear Height. For trait details, see Table 2.3.
# Standard error.
‡ Total number of environments used to calculate BLUPs.
¶ Genetic variance.




Top five ex-PVP testcross varieties by yield within each tester group.
——— Yield (bu/ac) ———
Tester Inbred Testcross Check Avg. % of Check
PHP02†
LH213 230.78 221.45 104.2
PHR58 218.13 221.45 98.5
LH195 217.20 221.45 98.1
8M129 216.89 221.45 97.9
W8304 216.22 221.45 97.6
DAS T1‡
PHP60 214.96 197.44 108.9
794 210.50 197.44 106.6
WIL901 205.36 197.44 104.0
B97 204.90 197.44 103.8
PHN73 203.39 197.44 103.0
PHW52¶
8M129 188.57 215.22 87.6
LH60 187.53 215.22 87.1
PHK93 184.68 215.22 85.8
PHV78 184.19 215.22 85.6
PHGV6 183.99 215.22 85.5
DAS T2#
PHHB9 220.21 212.18 103.8
MBUB 211.69 212.18 99.8
LH199 206.34 212.18 97.2
W8555 206.29 212.18 97.2
LH190 206.09 212.18 97.1
PHR03§
PHHH9 194.32 216.05 89.9
PHK35 192.89 216.05 89.3
LH193 192.29 216.05 89.0
787 190.02 216.05 88.0
PHJ89 188.93 216.05 87.4
Average∗ 180.97 212.47 85.2
† Checks were 2K595, 2T498, 54RA05, P0533AM1, and X13654GS.
‡ Checks were 2G685, 2P659, 2V717a, 54RA05, and X13654GS.
¶ Checks were 2C788, 2G685, 2V709A, 2V717a, and DKC64-69RIB.
# Checks were 2G685, 2P659, 2V717a, 54RA05, and X13654GS.
§ Checks were 2C788, 2G685, 2V709A, 2V717a, and DKC64-69RIB.
∗ Average includes grain yields for only heterotic crosses (i.e. SS inbreds
crossed to a NSS tester or vice versa, but not SS inbreds crossed to a SS
tester) from all tester groups.
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Table 2.12: Statistically significant SNP markers by
tester.
Major Allele ——— Minor Allele ———






TWT 4 200,030,949 4.74 T -0.17 C 0.16 0.00 0.01
TWT 4 201,732,777 5.88 A -0.12 C 0.24 -0.16 0.04
HOH 9 136,390,218 4.50 G -0.25 C 0.06 0.15 0.04
DTP 2 37,904,047 4.76 C -14.23 G 2.10 7.63 4.51
DTP 3 32,128,401 4.90 G 19.11 A -54.79 5.36 30.33
DTP 3 32,409,740 4.87 C 17.37 T -57.59 4.63 35.59
DTP 3 33,744,243 5.50 G 20.32 T -53.55 3.61 29.62
DTP 3 33,776,600 5.14 G 21.90 A -50.93 5.41 23.62
DTP 3 35,353,399 5.42 C 24.26 T -48.70 8.49 15.95
DTP 3 35,356,514 5.78 A 21.85 T -51.65 4.89 24.91
DTP 3 35,965,546 5.84 G 17.83 C -57.33 1.61 37.90
DTP 3 38,631,545 5.03 T 18.92 C -54.87 4.94 31.01
DTP 3 40,065,288 5.82 G 18.79 A -55.82 2.31 34.72
DTP 3 41,403,565 4.93 G 22.72 A -49.47 7.74 19.01
DTP 3 41,739,811 4.99 C 20.57 A -52.55 5.50 26.47
DTP 4 6,601,960 4.73 G -9.86 T -4.65 8.02 6.48
DTP 9 120,513,739 4.87 G 3.01 A 16.23 -18.01 -1.23
PHT 4 1,485,180 4.56 A 5.80 T -1.21 -9.92 5.34
PHT 5 186,677,678 5.14 C -0.91 G 5.96 -9.02 3.97
EHT 2 15,896,182 4.81 G 2.51 A -2.31 -0.8 0.61
EHT 3 40,063,868 4.92 C 2.15 T -2.63 0.16 0.32
EHT 3 49,249,860 5.72 A 2.16 G -3.48 0.16 1.16
EHT 3 49,566,352 4.98 G -2.10 C 2.55 0.46 -0.91
EHT 3 50,606,672 5.31 A 2.17 C -3.31 0.53 0.61
EHT 3 50,649,058 5.57 G 2.31 A -3.33 0.05 0.97
EHT 3 54,839,308 5.20 C 2.52 G -3.33 -0.26 1.07
EHT 7 129,264,791 4.55 C -2.03 T -2.22 1.45 2.81
DAS T1
GY 1 23,613,428 4.61 T 0.78 A 3.22 -7.35 3.35
GY 1 23,733,637 5.11 C 1.73 T 4.39 -7.51 1.39
GY 1 23,968,800 4.93 C 0.88 T 6.48 -7.83 0.47
GY 1 24,203,797 4.57 A 1.82 C 3.06 -6.46 1.58
GY 1 24,583,363 4.59 C 3.53 T 0.00 -5.56 2.03
GY 1 29,356,769 4.71 G -0.06 A 7.14 -7.38 0.29
GY 1 30,538,901 5.38 C 1.30 A 7.81 -7.74 -1.37
GY 1 70,428,796 5.10 G -0.64 A 0.00 -10.1 10.74
GY 1 197,261,094 4.94 G 3.98 A 1.30 -4.67 -0.61
GY 9 154,337,762 4.54 C -3.59 T 1.31 1.01 1.27
GY 10 10,669,568 4.71 A 3.84 C 3.13 -9.57 2.60
GY 10 116,976,965 4.55 A 3.66 G 2.75 -8.44 2.02
GY 10 135,911,650 5.22 G 5.62 C -2.25 -8.17 4.79
TWT 8 140,008,658 4.86 C -0.14 A -0.77 -0.07 0.98
HOH 2 176,076,291 4.99 C 0.17 T -0.61 -1.06 1.50
DTP 5 205,144,921 5.31 T -16.05 A 12.89 -0.81 3.98
PHT 1 29,356,769 5.47 G 0.07 A 6.23 -6.43 0.14
continued on next page
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Table 2.12: continued
Major Allele ——— Minor Allele ———





PHT 7 6,126,451 4.45 G 0.14 A 1.96 -5.58 3.49
PHT 7 165,246,138 4.51 C 3.19 A 0.00 -3.78 0.59
DAS T1
PHT 7 165,246,730 4.66 T 3.57 G 0.00 -3.39 -0.18
PHT 7 165,246,759 4.58 C 2.27 T 1.72 -4.69 0.7
PHW52
GY 8 16,770,827 4.78 C 4.46 G 0.00 -2.82 -1.63
TWT 1 33,317,868 4.95 C 0.05 G 0.25 0.03 -0.33
TWT 1 33,382,587 5.99 G 0.06 A 0.26 0.04 -0.36
TWT 7 163,597,901 5.46 C -0.16 T 0.05 -0.19 0.29
TWT 8 13,370,583 5.43 A 0.13 T 0.27 -0.07 -0.33
TWT 8 13,370,586 5.01 T 0.12 A 0.26 -0.04 -0.34
TWT 10 140,727,241 4.69 C 0.21 T 0.04 0.17 -0.43
TWT 10 141,004,568 5.23 A 0.19 G 0.20 0.19 -0.58
TWT 10 148,970,904 4.46 G 0.18 T -0.06 0.05 -0.17
HOH 1 41,102,630 5.14 C -0.64 T 0.24 -0.16 0.56
HOH 1 50,631,115 5.13 A -0.43 C 0.48 -0.51 0.46
HOH 1 280,683,679 5.71 C -0.76 T -0.74 2.41 -0.91
HOH 1 281,069,009 6.14 C -0.93 T -0.85 2.23 -0.45
HOH 3 156,963,609 4.97 G 0.47 A -0.27 0.20 -0.40
HOH 5 49,827,105 5.14 T -0.38 C -0.24 0.04 0.58
HOH 5 213,733,455 5.10 T -0.66 C 0.12 0.97 -0.43
HOH 6 165,288,735 7.01 C -0.77 A -0.33 2.44 -1.35
HOH 10 5,480,718 4.81 A -0.65 G -0.28 1.06 -0.13
PHT 10 129,586,074 5.00 G 2.55 T 1.30 -0.18 -3.67
DAS T2
GY 8 20,958,018 4.77 C -2.52 T 1.88 -0.20 0.84
TWT 2 206,217,426 5.06 G -0.16 A 0.09 -0.07 0.14
TWT 8 130,212,866 4.78 G -0.05 A -0.12 -0.10 0.27
TWT 8 145,908,317 5.10 G -0.10 A 0.01 -0.15 0.24
TWT 8 145,961,318 4.83 C -0.11 G 0.02 -0.12 0.21
TWT 9 149,039,740 5.76 T -0.06 C -0.22 -0.08 0.36
HOH 2 17,100,732 5.01 C -0.44 T 0.44 0.04 -0.03
HOH 2 17,100,880 4.91 G -0.43 A 0.43 0.01 -0.01
HOH 4 155,490,292 4.61 G 0.29 A -0.12 -0.32 0.15
HOH 9 136,081,090 4.55 G 0.39 T -0.17 0.13 -0.35
DTP 1 65,086,477 5.24 G -21.36 A 27.05 13.36 -19.05
DTP 1 65,086,506 5.18 C -20.67 T 27.85 14.04 -21.22
DTP 8 143,564,041 5.4 G -14.85 C 10.11 -3.78 8.52
DTP 8 174,279,806 4.71 C -10.28 T -22.84 -0.66 33.78
DTP 10 139,978,017 4.55 T -11.11 C -12.09 21.76 1.44
PHT 1 280,683,679 5.75 C 4.84 T 5.75 -15.22 4.63
PHT 1 281,069,009 6.36 C 5.80 T 3.36 -14.15 4.99
PHT 5 52,120,223 4.81 C 6.34 T 2.25 6.99 -15.58
PHT 6 124,544,258 4.71 C 6.23 T 3.56 5.94 -15.73
PHT 6 131,142,170 4.92 T 5.81 A 6.42 3.93 -16.16
PHT 6 131,544,286 4.93 G 5.40 A 7.37 3.83 -16.60
PHT 6 165,288,735 5.97 C 4.88 A 6.35 -15.21 3.98
PHT 7 176,136,865 4.89 G 6.68 C 2.49 6.06 -15.23
continued on next page
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PHT 8 20,091,363 5.34 G 2.30 A -1.09 -0.13 -1.09
PHT 9 154,650,684 4.80 G 6.50 T 2.41 6.57 -15.49
DAS T2
EHT 1 202,305,518 4.99 T 1.99 G -1.48 0.79 -1.30
EHT 4 133,820,555 4.98 C 2.49 T -1.98 -1.11 0.60
EHT 4 153,503,089 6.33 T 2.43 C -2.23 0.68 -0.88
PHR03
GY 6 163,662,280 4.62 C 1.89 T 0.01 -0.13 -1.78
TWT 5 93,023,882 5.80 A 0.03 G 0.09 0.21 -0.33
TWT 10 129,350,677 4.45 C 0.18 T 0.08 -0.12 -0.14
HOH 2 146,409,325 5.01 T -0.29 C -0.08 -0.18 0.54
HOH 3 129,050,793 5.06 A -0.43 G -0.19 -0.26 0.89
HOH 5 137,936,504 5.31 C -0.31 G 0.00 0.18 0.13
HOH 8 127,113,573 4.90 C -0.43 T -0.11 0.38 0.16
HOH 9 139,513,924 5.73 C -0.21 A -0.27 -0.02 0.51
HOH 10 102,876,159 4.84 A -0.29 T -0.01 0.07 0.23
DTP 1 195,779,532 5.14 G 8.63 T 11.40 7.11 -27.15
DTP 2 204,482,075 5.01 C 8.96 A 15.68 -2.42 -22.23
DTP 5 59,726,206 5.25 C 10.57 T -2.87 -8.75 1.04
DTP 7 158,754,298 4.75 A 9.27 T 1.44 1.24 -11.94
DTP 7 161,860,837 5.29 C -7.7 T 1.18 -1.22 7.73
DTP 7 161,860,900 5.18 A -7.79 G 2.42 -1.04 6.42
DTP 9 143,963,258 4.89 C 15.2 T -8.31 8.21 -15.10
PHT 1 16,372,353 5.12 G -2.19 A 0.15 0.46 1.58
PHT 2 146,408,331 4.86 C 1.62 G 0.22 -0.03 -1.81
PHT 8 115,019,438 5.10 G 11.2 A -1.86 -5.83 -3.51
PHT 9 79,518,497 4.88 T 1.07 A -1.97 2.74 -1.84
† Chromosome
‡ Physical location on the chromosome, in base pairs.
§ −log10(P − value)
¶ Average effect of the major allele on the phenotype for all inbreds in this data set, in units of the phenotype.
$ Average effect of minor allele SNP variant on the phenotype, in units of the trait–for the following heterotic











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.14: Summary of tester-specific QTL located
within hypothesized gene models.
Tester Trait† Ch.‡ SNP§ Transcript# Description$
PHP02
TWT 4 S4 200030949 GRMZM2G465165 Serine-threonine protein kinase, plant-type
TWT 4 S4 201732777 GRMZM2G008106 Uclacyanin-2
DTP 2 S2 37904047 AC208221.3 FG002 Bowman-Birk type bran trypsin inhibitor
DTP 3 S3 32128401 GRMZM2G083176 Peptide transporter
DTP 3 S3 32409740 GRMZM2G081719 Phospholipase C 4
DTP 3 S3 33744243 GRMZM2G134178 GDSL esterase/lipase
DTP 3 S3 33744243 GRMZM2G134149 Pyr.-specific ribonucleoside hydrolase rihA
DTP 3 S3 33776600 GRMZM2G134192 Sugar transporter
DTP 3 S3 35356549 GRMZM2G072298 Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 1
DTP 3 S3 35965546 GRMZM2G396957 Putative uncharacterized protein
DTP 3 S3 35965546 GRMZM2G402977 Embryogenesis transmembrane protein
DTP 3 S3 38631545 GRMZM2G440605 Serpin-Z12
DTP 3 S3 38631545 GRMZM2G701441 Retrotransposon protein
DTP 3 S3 40065288 GRMZM2G419085 BCAS2 protein
DTP 3 S3 41403565 GRMZM2G040069 Deleted in split hand/splt foot protein 1
DTP 3 S3 41739811 GRMZM2G144648 Peroxidase 24
DTP 4 S4 6601960 GRMZM2G133675 Helix-loop-helix DNA-binding domain
DTP 4 S4 6601960 GRMZM2G133756 Transmembrane protein 49
DTP 9 S9 120513739 GRMZM2G337548 LOL3
PHT 4 S4 1485180 GRMZM2G107082 ATP-citrate synthase
PHT 4 S4 1485180 GRMZM2G107239 Putative uncharacterized protein
EHT 2 S2 15896182 GRMZM2G164413 Protein kinase
EHT 3 S3 40063868 GRMZM2G419085 BCAS2 protein
EHT 3 S3 49249860 GRMZM2G413261 Conserved gene of unknown function
EHT 3 S3 50606733 GRMZM2G170120 CBL-interacting ser/thr-protein kinase 1
EHT 3 S3 54839308 GRMZM2G073180 Undescribed protein
DAS T1
GY 1 S1 197261094 GRMZM2G175396 Molybdopterin cofactor sulfurase
GY 1 S1 23613428 GRMZM2G153769 COP9 signalosome complex subunit 4
GY 1 S1 23968800 GRMZM2G047513 Chloroplast 30S ribosomal protein S10
GY 1 S1 24583363 GRMZM2G042171 Sulfate transporter
GY 1 S1 29356769 GRMZM2G012126 SHW1 (Short hypocotyl in white light1)
GY 1 S1 70428796 GRMZM2G048324 PDI-like protein in thioredoxin pathway
GY 9 S9 154337762 GRMZM2G064600 Mitochon. membrane translocase subunit
GY 9 S9 154337762 GRMZM2G064563 Major Facilitator superfamily protein
GY 10 S10 10669568 GRMZM2G319435 WD-repeat protein
GY 10 S10 116976965 GRMZM2G371017 Nodulin
GY 10 S10 135911650 GRMZM2G162640 Protein binding protein
TWT 8 S8 140008658 GRMZM5G852378 Undescribed protein
HOH 2 S2 176076291 GRMZM2G006678 NADH kinase
PHT 1 S1 29356769 GRMZM2G012126 SHW1 (Short hypocotyl in white light1)
PHT 7 S7 165246138 GRMZM2G030731 60S ribosomal protein L27a-3
continued on next page
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Table 2.14: continued
Tester Trait† Ch.‡ SNP§ Transcript# Description$
PHT 7 S7 165246730 GRMZM2G030578 Exportin-T
PHT 7 S7 6126451 GRMZM2G029587 AT5G22070 protein
PHW52
TWT 1 S1 33317868 GRMZM2G149481 Auxin transporter 3
TWT 7 S7 163597901 GRMZM2G012183 Early nodulin 75 protein
TWT 8 S8 13370586 GRMZM2G119361 ATP binding protein
TWT 10 S10 140727241 AC208110.2 FG011 Nitrate transporter NRT1;2
TWT 10 S10 140863359 GRMZM2G098867 Undescribed protein
TWT 10 S10 141004568 GRMZM2G129071 Transporter
HOH 1 S1 281069009 GRMZM5G843914 Putative uncharacterized protein
HOH 1 S1 41102630 GRMZM2G428391 Heat shock cognate 70 kDa protein 2
HOH 1 S1 41102630 GRMZM2G428410 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 1 S1 50631115 GRMZM2G329040 2-deoxyglucose-6-phosphate phosphatase
HOH 3 S3 156963609 GRMZM2G142315 Phosphatidylinositol transfer protein CSR1
HOH 5 S5 49827105 GRMZM2G477829 Cell division protein kinase 7
HOH 6 S6 165288735 GRMZM2G092475 Sodium/metabolite cotransporter BASS4
HOH 10 S10 5480718 GRMZM2G165695 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 10 S10 5480718 GRMZM2G465444 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein
DAS T2
TWT 2 S2 206217426 GRMZM2G087479 Major facilitator superfamily protein
TWT 8 S8 130212866 GRMZM2G178686 Putative uncharacterized protein
TWT 8 S8 145908317 GRMZM2G000739 Uroporphyrinogen III methyltransferase
TWT 8 S8 145961318 GRMZM2G177150 ER glycerol-phosphate acyltransferase
TWT 9 S9 149039740 GRMZM2G057467 AIR12
HOH 2 S2 17100880 GRMZM2G129261 Nucleic acid binding protein
DTP 1 S1 65086506 GRMZM2G042683 Ribonucleoprotein A
DTP 8 S8 143564041 GRMZM2G128658 Electron transporter
DTP 8 S8 174279806 GRMZM2G148985 Heat-and acid-stable phosphoprotein
PHT 1 S1 280683679 GRMZM2G164580 Molybdopterin cofactor sulfurase
PHT 1 S1 281069009 GRMZM5G843914 Putative uncharacterized protein
PHT 5 S5 52120223 GRMZM2G067853 Heavy metal cation transport atpase
PHT 6 S6 124544258 GRMZM2G021846 Enzymatic activity involving fructose
PHT 6 S6 131142170 GRMZM2G051474 Enzymatic activity involving glucose
PHT 6 S6 165288735 GRMZM2G092475 NA/metabolite cotransporter BASS4
PHT 8 S8 20091363 GRMZM2G395749 DNA binding protein
EHT 1 S1 202305518 GRMZM2G491632 Nucleic acid and zinc ion binding protein
EHT 4 S4 133820555 GRMZM2G172647 Nucleotide-sugar transporter/ sugar porter
EHT 4 S4 153503089 GRMZM2G080842 Mitochondrial carrier protein
PHR03
GY 6 S6 163662280 GRMZM2G069016 Purine permease
TWT 5 S5 93023882 GRMZM2G075845 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 2 S2 146409325 GRMZM2G026556 Ankyrin repeat family protein
HOH 3 S3 129050793 GRMZM2G138077 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 3 S3 129050793 GRMZM2G112074 Repl. licensing factor MCM7 homologue
HOH 5 S5 137936504 GRMZM2G039826 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 8 S8 127113573 GRMZM2G135978 Transport inhibitor response 1
HOH 9 S9 139513924 GRMZM2G366532 Heat shock protein 70
continued on next page
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Table 2.14: continued
Tester Trait† Ch.‡ SNP§ Transcript# Description$
HOH 10 S10 102876159 GRMZM2G402987 Conserved gene of unknown function
DTP 1 S1 195779532 GRMZM2G080565 AP2 domain-containing protein AP29
PHR03
DTP 2 S2 204482075 GRMZM2G163297 ELAV 4
DTP 5 S5 59726206 GRMZM2G102447 Gcip-interacting family protein-like
DTP 7 S7 161860900 GRMZM2G411940 Phospholipid-translocating P-type ATPase
DTP 8 S8 115019438 GRMZM2G140590 Serine/threonine protein kinase
DTP 9 S9 143963258 GRMZM2G178289 Fasciclin-like domain-containing protein
PHT 1 S1 16372353 GRMZM2G080524 Catalytic/ hydrolase
PHT 2 S2 146408331 GRMZM2G026556 Ankyrin repeat family protein
PHT 9 S9 79518497 GRMZM5G820215 Oxidoreductase activity
† GY=grain yield; TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days to 50% pollen shed,
converted to growing-degree units; PHT=plant height; EHT=ear height.
‡ Chromosome.
§ SNP name is also the position on the maize genome within assembly AGPv2.
# As reported in the B73 reference genome.
$ Brief description of the translated protein motif.
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Table 2.15
Summary of tester-specific QTL located in regions with no previously
identified genes or gene models.
Tester Trait† Chr.‡ SNP§
DAS T1
GY 1 S1 23733637
GY 1 S1 24203797
DTP 5 S5 205144921
DAS T2
GY 8 S8 20958018
HOH 4 S4 155490292
HOH 9 S9 136081090
PHT 6 S6 131544286
PHP02
HOH 9 S9 136390218
EHT 3 S3 50649058
PHR03
TWT 10 S10 129350677
DTP 7 S7 158754298
PHT 9 S9 80095803
PHW52
TWT 1 S1 33382572
HOH 1 S1 280683679
† GY=grain yield; TWT=test weight;
HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree
units; PHT=plant height; EHT=ear height.
‡ Chromosome number.
§ SNP name is also the position on the maize

















































Figure 2.1. Pearson correlation coefficients for PHP02 testcross yield
trial. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait. Above the
diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient statistic
for the two intersecting traits with the associated p-value directly
below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of each pair of traits,
with each point representing an individual genotype. GY=grain yield;
TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree units; PHT=plant
height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 2.2. Pearson correlation coefficients for DAS T1 testcross yield
trial. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait. Above the
diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient statistic
for the two intersecting traits with the associated p-value directly
below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of each pair of traits,
with each point representing an individual genotype. GY=grain yield;
TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree units; PHT=plant
height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 2.3. Pearson correlation coefficients for PHW52 testcross yield
trial. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait. Above the
diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient statistic
for the two intersecting traits with the associated p-value directly
below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of each pair of traits,
with each point representing an individual genotype. GY=grain yield;
TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree units; PHT=plant
height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 2.4. Pearson correlation coefficients for DAS T2 testcross yield
trial. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait. Above the
diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient statistic
for the two intersecting traits with the associated p-value directly
below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of each pair of traits,
with each point representing an individual genotype. GY=grain yield;
TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree units; PHT=plant
height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 2.5. Pearson correlation coefficients for PHR03 testcross yield
trial. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait. Above the
diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient statistic
for the two intersecting traits with the associated p-value directly
below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of each pair of traits,
with each point representing an individual genotype. GY=grain yield;
TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at harvest; DTP=days
























































Figure 2.7. Decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) with physical dis-
tance between 77,327 pairs of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers in the ex-PVP, public founder, and DAS inbred genotypic
data set. Physical distance is on the x-axis and LD, measured in r2
is on the y-axis. Individual chromosomes are indicated by line color,
with the overall average of all data overlaid on the plot in black.
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Figure 2.8. Scree plot of principal component analysis (PCA) of geno-
types of the ex-PVP and public founder inbred set. The number
of principal components (PCs) is on the x-axis and the associated
eigenvalues–which indicate the amount of variance yet unexplained–
are on the y-axis. The optimal number of principal components to
explain the variation found in the genotype is found by visually de-
termining the largest point of inflection, or ”elbow” of the non-linear
trend line.
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Figure 2.9. Percent genetic variance explained by principal component
analysis (PCA). The percent of genetic variance explained is on the
y-axis and the principle component (PC) number is on the x-axis.
Exact values of percent variance explained are included next to the
plotted points at PCs 1-5, 8, and 13.
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Figure 2.10. Two-dimensional plot of principal component no. 1 (x-
axis) vs. principal component no. 2 (y-axis), color annotated by three
heterotic group divisions. Colors indicate membership in one of three














Figure 2.11. Three-dimensional principal component (PC) plot, color
annotated by three heterotic group divisions. The first PC is on the x-
axis; PC 2 is on the y-axis; and PC 3 is on the z-axis. Colors indicate






Figure 2.12. GWAS results for six traits in PHP02 testcross yield
trial. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni






Figure 2.13. GWAS results for six traits in DAS T1 testcross yield
trial. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni






Figure 2.14. GWAS results for six traits in PHW52 testcross yield
trial. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni






Figure 2.15. GWAS results for six traits in DAS T2 testcross yield
trial. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni






Figure 2.16. GWAS results for six traits in PHR03 testcross yield
trial. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni
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Figure 2.17. LD heatmaps by chromosome for SNPs found by GWAS
to be significantly associated with a trait.
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3 GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY OF GENERAL COMBINING
ABILITY WITHIN EX-PLANT-VARIETY-PROTECTED TESTCROSS YIELD
TRIALS
3.1 Abstract
In plant breeding, general combining ability (GCA) is a measure of the worth of
an inbred as a parent of multiple hybrids. The main objective of this study is to iden-
tify the most favorable alleles associated with agronomically important GCA traits
within the ex-PVP inbred set so that they can be incorporated into both public and
private elite breeding material. This was accomplished by performing a genome-wide
association study (GWAS) using genotypes and phenotypes of 413 inbreds crossed to
two Stiff Stalk (SS) testers and three Non-Stiff Stalk (NSS) testers.
Genotypes for 283 ex-PVP inbreds and 66 public founder inbreds were obtained
by genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), and filtered down to 77,214 high-quality SNP
markers. In addition, 64 Dow AgroSciences proprietary lines were genotyped by
whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and imputed to the the same 77,314 marker loca-
tions. All 413 inbreds were crossed in separate isolations to five testers: two testers
representing the SS heterotic group and three representing the NSS heterotic group.
The resulting testcrosses were grown in yield trial format in four environments for
each testcross group. Six traits were measured: grain yield, test weight, percent
moisture, growing degree units at anthesis, plant height, and ear height. BLUPs were
produced in a first-order autoregressive spatial correction method that accounted for
range and row differences, as well as environmental effects. Trait heritabilities ranged
from 0.62 to 0.76. Trait correlations within individual testcross groups ranged from
-0.45 to 0.81, with the strongest correlations appearing between plant height and ear
height, 0.79 within the SS tester group and 0.81 within the NSS tester group.
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A total of 12 GWA studies were executed, six for the SS tester group, and six for
the NSS tester group. The GWA analyses detected 34 significant SNP-trait associa-
tions; with 16 found in the SS tester experimental set, and 18 found in the NSS tester
experimental set. Of the SNPs with significant trait associations: 4 are located at
QTL within known genes; 26 are located at QTL within described gene models; and
4 are located in regions with no previously identified genes or gene models. The re-
sults presented in this thesis identify and begin to characterize alleles associated with
superior agronomic performance in elite North American maize breeding germplasm.
3.2 Introduction
General combining ability (GCA) is of high value in maize breeding, as it is a way
of quantifying the worth of an inbred as a parent of multiple hybrids (Bernardo, 2002).
A variety with a high GCA is very valuable in a breeding program, as it arises from
additive genetic effects and additive × additive interactions, is associated with higher
heritability and lower environmental effects, and can have large adaptability (Fasahat,
Rajabi, Rad, & Derera, 2016; Sprague & Tatum, 1942; Franco et al., 2001). One
study using 10 African open-pollinated maize varieties found that at the genetic level,
grain yield and other agronomic characters were primarily additive in nature (Bello
& Olaoye, 2009). Accurate estimates of GCA in maize are essential to predicting
the value of an inbred in a hybrid cross. If specific single nucleotide polymorphisms
that are associated to with agronomically important GCA values can be identified,
then the general value of a line in a hybrid cross can be predicted by the genotype.
Complete phenotypic GCA values and GWAS results would provide a breeder with
a list of key inbreds that would perform best in a hybrid cross as well as the specific
genetic determinants (alleles) that are associated with that high performance. Thus,
a breeding scheme could be developed that combined both phenotypic and marker-
assisted selection.
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A valuable genetic resource of publicly available elite inbred lines is the com-
mercially developed inbreds that have expired Plant Variety Protection certificates.
Representative of the best inbreds used in commercial hybrid production at least
two decades ago, this diverse germplasm set can be used to make important infer-
ences about North American maize breeding populations and overall performance.
Additionally,
For this experiment, five testers were used: two were of Stiff Stalk heterotic back-
ground, two were Non-Stiff Stalk, and one was Iodent. The Iodent tester can also be
functionally considered a Non-Stiff Stalk. By combining the yield trial phenotypic
data for the two Stiff Stalk testers, and likewise for the three Non-Stiff Stalk testers,
GCA for all six traits can be calculated. What results is a GCA measure for each
inbred/trait combination, for two scenarios: (1) when that inbred is crossed to a NSS
inbred; and (2) when that inbred is crossed to a SS inbred.
Knowledge of general combining ability allows a breeder to infer a line’s value in
a breeding cross as well as in a hybrid testcross. Results of GCA best linear unbiased
predictors (BLUPs) suggest which lines have the ability to produce high grain yield
over more than one testcross–an important characteristic for any high performance
line. Genome-wide association study will reveal particular alleles that are associated
with high agronomic performance, which, if assembled into a marker panel, could
aid in developing new inbreds. In addition, the results of these GWA analyses on
GCA traits identify allele variants that confer superior performance through additive
gene action as well as highlight a few possible gene candidates associated with the
significant trait-linked quantitative trait loci (QTL).
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Phenotypic and Genotypic Data Sets
The methods used to secure plant material as well as phenotypic and genotypic
data sets are the same as those used in Chapter 2. For a detailed explanation of
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materials and methods used to create the genotypic data set, see the appropriate
subsections of the ”Materials and Methods” section of Chapter 2.
3.3.2 Experimental Design
Only one element of experimental design was changed for this chapter–the environ-
ments that were included in the analysis. As the Dow AgroSciences (DAS) locations
were not the same for all testcross groups, they could not be combined to produce
a GCA without confounding tester effect with environmental effect. Therefore, only
the four environments grown by Purdue were used for this analysis. In addition, as
explained in Chapter 2, out of the two environments grown by Purdue in summer
2015, one was significantly affected by late spring and early summer flooding Conse-
quently, data from two testers (DAS T1 and DAS T2) in environment number seven
were not included in the final analysis.
3.3.3 Data Analysis
Best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP)
When combining testcross experiments by tester heterotic group, each environ-
ment included multiple testcross groups. Therefore, for initial analysis of variance
(ANOVA), each tester group was considered a unique replication within its environ-
ment; the tester effect was considered a treatment and included as a random variable.
The phenotypic value Yijkl of genotype i when crossed to tester l and grown within
environment j in replication k is given by:
Yijkl = µ+Gi + Ej + Tl + (GE)ij + ijkl (3.1)
where µ is the population mean; Gi is the effect of genotype i; Ej is the effect
of environment j; Tl is the effect of tester l; (GE)ij is the genotype × environment
interaction effect of genotype i and environment j; and ij is the residual error variance
associated with genotype i, environment j, and replication k. Genotype, environment,
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tester as well as the interaction between genotype and environment were considered
random variables. Initial ANOVA procedures revealed that the tester and genotype
× environment effects were not significant at the α = 0.05 level; therefore, neither was
included in the final model. Consequently, the final model excluding non-significant
terms is: the phenotypic value Yijk of genotype i when grown within environment j
in replication k was modeled according to:
Yijk = µ+Gi + Ej + ijk (3.2)
where µ is the population mean; Gi is the effect of genotype i; Ej is the effect
of environment j; and ij is the residual error variance associated with genotype i,
environment j, and replication k.
In manner identical to that described in Chapter 2, spatial correction and BLUP
generation was accomplished in SAS according to a two-dimensional autoregressive
model (known as the AR1 x AR1 method), which controls for field variation by
using autoregressive terms to represent row and column effects. Using the ’PROC
MIXED’ function in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), range and row variation was
accounted for in the ’POWA’ spatial covariance structure, within the ’REPEATED’
statement. Variance components were estimated for the random effect terms, tested
for significance in the model, and used to calculate heritability estimates. In general,
the code followed the pattern described by Casanoves et al., and employed by A. J.
Morales (Casanoves et al., 2005; Morales, 2013).
By treating the tester groups as additional replications within the same tester
heterotic group experiment, the ANOVA produced a BLUP that represented the
GCA for each inbred. In other words, the BLUP represented the difference between
the trait value in the inbred × tester hybrid averaged over multiple testers (two for
the SS testers, three for the NSS testers) and the overall trial mean. Consider the
formula for GCA and SCA: the average trait value of a testcross xTI of a tester T
and an inbred I is given by
sTI = GCAT +GCAI + SCATI (3.3)
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where GCAT is the GCA main effect of the tester; GCAI is the GCA main effect
of the inbred; and SCATI is the specific combining ability (SCA) interactive effect
of the tester and inbred The BLUP calculated in SAS as described above gives an
estimate of the GCA main effect of the inbred, or GCAI . The resulting estimates of
GCAI constitute the phenotypic data set used in the association study.
Trait Heritabilities and Correlations








where H2 represents the broad-sense heritability for the phenotype, σ2G represents
the genotypic variance term, σ2 represents the residual error term, and n represents
the total number of environments in which the phenotype was collected. Correlation
plots, as well as Pearson correlation coefficients and their associated p-values were
produced in SAS using the ’PROC CORR’ command.
Population Structure and Related Analyses
The genotypic data set is identical to that used in Chapter 2, and the same analyses
regarding allele frequency, population structure, population structure analysis, and
decay of linkage disequilibrium are applicable were used in the analysis described in
this chapter.
Genome-Wide Association Analysis
The method of genome-wide association study is identical to the steps explained in
Chapter 2. The difference here, however, is that the phenotypes were combined into
a measure of general combining ability, or average trait performance when crossed to
two or more testers from the same heterotic group. With general combining ability
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calculated for two tester heterotic groups, Stiff Stalk and Non-Stiff Stalk, that creates
only 12 total genome-wide association analyses (six traits for each tester heterotic
group).
Linkage Disequilibrium among Quantitative Trait Loci Identified by Association Anal-
ysis
Similar to Chapter 2, linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated within each chro-
mosome between all pairwise combinations of trait-associated SNPs, or quantitative
trait loci (QTL). These additional LD statistics were produced by a method identical
to that presented in Chapter 1, by using the function ’ld’ within the package ’NAM’
in RStudio (R Core Team, 2015) Heatmaps for each chromosome of pairwise LD be-
tween these significant SNPs were created using the package ’LDheatmap’ in Rstudio
(Shin et al., 2006).
Selection of Candidate Genes
The same criteria as Chapter 2 was used to select candidate genes, with the same
three categories named in Chapter 2: (1) trait-associated SNPs within or 2-3 Kb
from previously identified and described genes; (2) trait-associated SNPs within or
2-3 Kb from proposed gene models; and (3) trait-associated SNPs with no genes or
gene models within 2-3 Kb on either side.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Summary Statistics and Heritabilities
For both tester heterotic groups, NSS and SS, there is a marked difference between
2014 and 2015 performance, most notably in environment three (See Tables 3.2 and
3.3). The mean grain yield for testcrosses of the Stiff Stalk testers was 166.76 bu/ac
and 178.68 bu/ac in environments one and two, respectively, for 2014. The two
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additional environments grown in 2015 were not much different in soil conditions, as
they were less than one mile away from the 2014 environments. However, the grain
yields for Stiff Stalk tester environments three and seven in 2015 were 138.90 bu/ac
and 175.97 bu/ac. The mean for environment seven would have been much lower
except for the removal of the two DAS tester groups, as these groups were severely
affected by late spring and early summer flooding and were more than three standard
deviations below the mean grain yield. Plant height and ear height were also lower
in 2015 when compared to 2014, also likely due to the same flooded field conditions.
The trial means for test weight and moisture, however, appeared generally uniform
across the environments and years.
The trait means for the SS tester group, shown in Table 3.4, were as follows:
156.74 bu/ac grain yield; 51.32 lb/bu test weight; 20.62 percent moisture at harvest;
1453.46 growing degree units (GDU) at anthesis; 216.01 cm plant height; and 101.11
cm ear height. For the NSS tester group, trait means were: 179.43 bu/ac grain yield;
55.08 lb/bu test weight; 19.72 percent moisture at harvest; 1378.12 GDU at anthesis;
236.67 cm plant height; and 113.79 cm ear height. Heritabilities for both testcross
groups ranged from a minimum of 0.62 to a maximum of 0.76 (shown in Table 3.4).
3.4.2 Phenotypic Correlations
Correlations of phenotypic traits for both tester groups are given in Figures 3.1
and 3.2. As was observed among the phenotypic correlations presented in Chapter 2,
all trait distributions for both the SS and NSS tester groups appear approximately
normal, with the exception of two traits: percent moisture, which had a positive
skewness; and GDU at anthesis, which showed a negative skewness. Medium-strength
(around magnitude 0.50) correlations between traits in the SS tester group included
the following trait pairs, all with a p−value of < 0.0001: plant height and grain yield
at 0.61; ear height and grain yield at 0.51; percent moisture and test weight at -0.45;
GDU at anthesis and percent moisture at 0.45; plant height and percent moisture
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at 0.44; and ear height and percent moisture at 0.47. Medium-strength correlations
between traits in the NSS tester group included the following trait pairs and their
Pearson correlation coefficient, all with a p − value of < 0.0001: percent moisture
and grain yield at 0.51; plant height and grain yield at 0.55; GDU at anthesis and
percent moisture at 0.54; plant height and percent moisture at 0.54; ear height and
percent moisture at 0.45; and both plant height and ear height with GDU at anthesis
at 0.54 and 0.49, respectively. The correlation between plant height and ear height for
both tester heterotic group experiments was high–0.81 for the SS tester and 0.79 for
the NSS tester. Since plant height and ear height can have different mechanisms of
determination in maize, these two traits were not combined for the GWA analyses. No
other trait combination had a high enough correlation to warrant combination. More
detailed correlation plots of grain yield and percent moisture for all Stiff-Stalk inbreds
as well as Non-Stiff Stalk inbreds are presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
3.4.3 Population Structure
Since the genotypic data set is identical to that used for Chapter 2, the same
analyses output showing allele frequency, population structure, population structure
analysis, and decay of linkage disequilibrium are also applicable to this chapter. For
specific results regarding these analyses, see Chapter 2 tables and figures.
3.4.4 Genome-Wide Association Analyses
Manhattan plots depicting results for all 12 genome-wide association (GWA) anal-
yses are provided in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Identical to the Manhattan plot figures
presented in Chapter 2, the Bonferroni correction significance threshold is indicated
by the horizontal line unique to each chromosome. Points that fall above the line are
considered statistically significant.
Genome-wide association analyses within the SS tester experimental group yielded
the following number of SNPs with a significant associations: one for grain yield,
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located on chromosome 4; two for test weight, with one each on chromosomes 1 and 9;
four for percent moisture, with two on chromosome 1 and one each on chromosomes
3 and 8; five for GDU at anthesis, with one on chromosome 1 and two each on
chromosomes 7 and 9; and four on plant height, with one each on chromosomes 2
and 9 and two on chromosome 10. Within the SS tester group, there were no SNPs
found to have a statistically significant association with ear height. In all, there were
16 SNPs within the SS tester group found by GWA analysis to have a statistically
significant association with a trait. These results are shown in Table 3.5, with several
notable features shortly described here.
The SNP significantly associated with grain yield had a major allele effect of 2.37
bu/ac, and minor allele effects of -0.41 bu/ac among the Stiff-Stalk inbreds, -2.57
within the Non-Stiff Stalk inbreds, and 0.60 bu/ac among the Iodent inbreds. The
two SNPs significantly associated with percent moisture on chromosome 1 appear
to have approximately the same magnitude and direction of both major and minor
allele effects. The same outcome appears to be the case on chromosome 10 between
two SNPs significantly associated with plant height, as well as two GDU at anthesis-
associated SNPs on chromosome 7.
Genome-wide association analyses with the NSS tester experimental group re-
sulted in 18 total statistically significant SNP-trait associations Table 3.6 lists these
SNPs by trait: four for grain yield, with three on chromosome 5 and one on chro-
mosome 7; one for test weight on chromosome four; eight for percent moisture, with
three on chromsome 2, on each on chromosomes 3, 4, and 10, and two on chromo-
some 9; four for GDU at anthesis, with one each on chromosomes 5 and 7 and two on
chromosome 9; and one for plant height on chromosome 8. No significant SNP-trait
associations were found within the NSS tester group for ear height.
Allele effects are listed in Table 3.6, with notable results described here. For grain
yield, two SNPs on chromosome 5 at approximately 2 Mb were similar in magnitude
and direction of major allele effect and minor allele effect for Iodent inbreds. However,
the minor allele effects for Stiff Stalk and Non-Stiff Stalk inbreds were opposite in
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sign and different in magnitude. Two of the SNPs on chromosome 9 significantly
associated with GDU at anthesis within the NSS tester group were also associated
with the same trait within the SS tester group.
3.4.5 Linkage Disequilibrium among Quantitative Trait Loci Identified by Associa-
tion Analysis
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) within each chromosome between all possible pairs
of trait-linked SNPs is shown in Figure 3.7. Again, the lighter colors (white or yellow)
denote lower levels of pairwise LD, whereas darker colors (dark orange and red) denote
higher levels of pairwise LD. Several SNPs are observed to be in higher levels of linkage
with each other, most notably between the two SNPs on chromosome 3, three SNPs
on chromosome 5, a handful of SNPs on chromosome 9, and two SNPs on chromosome
10. There were no SNPs on on chromosome six with a significant association for any
trait, consequently, no LD heatmap is shown for this chromosome.
3.4.6 Candidate Gene Search
The QTL found to be significantly associated with a GCA trait were subjected
to a search for candidate genes that may be linked to the QTL. Four QTL have
genes located within 2-3 Kb. Within the SS tester group, a QTL for plant height
on chromosome 10 was located within the tcptf17, or TCP-transcription factor 17
gene. Three QTL identified within the NSS tester group were found within previously
described genes. Two of these SNPs located on chromosomes 9 and 10, both linked
with percent moisture, were found within the asn4 (Asparagine synthetase 4) and
pza010989 genes, respectively. A QTL in the NSS tester group, associated with GDU
at anthesis, was located on chromosome 7 within the wrky53 (WRKY-transcription
factor 53) gene.
Loci found by GWA analyses to be significantly linked with a GCA trait are listed
in Table 3.8. For the SS tester group, 14 trait-linked QTL were located within or 2-3
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Kb upstream or downstream of hypothesized gene models. One QTL was for grain
yield, two for test weight, four for percent moisture, three for GDU at anthesis, and
four for plant height. For the NSS tester group, 16 trait-linked QTL were located
within or 2-3 Kb upstream or downstream of hypothesized gene models. Four QTL
were for grain yield, seven were for percent moisture, three were for GDU at anthesis,
and two were for plant height.
Four unique QTL were located in regions with no previously identified genes or
gene models. Listed in Table 3.9, these QTL include two from the SS tester group,
associated with GDU at anthesis and plant height, and two from the NSS tester
group, associated with grain yield and test weight. Chromosome as well as physical
location is included for each marker in this group.
3.4.7 Quantitative Trait Loci Appearing in Multiple Genome-Wide Association Anal-
yses
Considering the large number of GWA analyses presented in this study (42) it
is useful to examine whether any of the QTL appeared in more than one GWA
analysis. Eleven total QTL were determined to be significantly associated with a trait
in more than one GWA analysis. (One ”GWA analysis” is defined as a genome-wide
association analysis with a phenotypic data set from a unique tester-trait combination,
such as PHP02 and grain yield, or the SS tester heterotic group and grain yield.)
These results are listed in Table 3.10. All QTL listed in this table were found in
two different GWA analyses, with the exception of a QTL linked to GDU at anthesis
located on chromosome 9, which was found in three different GWA analyses. This
final QTL was identified within three experimental group variants–within the PHR03
testcross group, the NSS tester group, and the SS tester group.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Inferences on Phenotypic Data
The lower heritabilities observed in the GCA, when compared to the tester-specific
heritabilities, could have two explanations. One, the genotypic variance appeared
greater after testcrosses from two (for SS) or three (for NSS) were combined.1 Two,
the random error variance increased as a result of not including tester effect term in
the model. The combined magnitude of these two factors was far greater than any
increase in heritability provided by the increase in number of environments.
The simple values for general combining ability can also yield valuable information
about an inbred’s ability to function as an effective tester. For example, consider a
scatter plot of the GCA effects for two traits–grain yield and moisture–among the
lines crossed to Non-Stiff Stalk testers PHP02, DAS T2, and PHR03 (see Figure
3.4).2 Among the earlier-maturing inbreds (i.e. lower percent moisture at harvest),
LH206, PHN66, and 78551S are the highest yielding. In the middle range of maturity
(i.e near-average percent moisture at harvest), PHK35, PHHB9, PHR58, and 8M129
stand out with a high GCA for grain yield. Out of the later-maturing inbreds (i.e.
higher percent moisture at harvest), MBUB, PHHH9, PHGV6, PHJ65, and LH195
are the highest performing for GCA grain yield. Any of these inbreds could be used as
an effective and high-yielding tester for crosses to NSS inbreds within their respective
maturity groups.3
1Although the number of total environments increased–and this alone would actually increase the
heritability–the effect of this change was not enough to match the magnitude of the effect of the
greater genotypic variance.
2A similar plot could have been created with GCA for GDU at anthesis instead of percent moisture
at harvest. However, due to the low number of environments from which GDU at anthesis was
collected, percent moisture at harvest is likely a more robust indicator of maturity in context of this
study.
3The divisions of early, middle, and late maturing inbred groups are highly subjective. However,
the data in Figures 3.4 and 3.3 provide a solid starting point for choosing the best tester for an
experiment or yield trial. Naturally, thorough consideration would need to be given not only to the
detailed characteristics of each potential tester, but also to the nature of the test inbreds, in order to
choose a tester best suited for the experimental design and the environments in which the testcrosses
would be grown.
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For a scatter plot of the GCA effects for grain yield and moisture among the
inbreds crossed to Stiff-Stalk testers PHW52 and DAS T1 (see Figure 3.3). Among the
earlier-maturing inbreds, 87916W and PHN73 are the highest yielding. In the middle
range of maturity, inbreds B97, LH212HT, J8606, and MM501D are the highest
yielding. For the later-maturing inbreds, PHR58, PHMK0, PHN47, and PHK93 are
the highest yielding. These inbreds just mentioned have the potential to function
as effective high-yielding testers win the appropriate maturity zones hen crossed to
inbreds of Stiff Stalk background.
The phenotypic data set produced by this experiment can also be leveraged for use
in other studies. For example, if a genetic linkage map (based on recombination rates
between markers) could be created that sufficiently represented the diversity of the ex-
PVP germplasm set, the phenotypic data set used herein could be used as a training
set for building a model to predict agronomic performance of among hypothetical
recombinant inbred lines produced from a cross of two ex-PVP inbreds (Mohammadi,
Tiede, & Smith, 2015). Taking this a step further, the possibility exists that a model
could be built to simulate the agronomic performance recombinant progeny produced
from a combination of several (three or more) ex-PVP inbreds.
3.5.2 QTL Found by Genome-Wide Association Analysis
The 11 QTL that appeared among the significant trait-associated SNPs in more
than one GWA analysis reveal several insights upon closer examination. Besides the
obvious QTL linked with the same trait and found in two different experimental
groups–which is the case for 6 of the 11 QTL–the results here indicate a relationship
between plant height and percent moisture. Three QTL were found that were sig-
nificantly associated with plant height in the DAS T2 background, as well as with
percent moisture in the PHW52 tester background. These testers are also from op-
posite heterotic groups–DAS T2 is a Non-Stiff Stalk, and PHW52 is a Stiff Stalk.
Percent moisture might be thought of as a measure of relative maturity. The higher
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percent moisture a plant has at harvest, the longer its relative maturity, and vice-
versa. In addition, longer-season corn is generally taller as it takes in more energy in
growing degrees before pollination and converts that energy into plant height. The
trait correlations reported in Chapter 2 (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4) somewhat agree
with this relationship–plant height and percent moisture have Pearson correlation
coefficients of 0.50 for the PHW52 set and 0.33 for the DAS T2 set, both significant
at the p < 0.0001 level. However, it is still unclear why the SNP was significantly
associated with only one of the two traits (and not both) for each experimental group.
More study would be needed to determine the cause of these observed results.
3.5.3 Candidate Genes
The candidate genes identified by this study fulfill a variety of biological and chem-
ical roles, including: modulating a signaling pathway, regulating expression under
stress conditions, encoding enzymes with antibiotic effect, and many others. While
the main goal of this study is not to describe in detail the biochemical pathways
that lead to the observed changes in agronomic performance indicators, the results
from candidate gene searches are nevertheless included for two purposes: (1) to help
validate the GWA analyses results presented herein, and (2) to provide a general
overview of the genes linked to the trait-linked QTL found in this study, within an
elite germplasm pool. An example of helping to validate one of the GWA analyses
results is the identification of a QTL linked to ear height within the br2 or brachytic2
gene that decreases length of internodes only below the ear. When coupled with other
QTL located within obvious trait-related genes, this result increases the reliability of
the analysis. Regarding the second purpose of including the candidate genes: the
34 QTL located within or near (2-3 Kb upstream or downstream) of known genes
or hypothesized gene models can be very useful information for further examination
of the mechanism of determination of general combining ability within this experi-
mental set. One of the features of this study is that it was done within a germplasm
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set that represents the most of the best elite inbred lines used in industry breeding
only twenty years ago. That feature can be a powerful asset when one of the goals of
a smaller breeding or research program is to increase the relevance of experimental
results to the current state of industry germplasm.
3.5.4 Application to Breeding
The hybrid yield trials culminating in a genome-wide association study of six
agronomic performance indicators produced the following results: (1) a prediction of
the potential performance of each individual inbred if it were used as a tester; (2) the
relative agronomic value of each inbred in any hybrid testcross; and (3) the physical
location, base-pair variant, and magnitude of effect of the alleles that are associated
with high performance indicators. This data can be extremely helpful to a breeder,
as it ascertains the value of each line in several hybrid crosses, and presents numerous
genotypic loci associated with that value.
There are many possibilities of how to use this data in plant breeding schemes; sev-
eral are stated in general terms below. One is simply to use the phenotypic BLUPs to
choose the highest performing inbreds to combine in a synthetic breeding population.
Then, after several generations of selfing (or alternatively, double-haploid production
after any number of generations of open-pollination), the significant SNPs identified
by GWAS can be used to create a set of markers to estimate the agronomic perfor-
mance of these newly developed inbreds. Another possibility is to use the significant
SNPs along with their estimated allelic effects to create an optimal genotype for
highest performance in a hybrid cross, for a each heterotic background. The GWAS
results from this or a subsequent study with additional markers could also be used
to create a targeted marker subset to use in genomic selection (Chen & Lipka, 2016).
The idea is that eliminating the markers that have little to no effect on the trait of
interest will increase the accuracy of variance estimates of the remaining markers.
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The possibilities just mentioned are simply a few of the many ways that these results
can be applied in plant breeding methods.
3.6 Summary
While this study produces many intriguing results regarding the population struc-
ture of the ex-PVP maize set, there yet remain many areas for improvement. There
are three main experimental design elements, which, if altered, would undoubtedly
have a large effect on the power of a GWAS of the ex-PVP germplasm set: (1) in-
creasing the number of genotypes; and (2) increasing the population size; and (3)
improving the quality and reliability of the genotypes. Furthermore, a haplotype-
based imputation method could prove useful in an experimental design with a large
number of markers, in a population with high and persistent LD. All these areas of
improvement are discussed in detail below.
3.6.1 Using Genotype-by-Sequencing Data in Genome-Wide Association Analysis
The constantly decreasing cost of genotyping makes available an ever-increasing
number of SNP markers for population study. However, large data sets inevitably
present challenges that need to be overcome to reach the full potential use of the
data. Each experimental design will have its own point of equilibrium between logis-
tical cost and data produced. The goal is to design the experiment, within logistical
constraints, such that the power to detect an association between a trait and a geno-
type is maximized. As both industry and academic pursuits scale up in the number
of data points, careful experimental planning is necessary. As is the case with any
fairly new method of analysis, sometimes, the experimental design areas that most
need this careful consideration before the experiment manifest themselves after the
fact. This set of genotyping-by-sequencing data was no exception.
During the generation and acquisition of the genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)
data, a decision was made to supplement a large set of GBS data on 291 public
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founder and ex-PVP inbred lines with GBS data on another 58 ex-PVP lines whose
certificates of protection had expired after the first set had been genotyped. Due to the
nature of the GBS process, these two GBS runs differed greatly in the set of markers
that returned successful reads. Consequently, there was a relatively low number of
SNPs common to both sets–out of the total number of SNP reads between both
GBS sets, only 17.2 percent were found in both sets. Then, for the SNPs that were
common, the missing data was not distributed equally among the two sets. In order
to accurately analyze the population genetics of this population, the genotypic data
needed to be high-quality, or else the results could not be relied upon to effectively
inform a GWAS. Therefore, to ensure a high-quality data set, to mitigate the effects
of the non-random distribution of missing data among the remaining SNPs common
to both sets, and to reach a reasonable amount of missing data (no more than 30
percent for any inbred line) before imputing, a large number of markers were simply
eliminated from the data set.
3.6.2 Optimal Number of Genotypic Markers
If one considers only genetic factors, (and not the nature of the trait itself), the
number of markers needed to find a causative SNP can be estimated by examining
the LD decay rate within the population. The optimal number of markers then is
determined by the number of markers such that the distance between markers is
approximately equal to the desired LD threshold (the commonly acceptable level is
r2 = 0.2 in current literature). Previously published studies have estimated that
based on the linkage disequilibrium pattern for maize, somewhere around 700,000
markers may provide sufficient resolution to detect all causative SNPs (Schnable et
al., 2009; Romay et al., 2013). Based on the results reported herein–the estimate
that LD decays to an average r2 = 0.2 at approximately 2-3 Kb–and given a maize
genome size of 2,300 Mb (see Schnable et al., 2009), somewhere between 766,666 and
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1,150,000 markers would be necessary to provide adequate genomic coverage to detect
all causative SNPs.4
The estimated ideal number of markers just stated is more than ten times the
number of markers that were used in this study. While 77,314 markers used in this
study may be enough to accurately analyze population genetics on a genome-wide
scale, it is nowhere near enough to capture any more than a fraction of the causative
SNPs by running a GWAS. It can be logically inferred that the QTL identified in this
study can be no more than one-tenth of the actual QTL that may exist for the six
traits tested. Despite this small proportion, however, prove to be a reliable and solid
foundation for future studies of the ex-PVP germplasm, as the focus here has been
to produce results based on accurate input data.
One follow-up step that is already in process is to obtain a new GBS data set on all
the ex-PVP and public founder inbred lines used in this study, but this time from one
and only one run. It is anticipated that this new GBS data set will provide somewhere
around 1.2 million unfiltered and unimputed SNPs. The pipeline developed in this
study, including the filtering and imputation steps, will then be applied. With existing
technology and cost constraints, currently the limiting factor for optimal number of
genotypes is obtaining a large enough number of high-quality genotypes.
3.6.3 Optimal Population Size
Besides increasing the number of markers, another way of increasing the power of
a genome-wide association study is to increase the population size. If the goal of the
study were to identify a trait-linked QTL that explains 5 percent of the phenotypic
variation at the widely acceptable power level of 0.8, according to Hayes (2013), a
collection of 1,000 individuals would set the required LD between SNP marker and
4It is important to note that while the actual allele variant causing the trait difference is rarely
assayed directly, a SNP located within the same gene or haplotype will be in such high LD with the
causal allele variant that, in theory, one is rarely if ever observed without the presence of the other.
This is why the SNP found by GWAS to be significantly associated with a trait can be referred to
as the causal SNP.
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unknown LD to r2 = 0.2. This is assuming a more than sufficient number of high-
quality markers are available.
3.6.4 Improving Genotype Quality
The non-map dependent imputation method used in this study, specifically the
function ’markov’ in the R package ’NAM’, is based on forward Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) theory. One possibility to not only improve genotype quality but to
increase the number of markers available for GWAS is to use a map-dependent, or
haplotype-based imputation method. In such methods, the replacement of missing
data is informed by actual genotypes that exist in closely related lines, allowing for
a higher degree of imputation accuracy and overall increasing marker density. The
theory is that a set of markers assembled into a haplotype may have a higher LD with
an unknown QTL allele than a single marker would. Assuming that is true, then the
LD measure of r2 between the unknown QTL and the haplotype would be increased,
which in turn would increase the power of the study to detect a significant associa-
tion between a trait and a genetic element. One study compared three map-based
methods–Beagle, FImpute, and IMPUTE2–with a non-map-based method, Random
Forest, showing that the former had a higher accuracy of imputation in a set of 371
individuals, at various levels of missingness (He et al., 2015). Specifically, the results
of He et al., (2015), a GBS-like data set with 38.8 percent missing values was fully
imputed at an accuracy of 91-92 percent by each of three map-based methods, while
full imputation by Random Forest only produced a 75 percent accuracy. While a
haplotype-based method could increase the accuracy of imputations, it still does not
address the difficult-to-define problem of genomic divergence from the B73 reference
genome in diverse maize germplasm sets.
All data generated by GBS is aligned to the B73 reference genome. However,
given the diverse nature of the maize genome–including such features as transpos-
able elements, copy number variants (CNV) and presence/absence variation–some
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sequencing reads from distantly related inbreds do not align with the B73 genome
(Unterseer et al., 2014). Subsequently, these misaligned GBS reads are discarded
from the data set. Similarly, if a line distantly related to B73 does not have a genetic
element which is found in B73, then GBS results will return missing data at that locus
in that distantly related inbred. Any imputation method, whether map-based or not,
would then fill in data points that never existed. This produces a non-random dis-
tribution of missing genotypic data points, with missing data more prevalent among
inbreds which are more distantly related to B73.
One proposal to address the bias caused by divergence from the B73 reference
genome is to establish alternate reference genomes that better represent a heterotic
group of interest. Then GBS data can be aligned to the reference genome of the
heterotic group, and map-dependent imputation methods could be employed to fill in
missing data, thus increasing both the quantity and quality of genotypes. A GWAS
using GBS data based on an alternate reference genome would be confined to individ-
uals within the same heterotic group as the reference line. Therefore, this approach
would only be helpful for producing GBS data specifically for a GWAS if there are
enough individuals within the heterotic group to retain high power when running the
GWAS. Given that nearly 400 Plant Variety Protection certificates are set to expire
in the next five years (USDA, 2013a), as well as the continuing decrease in cost of and
development of new technologies for genotyping, this could be a realistic possibility.
3.6.5 Conclusion
In summary, the numbers tell us that if these GWA analyses were repeated with
1,000 ex-PVP and related inbreds, a number of GBS markers in the range of 766,666-
1,150,000, imputed to a level of high-quality, one could expect to find all causal
SNPs throughout the genome with an power of 0.8. Although the actual number
of inbreds and markers is far from optimal, this study represents a solid foundation
for identifying alleles responsible for superior agronomic performance within North
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American elite commercial germplasm. The agronomically important causal SNPs
reported in this thesis may only represent one-tenth of the causal SNPs that exist,
but these SNPs are still statistically significant within this experiment. Now that
the methods have been validated and results appear promising, there exists a great
opportunity to further examine and apply the analysis and study of this data set.
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Table 3.1
Environments used for genome-wide association study on GCA.
Environment†
Tester HG‡ 1 2 3# 7# Total env.§
PHP02 Iodent x x x x 4
DAS T1 SS x x x 3
PHW52 SS x x x x 4
DAS T2 NSS x x x 3
PHR03 NSS x x x x 4
† Environments are as follows: 1=West Lafayette, IN (67);
2=West Lafayette, IN (98); 3=West Lafayette, IN (68);
and 7=West Lafayette, IN (59).
‡ Heterotic group, determined by cluster analysis (for the
three ex-PVP testers) and by Dow AgroSciences propri-
etary information (for the two DAS testers); SS=Stiff
Stalk and NSS=Non-Stiff Stalk.
# Environments 3 and 7 were grown in summer 2015; all
other environments were grown in summer 2014.
§ Total number of unique environments in which each








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Summary statistics of best linear unbiased predictors and variance
components for all GCA traits.




GY 156.74 15.75 66.87-298.54 4 358.64 505.89 0.68
TWT 51.32 1.68 43.27-61.34 4 1.97 2.94 0.67
HOH 20.62 1.32 12.92-48.91 4 6.80 9.22 0.69
DTP 1453.46 32.38 1107.03-1695.24 2 4409.03 4135.83 0.76
PHT 216.01 17.96 122.21-286.83 4 118.69 135.68 0.72
EHT 101.11 14.67 35.81-163.06 4 95.92 93.73 0.75
NSS
GY 179.43 20.02 72.55-338.44 4 386.18 362.90 0.76
TWT 55.08 1.44 45.70-63.80 4 1.42 2.54 0.63
HOH 19.72 1.55 12.65-33.51 4 2.74 4.50 0.65
DTP 1378.12 42.87 1083.95-1591.55 2 2493.20 2628.23 0.65
PHT 236.67 14.22 111.34-301.44 4 140.10 254.47 0.62
EHT 113.79 10.68 43.78-176.99 4 85.73 122.98 0.68
† Heterotic group of the tester.
‡ GY=grain yield (bu/ac); TWT=test weight (lb/bu); HOH=percent moisture; DTP=days to pollen
shed, converted to growing degree units (GDU); PHT=plant height (cm); and EHT=ear height (cm).
For trait details, see Table 2.3.
§ Total number of environments used to calculate BLUPs.
# Genetic variance.




Statistically significant SNP markers for GCA in a Stiff Stalk tester background.
Major Allele ——— Minor Allele ———





GY 7 130321809 4.74 T 2.37 C 0.43 -0.41 -2.57 0.60
TWT
1 182099569 5.10 C -0.19 T 0.23 -0.05 -0.05 0.30
9 113427616 4.40 T -0.17 C 0.46 0.08 -0.01 0.10
HOH
1 41102630 5.14 C -0.49 T 0.08 0.13 -0.09 0.46
1 50631115 4.98 A -0.34 C 0.24 0.20 -0.24 0.38
3 159610920 4.65 A -0.32 G 0.28 0.09 0.10 0.14
8 169253394 4.54 T -0.18 G 0.44 -0.07 -0.32 0.57
DTP
1 195779532 5.90 G 11.13 T 0.19 8.91 13.44 -33.48
7 158754298 4.98 A 14.29 T 0.08 3.85 -9.96 -8.18
7 165302595 4.86 A 14.47 G 0.09 10.60 -20.99 -4.08
9 143963258 5.72 C 16.91 T 0.07 2.52 -2.67 -16.76
9 143963343 4.58 T 14.30 A 0.06 1.80 -1.76 -14.34
PHT
2 194164945 4.59 C -2.30 A 0.11 -2.38 3.32 1.36
9 10339973 4.42 G 2.48 T 0.32 2.05 -5.54 1.01
10 105903993 4.38 G 1.91 A 0.15 3.60 -8.78 3.27
10 110201708 4.49 C 2.24 G 0.15 2.73 -6.90 1.93
† GY=grain yield (bu/ac); TWT=test weight (lb/bu); HOH=percent moisture; DTP=days to pollen shed, converted
to growing degree units (GDU); and PHT=plant height (cm). For trait details, see Table 2.3.
‡ Chromosome number.
§ Physical location of the SNP on the chromosome, in base pairs.
# p = −log10(P -value)
¶ Average effect of the major allele SNP variant on the phenotype, in units of the respective trait.
$ Minor allele frequency.
∗ Average effect of minor allele SNP variant on the phenotype, in units of the trait–for the following heterotic groups:
EffSS=Stiff Stalk inbreds; EFFNSS=Non-Stiff Stalk inbreds; and EffI=Iodent inbreds.
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Table 3.6
Statistically significant SNP markers for GCA in a Non-Stiff Stalk tester background.
Major Allele ——— Minor Allele ———






5 2144016 4.64 A -1.54 C 0.45 0.56 -1.25 2.23
5 206046632 5.07 G 2.17 C 0.14 1.51 -0.05 -3.64
5 207514176 4.83 G 1.44 A 0.31 -1.42 2.76 -2.78
7 155911698 4.7 A -2.37 C 0.21 1.12 0.78 0.47
TWT 4 145545049 4.46 C 0.09 T 0.39 0.01 0.09 -0.19
HOH
2 16344596 4.87 G -0.24 C 0.13 -0.07 0.28 0.03
2 26979657 4.89 T -0.31 G 0.26 0.13 -0.16 0.34
2 146409325 5.25 T -0.24 C 0.08 -0.08 -0.24 0.55
3 159610899 4.77 G -0.19 A 0.27 -0.03 0.08 0.14
4 205194437 4.98 C -0.38 T 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.3
9 137786788 5.47 C 0.21 A 0.23 0.11 -0.27 -0.05
9 138245026 5.98 G 0.21 C 0.3 0.14 -0.34 -0.01
10 117565905 4.29 G -0.27 T 0.26 -0.21 -0.21 0.69
DTP
5 59728031 5.32 T 9.78 A 0.31 6.43 -10.69 -5.51
7 115310215 4.64 G 5.22 A 0.49 3.16 -10.8 2.42
9 143963258 5.66 C 16.3 T 0.07 -11.29 8.79 -13.8
9 143963343 5.04 T 15.47 A 0.06 -14.95 10.55 -11.07
PHT 8 135091754 4.63 T 1.2 C 0.47 1.01 -0.48 -1.73
† GY=grain yield (bu/ac); TWT=test weight (lb/bu); HOH=percent moisture; DTP=days to pollen shed, converted
to growing degree units (GDU); and PHT=plant height (cm). For trait details, see Table 2.3.
‡ Chromosome number.
§ Physical location of the SNP on the chromosome, in base pairs.
# p = −log10(P -value)
¶ Average effect of the major allele SNP variant on the phenotype, in units of the respective trait.
$ Minor allele frequency.
∗ Average effect of minor allele SNP variant on the phenotype, in units of the trait–for the following heterotic






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Summary of GCA QTL located within previously described gene models.
HG† Trait‡ Ch.§ SNP# Transcript¶ Description$
SS
GY 7 S7 130321809 GRMZM2G181390 TMV-MP30 binding protein 2C
TWT 1 S1 182099569 GRMZM2G023591 Ribonucleoprotein
TWT 9 S9 113427616 GRMZM2G054634 ATP binding protein
HOH 1 S1 41102630 GRMZM2G428391 Heat shock cognate 70 kDa protein 2
HOH 1 S1 50631115 GRMZM2G329040 2-deoxyglucose-6-phosphate phosphatase
HOH 3 S3 159610920 GRMZM2G085420 GRMZM2G085420 P03
HOH 8 S8 169253394 GRMZM2G143756 ATP-binding cassette transporter
DTP 1 S1 195779532 GRMZM2G080565 AP2 domain-containing protein AP29
DTP 7 S7 165302595 GRMZM2G127035 GRMZM2G127035 P01
DTP 9 S9 143963258 GRMZM2G178289 Fasciclin-like domain-containing protein
PHT 2 S2 194164945* GRMZM2G164945 Alpha-L-fucosidase 1
PHT 2 S2 194164945* GRMZM2G164956 DEAD-box ATP-dep. RNA helicase 7
PHT 9 S9 10339973 GRMZM2G443256 GRMZM2G443256 P01
PHT 10 S10 110201708 GRMZM2G155962 GRMZM2G155962 P03
NSS
GY 5 S5 2144016* GRMZM2G121851 Calmodulin binding protein
GY 5 S5 2144016* GRMZM2G420823 Permease I
GY 5 S5 206046632 GRMZM2G331474 GRMZM2G331474 P01
GY 5 S5 207514176 GRMZM2G036418 Conserved gene of unknown function
HOH 2 S2 16344596 GRMZM2G086210 Mandelonitrile lyase
HOH 2 S2 26979657 GRMZM2G021786 GRMZM2G021786 P01
HOH 2 S2 146409325 GRMZM2G026556 Ankyrin repeat family protein
HOH 3 S3 159610899 GRMZM2G085420 GRMZM2G085420 P03
HOH 4 S4 205194437 GRMZM2G317652 Bromodomain-containing protein
HOH 9 S9 137786788 GRMZM2G078469 DUF231 domain containing protein
HOH 9 S9 138245026 GRMZM2G118959 Beta3-glucuronyltransferase
DTP 5 S5 59728031 GRMZM2G102447 Gcip-interacting family protein-like
DTP 7 S7 115310215 GRMZM5G899151 GRMZM5G899151 P01
DTP 9 S9 143963258 GRMZM2G178289 Fasciclin-like domain-containing protein
PHT 8 S8 135091754* GRMZM2G098212 CHCH domain containing protein
PHT 8 S8 135091754* GRMZM2G098237 Ankyrin-1
† Heterotic group of the tester.
‡ GY=grain yield (bu/ac); TWT=test weight (lb/bu); HOH=percent moisture; DTP=days to pollen shed, con-
verted to growing degree units (GDU); and PHT=plant height (cm). For trait details, see Table 2.3.
§ Chromosome number.
# SNP name is also the position on the maize genome within assembly AGPv2.
¶ As reported in the B73 reference genome.
$ Brief description of the translated protein motif.
∗ Signifies multiple genes within 2 Kb of this SNP.
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Table 3.9
Summary of GCA QTL located in regions with no previously identi-
fied genes or gene models.
HG† Trait‡ Chr.§ SNP#
SS
DTP 7 S7 158754298
PHT 10 S10 105903993
NSS
GY 7 S7 155911698
TWT 4 S4 145545049
† Heterotic group of the tester.
‡ DTP=days to pollen shed, converted to
growing degree units (GDU); PHT=plant
height (cm); GY=grain yield (bu/ac); and
TWT=test weight (lb/bu). For trait details,
see Table 2.3.
§ Chromosome number
# SNP name is also the position on the maize
genome within assembly AGPv2.
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Table 3.10
Summary of QTL that appear in more than one genome-wide associ-
ation (GWA) analysis in this thesis.
— GWAS —
Tester/HG Trait Ch. SNP Transcript Description
DAS T1 Yield
1 S1 29356769 GRMZM2G012126 Short hypocotyl in white light
DAS T1 PHT
PHW52 HOH
1 S1 41102630 GRMZM2G428391 Heat shock cognate 70 kDa protein 2
SS HOH
PHW52 HOH
1 S1 50631115 GRMZM2G329040 2-deoxyglucose-6-phosphate phosphatase
SS HOH
PHR03 DTP
1 S1 195779532 GRMZM2G080565 AP2 domain-containing protein AP29
SS DTP
DAS T2 PHT
1 S1 280683679 GRMZM2G164580 Molybdopterin cofactor sulfurase
PHW52 HOH
DAS T2 PHT
1 S1 281069009 GRMZM5G843914 Putative uncharacterized protein
PHW52 HOH
PHR03 HOH
2 S2 146409325 GRMZM2G026556 Ankyrin repeat family protein
NSS HOH
PHR03 DTP
5 S5 59726206 GRMZM2G102447 Gcip-interacting family protein-like
NSS DTP
DAS T2 PHT
6 S6 165288735 GRMZM2G092475 Predicted Na+-dependent cotransporter
PHW52 HOH
PHR03 DTP
7 S7 158754298 NA NA
SS DTP
PHR03 DTP
9 S9 143963258 GRMZM2G178289 Fasciclin-like domain-containing proteinNSS DTP
SS DTP
† Heterotic group of the tester.
‡ GY=grain yield (bu/ac); TWT=test weight (lb/bu); HOH=percent moisture; DTP=days to pollen shed, converted to
growing degree units (GDU); and PHT=plant height (cm). For trait details, see Table 2.3.
§ Chromosome number.
# SNP name is also the position on the maize genome within assembly AGPv2.
¶ As reported in the B73 reference genome.
$ Brief description of the translated protein motif.
∗ Signifies multiple genes within 2 Kb of this SNP.
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Figure 3.1. Pearson correlation coefficients for phenotypic traits in
yield trials with Stiff Stalk testers. Stiff Stalk testers include PHW52
and DAS T1. Within the diagonal is the histogram for each trait.
Above the diagonal the top number is the Pearson correlation co-
efficient statistic for the two intersecting traits with the associated
p-value directly below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter plot of
each pair of traits, with each point representing an individual geno-
type. GY=grain yield; TWT=test weight; HOH=percent moisture at
harvest; DTP=days to 50% pollen shed, converted to growing-degree
units; PHT=plant height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 3.2. Pearson correlation coefficients for phenotypic traits in
yield trials with Non-Stiff Stalk testers. Non-Stiff Stalk testers include
PHR03, PHP02, and DAS T2. Within the diagonal is the histogram
for each trait. Above the diagonal the top number is the Pearson
correlation coefficient statistic for the two intersecting traits with the
associated p-value directly below it. Below the diagonal is the scatter
plot of each pair of traits, with each point representing an individ-
ual genotype. GY=grain yield; TWT=test weight; HOH=percent
moisture at harvest; DTP=days to 50% pollen shed, converted to
growing-degree units; PHT=plant height; EHT=ear height.
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Figure 3.3. General combining ability (GCA) of Non-Stiff Stalk in-
breds for grain yield (bu/ac) and moisture (percent moisture at har-
vest). Each axis shows the GCA for the specified trait. Inbreds labeled
and colored are the highest yielding among their respective maturity
group, with red=early maturing, blue=mid-maturing, and green=late
maturing.
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Figure 3.4. General combining ability (GCA) of Stiff-Stalk inbreds
for grain yield (bu/ac) and moisture (percent moisture at harvest).
Each axis shows the GCA for the specified trait. Inbreds labeled
and colored are the highest yielding among their respective maturity






Figure 3.5. GWAS results for six traits in yield trials with Stiff Stalk
testers. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by Bonferroni






Figure 3.6. GWAS results for six traits in yield trials with Non-
Stiff Stalk testers. Statistical significance threshold was calculated by


























































* (Ch. 6 had zero signicant markers)
Pairwise LD of Significant Markers
For All GCA Traits
Figure 3.7. LD heatmaps by chromosome for statistically significant
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The following figures were not included nor mentioned within this thesis, yet are
useful for further study and explanation of the subjects discussed in the text. Figures
A.1 to A.4 are variations of principal component plots. The difference between these
plots and the plots presented in the thesis text is the coloring of the data points, which
this time represents divisions into eight heterotic groups. In addition, the pedigree
charts included as Figures A.6 to A.13 are especially helpful when choosing lines to
use in breeding schemes, as the figures include both genetic relationships as well as
pedigree information for each line.
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Figure A.1. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot color annotated
by eight heterotic group divisions. Colors indicate membership in one
of eight population sub-groups as determined by phylogenetic cluster
analysis. While not extremely useful for use as prior information
in association analyses due to the diminishing returns of additional
divisions (see Table 1.6), dividing the population into eight principal
sub-groups is helpful for determining line utility in breeding on a















Figure A.2. Three-dimensional plot of principal component analysis
(PCA) plot, color annotated by eight heterotic group divisions. Axes
are principal component 1 (PC 1) (x-axis); PC 2 (y-axis); and PC
3 (z-axis). Colors indicate membership in one of three population















Figure A.3. Three-dimensional PCA plots focusing on sub-groups














Figure A.4. Three-dimensional PCA plot focusing on sub-groups







































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.5. Linear dendrogram of ex-PVP and public founder inbreds,
divided into eight sub-groups. Based on phylogenetic cluster analysis
using Ward’s minimum distance variance method, and Nei’s genetic
distance (see materials and methods section in chapter 1 of this thesis
for equations) (Nei, 1972; Ward Jr, 1963). Tree branch lengths are
scaled according to the actual genetic distance matrix. Colors corre-
late with maize family groups important to breeding, with green rep-
resenting Lancaster, pink B73, orange B37, dark blue Pioneer Mixed,
red B14, light blue Ohio 43, yellow Iodent, and lavender Miscella-
neous. Consultation of PVP pedigrees on certificates and public line
pedigrees in Compilation of North American Breeding Germplasm,
as well as previous publications on the subject, confirm individual
heterotic group memberships are accurate (USDA, 2013a; Gerdes et
al., 1993; Mikel, 2006, 2011; Mikel & Dudley, 2006). (Note: This
figure is incredibly hard to read in anything but large-scale poster
format, but is useful in linear form for a few applications, so it has


























































 235 x B73
 (CB59G x LH1) B73
 LH74 x CB59G
Pedigree
 LH74 x LH145Ht
 LH74 x LH119
 [(CM174 x LH74 (1))-S1] LH74
 LH74 x LH119
 A632 x B73
 B73 x A634
 235 x B73
 235 x B73
 235 x B73
 B73 x A634
 B73 x A634
 (1089HT x A634) B73
 LH132 x PHI3184
 B73 x K81
(Oh514 x B68Ht) CD1
 (B73Ht x CM105) x (B73Ht x CQ187)Syn
 A632 x B73Ht
 B84 x LH132 (2)
 PHI3377 x LH132
 PHI3377 x LH132
 B73^1 x Pa91
 (LH117 x LHE137) LH132
 LH117 x LHE137
 LHE137 x LHE136
 LH117 x LH132
 LH132 x B84
 LHE137 x LHE136
 4676A x PB80
 B73 x G39
 PHDK6 x PHNN2
 B73Ht x B84
 (BS13-S2) CO
 (1D11 x B73) x (B73 x 051)
 PHG73 x PHT10
 AC26 x B73Ht
 H93 x B73 (2)
 H93 x B73 (2)
 LH74 x LH119
 2702H x B73 (1)
 (1067-1 x B73) (B73Ht.1BC6)
 ((A662 x B73)-S1) B73 (2)
 ((B68Ht x B73Ht)-S2) B73
 GLAMOS x B73Ht (1)
 B14A x B73 (1)
 [(CH593-9/B73)-S2] B73
 B73 x BSSS2
 (CB59G x LH1) B73
 W37-2 x B73 (2)
 PHG69 x PHM44
 BSSS C5
 BS16(Syn) x B73 (3)
 [(A662 x B73)-S1] B73 (2)
 B73 Mutation
TaxaB73 Sub-group
Figure A.6. B73 sub-group dendrogram with associated pedigrees.
The column title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each
formerly Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the
colored area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored
surrounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color
given to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree


























 1094-H x A656
 CMV3 x B14 (2)
 A632Ht x PN042
 (ND302 x B14) B14 (2)
 [((Mt42 x B14 (1))-S1] x B14 (2)
 Cuzco x B14 (8)
 (AS10631 x A632) x (RB14AHtA x RB14AHtB)
 (Mt42 x B14) B14 (3)
 BSSS
 A635 Cms Ht x A632Ht (5)
 41.2504B x B14 (3)
 41.2504B x B14 (3)
 PHDF2 x PHG41
 A632Ht x CM105
 B73 x CM105 (1)
 CB59G x CM105
 N32 x B14 (2)
 LH74 x CB59G (2) 
 8200 x A634H
 W438 x A635
 (377 x B386) x 347
 [(Mt42 x B14) S1] x B14
 B84 x FBAB (1)
 ABA10 x FBAB
Taxa PedigreeB14 Sub-group
Figure A.7. B14 sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees. The column
title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each formerly Plant
Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the colored area has
its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored surrounding the
ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color given to each family







































 88051B x 4608H
 B09 x B36
 PHJ40 x PHW52
 PHR73 x PHJ40
 B47 x AC54
 PHK29 x PHW52
 PH814 x PHG16
 PHK29 x PHW52
 PHK29 x PHGP8
 (B37 x GE440) B37 (4) HtHt
 BSSS
 (C.I.31A x B37) B37
 B37 x SD105
 (B37 x GE440) HtHt
 B37 x 644
 B14AH x B37H
 AC34 x G93H
  PHI3358 x PHI3713
 B73 x T220
 4676A x PB80
 1067-1 x B-line Composite
 555 x Zap<4CB
 495 x 331
 555 x 031
 G27 x G21
 PHG53 x PHG21
 PHB47 x G39
 PHG39 x PHK29
 B37 x B14 x B96 x I205 x IDT
 A33GB4 x A34CB4
 PHI3358 x PHI3713
 PHG86 x PHW52
 B64 x B73
 PHJ29 x PHBT4
 PHK76 x PHW52
 B73 x G39
PedigreeTaxaB37 Sub-group
Figure A.8. B37 sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees. The column
title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each formerly Plant
Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the colored area has
its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored surrounding the
ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color given to each family
























































 PHG50 x PHEJ8
 PHFA0 x PHG72
 PHG72 x PHG68
 G50 x PHK42
 IBI8 x PHI3603
 G50 x PHG72
 G50 x PHRH7
 PHI3540
 G50 x PHZ51
 G50 x G35
 PHG41 x G21
 PHI3713
 J6 x W70884
 PHI3901 x CB59G
 PHI3732 x CB59G
 PH3901 x CM105
 PHI3901 x AS3 (synthetic)
 A632Ht x 207
 A634 x K1-172B
 PHG71 x PHG72
 891 x 207
 FR23 x IBC2
 207 x G96
 207 x PHB60
 IBC2 x ZZZ38
 PHG69 x PHG40
 PHI3901
 HBA1 x IB014
 IBI x 7309B
 MBNS x PHI3901
 PHI3713
 PH806 x 207
 806 x 207 (1)
 PHG44 x PHG29
 806 x 207 (1)
 PHG44 x PHG29
 PHG29 x HD38
 PHG39 x 207
 PHI3901 x K81-336
 PHJ40 x 207
 PHI3710 x PHI3732
 P-3901 x A632
 B87 x PHI3901
 H99 x 3901 (1)
 IBC2 x IBI2
 B83 x 207
 PHR25 x PHR64
 806 x 207 (1)
 PHI3369 Off-type
 G3BD2 x G3RZ1
 Mo17Ht x J6 (1) 
 PHI3901 x W117
 PHI3901 x W117
PedigreeTaxaIodent Sub-group
Figure A.9. Iodent sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees. The col-
umn title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each formerly
Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the colored
area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored sur-
rounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color given
to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree branch







































 MAWU x 4913
 BS11 FRC3 OPV
 LH123Ht x LH51 (1)
 (Mo17 x H99) LH53
 (Mo17 x H99) LH53
 Illinois Synthetic 60C
 H4101 x 800M
 Lancaster Surecrop
 C102 x C103
 C123Ht x Va59
 MAWU x 4913
 LH58 x LH122 (1)
 814 x 848
 (BS11LHC3-S4) LH51
 (BS11LHC3-S3) LH51 
 W117Ht x Mo17Ht
 3224 x LH51
 387 x FRMo17
 PHG47 x PHG36
 78060A x 88144
 Mo17Ht x MDA-28
 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C232)
 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C43)
 Mo17 x Tuxpeno (82C43)
 610 x Mo17 (2)
 610 x Mo17 (2)
 [((LH123Ht x LH51 (2))-S2] x LH51
 LH122 x LH51 (1)
 Mo17 x Lp216D
 LH58 x LH122
 Mo17 (5) recovery
 Mo17 x Mexican Deep Kernel
 [(W117 x Mo17)-S2] Mo17
 (Mo17 x LH18) LH53
 ASA x Mo17 (3)
 Mo17 (5) recovery
 Mo17 x Unknown
PedigreeTaxaLancaster Sub-group
Figure A.10. Lancaster sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees. The
column title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each for-
merly Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the col-
ored area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored
surrounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color
given to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree















MBUB  LH38 x MANS
 Eight line composite of Lancaster Surecrop
 4726 x Iowa Long Ear
 LH38 x 88121A
 78060A x LH38
 LH38 x MANS
 LH38 x 5P9-1
 W8 x Oh40B
 (A171 x Oh43) Oh43
 Oh43 x L120
 Oh43 x K155
 LH38 x 4726-1
 A619HT x L120 
 LK2 x LH38 
PedigreeTaxaOhio 43 Sub-group
Figure A.11. Ohio 43 sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees. The col-
umn title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each formerly
Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the colored
area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored sur-
rounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color given
to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree branch


























































 PHT19 x PHG84
 207 x HD12
 PHI3147
 PHI3195 x PHI3199
 041 x PHG35
 995 x G35
 PHG47 x PHG35
 G3BD2 x H7FS6 (or PHG3BD2 x PH595)
 P101 x C103G
 PHB81 x PHR33
 PHN82 x PHM49
 PHG83 x CE18
 814 x 207
 814 x 995
 PH383 x PHG16
 PH814 x PHG65
 (203 x 549) x 848
 PHI3720
 SC359 x PH157
 PH005 x PHG84
 848 x 595
 PHK76 x PHN37
 AD18 x B02
 CM11 x 041Ht
 LH24 x LH123Ht (1) 
 PHI3535
 Mo17 x PHI3535
 LH123Ht x LH51
 LH123Ht x LH51
 861 x 595
 G42 x 595
 PHT90 x 595
 PHB89 x PHDT2
 PHG29 x B89
 B97 x 595






 PHG29 x PHG47
 LH122 x LH82 (1) 
 LH82 x LH124
 610 x LH7
 LH82 x LH51
 PHT77 x PHG47
 041 x MKSDTE C10
 PHFM5 x PHG47
 2MA22 x 4780 Composite
 PHZ51 x PHG47
 PHI3901 x PHI3780
 Oh43 x H99 x Mo17 Composite
 PHG42 x PHV15
 LH39 x LH58
 KS1030 x 3535
PedigreeTaxaPioneer Mixed Sub-group
Figure A.12. Pioneer Mixed sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees.
The column title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each
formerly Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the
colored area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored
surrounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color
given to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree











































































 ND246 x Mo17
 643 x Minnesota No. 13
 Reid Yellow Dent (Indiana Station strain)
 Wf9 x C.l.187-2
 (WD x Wf9) WD (2)
 VA17 x VA29
 Wf9 x T8
 (C103 x T8 (2)) (K4 x C103 (2))
 LH55 x LH47
 W117 x B37Ht
 W117 x B37Ht
 CM7-24 x W117
 W755 x W771
 ND246 x Mo17
 PHI3906 x ND246
 Unknown
 ND203 x B14
 Haney's Minnesota No. 13
 Funk Yellow Dent
 4780 x 5P9-1
 A73 x Oh51A
 A73 x A347
 Germplasm 230B (Snelling Corn Borer Synthetic)
 Indiana Reid (developed by Pioneer)
 (B164 x H76) B164 (2)
 B164-886 x A237
 C.l.540 x III.L
 (Oh07 x 38-11) Oh07
 (Wf9 x Oh40B) S4 x [(38-11 x L317) 38-11] S4
 Va85 x Pa91
 Outcross in line from 176A
 R177 x Mo17C2
 AT2 x 805
 PHI3160
 PHW94 x PHV80
 PHB72 x PHT60
 Pride of Saline
 (1D11 x 1M12) x B76
 A78 x A109
 PHK05 x PHG68
 CM7 x 051
 PHI3978
 Minnesota No. 13
 PHT64 x PHG49
 PHT64 x PHW23
 801 x G48
 PAG1202 x A641
 W85 x CMV3
 Minnesota Synthetic AS-A
 Minnesota No. 13 (Owen's)
 NDSA(FS)C2
 848 x 207
 (Golden Glow x Maize Amargo) Golden Glow
 A635Ht x A632Ht (2)
 Pride of Saline
 Midland
 Maize Amargo (a.k.a. 41.2504B)
 (la153 x W8) la153
 A344 x L317
 400M Composite
 PHG65 x 207
 PHG63 x PHG65
 G39 x PHB49
 Osterland Yellow Dent
 Stiff Stalk Synthetic 1
 Virginia Long Ear Synthetic




 Osterland Yellow Dent
 82C25 (Exotic Syn)
 Illinois Synthetic
PedigreeTaxaMiscellaneous Sub-group
Figure A.13. Miscellaneous sub-group dendrogram with pedigrees.
The column title ”Taxa” is synonymous with ”inbred name”. Each
formerly Plant Variety Protected (ex-PVP) inbred listed within the
colored area has its pedigree stated directly to the right. The colored
surrounding the ex-PVP inbred names corresponds with the color
given to each family subgroup in Figures 1.8 and A.5. Note: tree
branch lengths are NOT to scale.
